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ABSTRACT 
CHAPTER I 
Theories for organic donor-acceptor (DA) complexes in 
solution and in the solid state are reviewed, and compared with 
the available experimental data. As shown by McConnell et al. (Proc. 
Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S., 2l' 46-50 (l965)), the DA crystals fall 
into two classes, the holoionic class with a fully or almost 
fully ionic ground state, and the nonionic class with little or 
no ionic character. If the total lattice binding energy 2el 
(per DA pair) gained in ionizing a DA lattice exceeds the cost 
2e0 of ionizing each DA pair, el + e0 < 0, then the lattice i s 
holoionic. The charge-transfer (cr) band in crystals and in 
solution can be explained, following Mulliken, by a second-order 
mixing of · states, or by any theory that makes the cr transition 
strongly allowed, and yet due to a small change in the ground 
+ state of the non-interacting components D and A (or D and A-). 
The magnetic properties of the DA crystals are discussed. 
CHAPTER II 
A computer program, EWALD, was written to calculate by t h e 
Ewald fast-convergence method the crystal Coulomb binding energy 
EC due to classical monopole-monopole interactions for crystals 
of any symmetry. The precision of EC values obtained is high: 
vi 
the uncertainties, estimated by the effect on EC of changing the 
Ewa ld convergence parameter rz., ranged from+ 0.00002 eV to 
+ 0 . 01 eV in the worst case . The charge distribution for organic 
ions was idealized as fractiona l point charges localized at the 
crystallographic atomic positions : these charges were chosen 
from available theoret ical and experimental estimates. The 
unccrtairrl: y in EC due ·to dif f c r cn·t cha rge dis tribution models i s 
typically ~ 0 .1 eV E~ 3%) : thus , even the s i mp l e Hllckel model 
can g i ve decent results. 
EC for Wurster rs Blue Perchl orate i s -4.1 eV/mol ecul e : the 
crystal is stable under the b i nding provided by direct Coulomb 
interactions . EC for N- Methylphenaz inium Tetracyanoquino-
dimethanide is 0 .1 eV : exchange Coulomb interactions, which can-
not be est i mated classically, must provide the necessary binding . 
EWALD was a l so used to test the McConnell classification 
of DA crystals. For the hol oionic (l : l)- (N,N, N r ,N r-Tetramet hyl-
para- phenylenediamine : 7,7,8,8- Tetracyanoquinodimethan) EC = -4. 0 
e V while 2e0 = 4 . 6 5 eV : clearly, exchange forces must provide 
th e balance . For the holoionic (1 : 1)- (N,N,N r ,N r-Tetramethyl-para -
phenylenediamine:para- Chloranil) EC = - 4 . 4 eV, while 2e0 = 5 . 0 eV : 
ag ain EC falls short of 2e1 . As a Gedankenexperiment, two non-
ionic cr ystals were assumed to be ionized : for (1: 1)- (Hexamethyl-
b enzene :para- Ch lora nil) EC = - 4 . 5 eV, 2e0 = 6.6 eV ; for ( l: l) -
( Nu p h l:lw l c nc : DfDct: fD <K teyunoct:hylc~nc F EC -IJ-. 5 cV, 2 t=:0 :.::: G. 'J ~v K qh u~K::K I 
exchange energ i es in these noni onic crystals mus t not exceed l eV . 
vii 
CHAPTER III 
A rapid-convergence quantum-mechanical formalism is 
derived to calculate the electronic energy of an arbitrary 
mo lecul ar (or molecular-ion) crystal : this provides est i mates of 
crysta l binding energies which include the exchange Coulomb inter-
K::~ction::> K Pr0viously ob·taincd LCAO-MO wavcfunc·t ions for ·the 
i solated molecule( s) ("unit cell spin- orbitals") provide the 
s tarting-point. Bloch 1 s theorem is used to construct "crystal 
spin- orbitals". Overlap between the unit cell orbi tals localized 
in different unit cells is neglected, or is eliminated by L8wdin 
orthogonalization . 
XT 
energy QA , nuclear 
Then simple formulas for the t ot al kinetic 
attraction [AIAJXT, d i rect Coulomb [AA E A 1 A 1 zu~ 
and exchange Coulomb [AA 1 ( A1 A]XT integrals are obtained, and 
direct-space brute- force expansions in atomic wavefunctions are 
given . Fourier series are obtained for ( AI AlXT, [AA (A1 A1 ]XT, and 
[AA 1 IA 1 A]XT with the help of the convolution theorem; the Fourier 
coefficients require the evaluation of Silverstone ' s two-center 
Fourier transform integrals. If the short-range interactions are 
calculated by brute- force integrations in direct space, and the 
long- range effects are summed in Fourier space, then rapid con-
vergence is possible for [ AI A]XT' (AAIA 1 A1 ]XT' and [AA1 f A1 A)XT . 
This is achieved, as in the Ewald method, by modifying each 
.:..rtornic wavefunc·tion by a "Gauss ian convergence accelera·t i on 
facto.r 11 , and evaluating separately in direct and in Fourier space 
· · of ( ' I ' ]XT, h f h . appropr late portlons ~ ~ etc., w ere some o t e portlons 
contain the Gaussian factor . 
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CHAPTER I 
ORGANIC DONOR-ACCEPTOR COMPLEXES 
A. Introduction and Literature Survey 
Certain organic molecules are known as ''good donors 11 (D) 
because their ionization potential ID is comparatively low: 
(101) 
other organic 
their electron 
( 102) 
D+ ... +e. 
molecules are known as 
affinity AA is fairly 
A ..,.A + e. 
"good acceptors" (A) because 
large: 
AA~ +(1 co Z)e.V . 
When D and A are separately dissolved·in suitable organic solvents, 
(or, rarely, water) they usually yield faintly col ored or colorless 
so l utions; when t hese so l utions are mixed, an intense coloration 
appears, and a "molecular complex " i s assumed to be formed. Under 
suitable conditions a precipitate is obtained wit h a color similar 
to that of the complex in solution. 
These "donor-acceptor" (DA) or "pi" or 11 intermolecular 
charg~-transfer" (CT) complexes have been studied ext ens ively both 
in solution and in the solid state, and are of interest also in 
2 
inorganic chemistry. A complete survey of the literature is out 
of the question here; rather, we refer the reader to recent review 
articles by Mulliken et al. (1), McConnell (2), Nordio et al. (3), 
and to book s by Briegleb (4) and Andrews and Keefer (5); the review 
articles by Kommandeur (6) and LeBlanc (7) are also of pedagogic 
value. Instead, we aim to give here a brief account of the experi-
mental evidence and the theoretical arguments pertinent to the 
ground state of the solid 1:1 organic pi complexes such as ( 1:1 )-
(Hexamethylbenzene:para-Chloranil) and (1:1)-(para-Phenylene-
d iamine :pa ra-Chloranil). 
The salient feature of these DA complexes in solution is 
their intense color; their optical absorption spectrum consists 
of a superposition of the spectra of the neutral donor D and of 
the neutral acceptor A, plus a very strongly allowed absorption 
b and that is responsible for the coloration, but cannot b e 
+ 
attributed to D, D , A, A-, or to the solvent; this band, which 
(anticipating slightly) we call 11charge-transfer 11 band, peaks a t 
a fr e quency ")) ;T which is empirically relat ed to ID- AA as 
follows: 
( 103 ) 
where h i s Planck's cons tant , and C i s a constant of the ord er o f 
mag nitude of 3 eV. If ID - AA is r e lat i v e ly s ma ll E ~ 6 eV) a nd 
i f t he s olut i on is suff iciently polar, then the complex , if e v e r 
for med, breaks up rat h er rapidly into the separate l y solva t e d 
3 
radical ions D+ and A-, and the CT band disappears. The complexes 
in solution possess an electric d ipole moment even when neither D 
nor A alone have measurable moments. curthermor~the heat of 
formation ~eCq of these complexes is relatively small, about 0.2 
"/c 
eV/pair, which is insufficient for a true chemical bond but 
resembles hydrogen-bond energies. In Appendix I we summarize in 
two tables some of the data available in charge-transfer literature; 
the purpose is two- fold : to provide a framework f or the ensuing 
di:::cuss ion on theor et ical models , and to place the crys tctl Coulo11dJ 
calculations of Chapter II in an appropriate experimental per-
spective. In Table I we collect experimental and semi- empirical 
ionization potentials and electron affinities for a selected 
group of aromatic donors and acceptors. The experimental ioniza-
tion potentials are from gas eous photoionization (I ) and 
exp 
l f h . . . ( Is ur f ) h . . l l crysta sur ace p otolonlzatlon exp ; t e experlmenta e ectron 
affinities (A ) are from calorimetry and electron c a pture; the 
exp 
semi-empirica~ ionization potentials (ICT) and electron affinities 
(ACT) are obtained from Briegleb's correlations (8,9) of solution 
CT spectra. A discussion of the reliability of ICT a nd ACT is 
deferred to the end o f Chapter II. In Tab l e I we a l so tabulate 
the differences ICT - ACT for comparison with the data i n Table 
II. Table II contains most of the experimental information 
4': 
Throughout this thesis, we assume that l 
plex consists of N0 (Avogadro's number) donors D A; energy quantities are also quoted as eV/pair, 
i. e. e lectron volts per one D molecule and one· A 
mole o f DA com-
and Nq acceptors 
or eVtDA pair, 
molecule. 
4 
presently available for the 1:1 complexes formed by the above-
mentioned donors and acceptors, namely: (i) solution data: 
charge-transfer bands E*= h~~ and their molar absorptivities e*, 
dipole moments 1-i~·: and high-pressure effects; ( ii) crystal data: 
charge-transfer bands E, their mo'lar absorptivities e, charac-
terist ics of infrared (IR) and visible-ultra-violet (VUV) abs orp-
tion spectra, room-temperature electrical resistivities ..f, 
activation energies for electrical conduction e , concentration c . 
of paramagnetic species at room-temperature (EPR), activation 
H 
energies for paramagnetism at high and low temperatures e and 
s 
e
1
, characteristics of nuclear electrical quadrupole resonance 
s 
spectra (NQR), charge-transfer bands in gases Egas, and effects 
of pressure on E, e, ~D EPR, whenever available; crystal-
structure data are also given : The D and A molecules are planar 
and the 1:1 DA complexes invariably crystallize as linear arrays 
of overlapping alternating donor and acceptor molecules DADADA ... ; 
the intermolecular distances along the stacking axis are equal, 
i.e. there is no distance alternation, but the D and A planes are 
often not perpendicular to the stacking axis: accordingly we give 
the space group, the D-A interplanar separation along the stacking 
axis, and the perpendicular distance from D to the nearest A, as 
well as an indication as to whether the molecular structure of the 
crystal is known. In order to reduce the clutter, Tables I and II 
are r .elegated to Appendix I. 
5 
B. Theories of DA Complexes in 
the Gaseous State and in Solution 
Enough was known about DA compl exes in the nineteen 
thirties to puzzle the chemists who sought theoretical explana-
tions for them (see Ref . (4) pages 26-28 for a historical review). 
In 1942 Weiss (10) suggested that the CT absorption was due to a 
transition DA --.D+A- J but there is at least one st~ong objection 
against this interpretation: the t ransitions D--+ D+J A--+ A-
are severally forbidden) and hence) if D and A are separate 
molecules with small electron overlap) the DA ~ D+A- transition 
is also forbidden) whereas the CT transition is strongly allowed 
experimentally . 
To get around this problem) Mulliken (11) proposed in 1950 
that the ground-state wavefunction of the CT complex in the gase-
ous state or in solution) ~k J is a linear combinat ion of the 
normalized wavefunctions 1';, = \ DA) and ~ = \ D+A -) This is 
a resonance between two valence-bond states or a configuration 
interaction i n the molecular orbital formalis m.* ga~ is taken 
to describe the complex formed by a small overlap between the 
neutral donor molecule and the neutral acceptor molecule at an 
0 
equili brium perpendicular distance of 3.2 to 3.5 AJ i.e . close to 
a van der Waals distance; this complex is bound by all the 
e l ectronic effects of the approach of D to AJ plus electrical 
. ~·:cor a translation of Mulliken's theory .into molecular-
orbital language) cf. Dewar & Lepley (12). 
6 
dipole-dipole, London i nduced dipole-induced dipole, charge-
dipole and charge-induced dipole, and hydrogen-bond forces . 
\ D+A -) des cribes the complex formed by a small overlc::tp bc·twccn 
the donor monocation D+ and the acceptor monoanion A-; the bind-
ing forces are the same as for jDA), plus the fairly large ion-
ion and ion-multipole forces. So, to first order, Mulliken 
writes for the ground-state wavefunction of the DA complex: 
( 104) 
and assumes aN >> bN. For the "charge-transfer excited state" of 
the DA complex Mulliken defines the wavefunction (again to first 
order in the perturbation expansion): 
( 105) 
where aE >> bE and moreover aN ~ aE' bN ~ bE. After defining the 
matrix elements: 
( 106a) 
( l 06b) 
( l06c ) 
"' 
H 
11 
- < n+ -K I 'JZ I D+ A-), 
H 01 == <nAI ~Fa .. A-), 
where ~ is the "appropriate" Hamiltonian, and the overlap 
integral: 
( 107) 
7 
we can write : 
( 108a) HH + 'Re - H00 - RN = 
( 108b) 
= Il)- AA + \ E,s -t- Re- Hoo-RN}_, 
where E8 is the binding energy of ln+A-> relative to D+ and A- at 
infi nite separation, and ~D ~ are valence-bond "resonance 
~·I 
energies" . This explains the attribution of h~cr to a "charge-
transfer" transition. By second-order perturbat ion .theory we 
can obtain estimates for~D RE as follows : 
( 1 09a) RN C::!. ( Ho1 - fo"HooY' - .) H11- Hoo 
RE === (Hoi - .s H,.4y· HH-Hoo " ( 109b) 
whence we get for the second-order splitting : 
( 109c) 
and for the total splitting: 
( llOa) 
or: 
( llOb) 
8 
1-lere we see that the linear re l ationship between h>D~qand ID- AA i n 
Eq. (103 ) follows if the term in braces i n Eq. (llOb) is appr oxi-
mately the same for all complexes, and that a parabolic relation-
ship obtains if only the quantities in square brackets in Eq. 
(llOb) are constant for all complexes. These conditions seem to 
be satisfied to the extent that linear and parabolic least - squares 
correlations of CT spectra have yielded reasonable values for ICT 
and ACT' but t his situati on must be considered as q. 11 lucky," for -
tuitous consequence of the Mulliken formalism since it has no 
a -priori theoretical justification and does not reinforce the 
correctness o f Mulliken's theory . Rather, Mulliken's real and 
fundamental contribution is to have made the t N _. "\'" E transi-
tion theoretically strongl y a llowed, so that reasonable ext i nct ion 
coeff i c ients can be est imated. After assuming, without loss of 
generality, that l(N' irE are orth onormali zed, one may calculate 
aN' bN ' aE' bE from electrical dipole moment data, or from heats 
* ' of formation ~eCq and h")?CT' or, finally, from e:~cK In Fig . I we 
give a schemat ic energy level diagram for a l : l DA complex in 
solution, together with num~rical estimates of the quantities 
mentioned above, calculated by Briegleb (4) for (1:1)-(Hexamethyl-
benzene :para-Chloranil) and El:lF~kaphthalene:para-ChloranilF 
[(1 :1 ) -(HMB :pChl) and (1 :1)-(Naphth :TCNE) ] . Note that InA) and 
ln+A-) could have chosen to be orthogonal. Let us define gnA>~ 
and .\ D +A->..L so that : 
4~ 4 ~ AA (1·'37) 
0·60] 
0 {D,A} 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
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H00 E-M·1~1F 
E-M·MD~ 
Fig. I 
RH(-o.oa!j 
[-0·1oa) 
.AHc:r 
E-M·OKP~ 
c~o-1TPz 
Schematic energy-level diagram for l:l DA complex in gaseous 
state or solution, according to Mulliken (not to scale). { D,A} 
means "D and A at infinite mutual separation". (In parentheses) 
[in square brackets ] the energy values in eV calculated by 
Briegleb (4) (for {l:l)-(HMB:pChl)) [for (l:l)-(Naphth:TCNE)]; 
the values for h ')) Cr are the mirror points between CT absorp-
tion and fluorescent emi ssion energies at 83°K; thus vibrational 
effects are accounted for. For (l:l)-(HMB:pChl ) Briegleb cal-
culates aN= 0 . 957, bN = 0.209 (whence 4.4% CT), aE = 0 .983, 
bE = 0.306, S = 0.0985, HBl = - 0 .39l eV; for (l:l)-( Naphth:TCNE) 
he gets aN= 0 . 945, bN = . 245 (6.3% CT), aE = 0:973, bE = 
M~P4lI S = 0 . 09l, Hal= -0.427 eV. Note: % CT l.S lOO x bk/Ca~ + b~FK 
10 
(111) 
where t denotes Hermitian conjugation. Then at, bN' af:, b£, e~I 
Hti_, Hc:J., ~ = -RiP and ES replace aN' bN' aE' bE' H00, H11, H01, 
~D ~D and E8 respectively. Then: 
(112) R..L. 
N 
- Ee~F:aK 
H-'- -eK~KK 
11 00 
-o~D 
and: 
( 113a) 
(113b) =I -A + f[E-'--H..L]+ 2 [(Ho';)j ] 
b 'A · s 00 J:-A """"[E -H-'-] D A S Oo 
replace Eqs. (109, 110) and, if the overlap S was small to begin 
with, then a~ = at, b~ = b~ will differ slightly from aN' aE' bN' 
bE. The numerical values quoted in Fig. I for (HMB:pChl) ch~nge 
somewhat upon orthogonalization, and are given in Fig. II. H 
00 
expresses the binding due 'to the London induced-dipole-induced-
dipole attractioD forces and is relatively small. E8 is large : 
it consists of a direct Coulomb part H, an exchange Coulomb con-
tribut ion Exs' and a London-type t erm b~: 
(114) b~ :-e+bxs 
ll 
Enc'"'ay (eV) 
{ D"'"? A, e} 
A) A ~ 
A,.. ("\·37) 
[1·6o] 
{o+_, A-} ~ I 
I 
I 
I 
I E J. (- Lt ·IIi P~ I 
I s 
I 0 ('PlS) I 
GS>·o33] 
I 
[U·~Rz I 
"Ve I 
I 
I ~~ Eo-u~ I 
I [0·1sJ 
hYN 
CT 
HJ. E1 ·~DfRF E~· M~ 11 [1·6,7] [1·ct"] [ D_,A] 
0 .. H.L.. (-O·iOCV 
' 
' 
00 [-0·0.1..'3] 
l DAJ.l. 
~ 
Fig . II 
Schema·t ic energy- level d i agram for l: l DA complex in gas eo us 
state or solution according to Mulliken ' s theory modified so 
that fa~~ and ya+A~~ are orthogonal . For (1 : 1)-(HMB : pChl) 
at ; aE = 0.967, bN ~bb= 0.256 (6.54% CT), s~ = o, HO,i = 
- 0 . 464 eV ; for (1:1)-(Naphth:TCNE) at= aE = 0 . 957, bN- bB = 
Q.289 EU~PS% Cq~ sL = o2 el~ = - 0 . 495 eV. Note : % CT is 1oo CbN) /[(aN) + Cb};) J. 
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In Chapter II we see from estimates of H that Exs + EL must be 
about as large as H if the values of E8 quoted in Figs. I and II 
are to be obtained; Et is probably of the order of magnitude of 
H00 , i.e. negligible compared to E8 . Thus exchange forces must 
be very important in the CT excited state. 
C. Theories for DA Crystals 
It would seem that Mulliken's theory allows a priori for 
almost any relative admixture of states in ~b and 1rN' ex cept 
that if aN ~ bN and aE ~ bE obtain, then second-order perturbation 
~·E 
schemes can no longer be used to calculate ~D ~· The possi-
bility of observing almost any 11percentage of charge transfer" 
within the spectrum of all organic DA complexes underlay much of 
the intuitive chemical thinking in the 1950's, but received a 
severe jolt by the accumulating experimental data and by the 
theories on DA crystals presented by McConnell et al. (13): they 
~·:~Dc 
proposed that at 0°K 1:1 organic DA crystals fall into two 
distinct classes: one consists, to firs t order, of formally 
neutral D and A molecules (we shall call this the "nonionic" 
clas s), the other consists, to first order, of donor monocations 
~·: 
This s eems to be the case for (1:1)-(Pyridine:Iodine ) 
complex (25% CT according to Ref. (4), p. 22) .but we are not 
concerned with Iodine · complexes in this Thesis . 
Experimental results described in this Thesis suggest 
that this classification is valid to about 400°K; at this t empera-
ture, even l00°K below the melting point, EPR s;uggests irreversible 
changes in the crystals. 
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+ D and acceptor monoanions A- (we shall call this the 11holoionic 11 
class). This classification was partly suggested by experimental 
data, and partly by a previous theoretical study by Krugler, 
Montgomery, and McConnell (14). The spectrum of charge excita-
tions in a neutral lattice and its mirror equivalent . of neutral 
excitations in an ionic lattice had been obtained by Krugler et 
al . via second quantization t echniques within the framework of 
the Hartree or "molecular-field" approximation. A CT Hamiltonian 
,.... 
~Cq for a one-dimensional cyclic linear chain of N
0 
equidistant 
D and N
0 
A molecules was diagonalized; the energies involved i n 
the creation of a concentration of charged singlet excitations of 
) DA ... DADADA ... DA) ~ IDA ... DAD; A~ DA ... a~ or 
____. IDA ... D t AD AaA~ ... a~ 
are : (i) the energy ID-AA= 2e
0 
required to ionize aDA pair, 
( ii) the ionic crystal binding energy 2 N
0 
e 1 gained if all the 
N
0 
D mol ecules and the N0 A molecules are converted to their ions 
D+ and A-, (iii) the so-called 11Mulliken resonance integral"~Dd<}D: 
~·: -t denot es a spin, -l- 13 spin. The sign convention for e 
(and for el below) i s that of Ref. (14), and not Ref. (13). Also 
we use Avogadro's number N0 throughout. Spin excitations are not 
considered at this point, so total spin zero must be conserved .. 
Spin labels will be specified below only when necessary . 
** ~ ~ corresponds to H01, and is equal to it but for London dispersion forces and charge-induced dipole intera~tionsK For 
convenience, orthonormalization of the pure state IDA ... DA ... DA) 
(N0 D's and N0 A's at the equilibrium distances within the 
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an off-diagonal matrix element which allows second-order mixing 
of ionic states in the nonionic crystal ground state, and of non-
ionic states in the holoionic crystal 
Fermion excitation creation operators 
ground state. In terms of 
"+ f n and annihilation 
operators fn ...... + + ( 1n creates D from D if n is even, A- from A 
if n is odd) the excitation density f is the expectation value 
of the number operator: 
( 116) 
.f -
and the Hamiltonian becomes : 
( 117) 
l +- +- +-> + crystal) with respect to D A ... D A ... D A (N D ' sand 
N0 A-' s) is tacitly assumed, even if difficult to
0 do exactly 
(Gf· Chapter III). In reality ~depends on the overlap between 
adjacent D's and A's in the crystal. We write [D, A, ... , D,A, ... , 
D, A} to depict N0 free D and N0 free A molecules , CJ.ll CJ.t infinit e d ista nces from each other; we attach similar meanings to 
{n+,A, e -, ... ,n+,A ,e-, ... n+,A,e-.} and write (D,A, ... ,D,A,D+,A-, 
D,A, .... , D,A} to depi~t N0 -l "freeD molecules, N0 -l free A molecules, 
one n+ ion, and one A ion. fD,A, ... ,D,A,D,A,D,A, ... ,D,A} is 
identically fD,A, ... ,D,A, ... ,D,Aj. 
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The term in braces approximates the excitation-excitation inter-
action: it is the Hartree direct-Coulomb interaction operator. 
Exchange Coulomb, multipole field, and multiple ionization effects 
are formally neglected in this treatment. One may, however, lump 
into e1 that fraction of the exchange Coulomb and the multipole 
field energies that is proportional to f in the same way as the 
Madelung energy. Similarly, another part of these energies can 
b: lumped into e0 (see below 
~Cq give the crystal energy : 
p. (17)). The diagonal elements of 
and, if { ?f /eo/ , ( ?f / E1 } are small, E will determine the ground 
state of the crystal. Thus if e
0 
+ e1 > 0 then the crystal is non-
ionic (.P = o), and if e
0 
+ e1 < 0 then the crystal is holoionic (.P = 1), to first order . In the (rare) case e
0 
+ e1 ~ 0 two 
separate crystal forms, nonionic and holoionic, or else the 
coexistence in the same crystal of domains of one and the other 
form are conceivable. The "J{ -perturbation will function as e~ 
in Mulliken's theory to create a few D+A- pairs in the nonionic 
"1.attice {a few -DA pairs in -the holoiorlic lattice) or, equivalently, 
t will perturb uniformly the neutral (holoionic) lattice by 
admixing a small ·amount of ionic (neutral) . character in the ground 
state of each DA (D+A-) pair in the crystal. Intense intermolecu-
lar optical absorption bands are predicted to be due to the charge-
transfer transition h~Cq (back charge-transfer transition (BCT) 
h~BCqF in the nonionic (holoionic) crystal. 
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The arguments of McConnell et al. can be understood quali-
~·E 
tat ively by stating that a cooperative effect (which is made 
poss ible by the long range of the direct Coulomb interaction) 
will favor the formation of a holoionic DA crystal from neutral 
donors and acceptors if and only if the binding energy gained by 
ionizing the lattice exceeds the energy required to ionize each 
DA pair, and by further declaring that charge- transfer mixing in 
the ground state of these crystals is relatively small (less than 
ten percent?) . 
Assume that the pure normalized s tate jDA ... DA ... DA), 
orthogonal to ln+A- ... D+A- ... D+A-), i s stabilized with respect 
to the state {n,A ... ,D,A, .. . ,D,Aj by an energy EP wh i ch consists 
ma inly of van der Waals forces. E is probably c l ose to H..L p 00 
because of the extremely short range of van der Waals f orces. 
The molar crystal interioni c energy 2e1 per DA pair is the energy 
dif f erence between the states Jn+A- ... D+A- .. . a+A~ and 
{n+,A-, ... ,D+,A-, ... ,D+,A-J and consists of the Madelung energy 
EC (due to direct Coulomb interactions between all the D+ and all 
the A i ons in t he holoionic crystal, cf. Chapter I I), of the 
energy E due t o the Made lung-type contribution of the exchange 
X 
Coulomb interactions , and of the energy E due to the Madelung -
m 
type mul tipole interactions: 
~·cqhe ionization of a DA pair in IDA .. . DAD+A-DA ... DA) will 
increase the probability o f ioniz ing the nearest-neighbor pairs, 
etc. 
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( 119) 
The part of the exchange and multipole interactions which involves 
adjacent D+ and A can also be lumped into 2e
0 
as an additional 
term (presumably negative) E 
corr 
(120) 
Ec, E x' and E are all expected to be negative (i.e . binding), and m 
a good first guess for E is E -::: E and if E t;:: H . ...l.. then we may 
m m p p 00 
assume E 
m 
<< 2e1 . Ec is expected to be the dominant term, but our 
Madelung calculations (cf . Chapter II) show that the neglect of E 
X 
is a dangerous oversimplification. The creation of a state 
jnA ... DAD;. A~ DA ... n.z:) from the state \DA ... DADADA . .. DA) costs 
2e -E for ionization, plus a binding energy e1/ < 0 , where: 0 p 
( 121) 
as before, H is the direct Coulomb attraction between D+ and its 
n ear est ne i ghbor A-, E 1 is the inter ionic exchange Coulomb ener g y, 
X 
similar in magnitude to Ex, and b~ is the mul tipole term, pre-
sumably small . Thus the energy of jDA . . . DAD+A-DA ... a~ lies : 
( 122) 
above the energy of [nA ... DA ... DA;>. The energy of the state 
I + - + - + - + -\ D A ... D A DAD A .. . D A~ is eni above the energy of the state 
ln+A- · ... D+A- ... D+A-) , where: 
l8 
( l23) e . = - i-t E 1 + E I - .2. E 0 • 
. 1\..t.. I 
Consider the nonionic DA crystal, e
0 
+ el > 0, whose energy 
level diagram is depicted in Fig. III. The resonance stabilization 
energy for the ground state is (in eV/pair): 
( l24a) 
' 
and the destabilization for the CT excited state is: 
( l24b) 
02-
~b DA = ------
1 2.. €0 +2€, 
The ground state wavefunction is: 
( l 25 ~ - a jDA ~A IKK_~ +b Jo .. A ... r:::tA- . .. D+Al , a - N \)A • •• u • • • u .. , .... A ~D-~I I>A ~ ,,... "' -
where aN DA >> bN DA' and the CT excited state wavefunction is : 
' ' 
and since <DA ••• DA • •• DAID+A- ••. D+A- •• . D+A-) = 0 by construction, 
therefore aE DA = aN DA and b E DA = bN DA" kex~ consider the 
' ' ' ' 
holoionic DA crystal, e
0 
+ el < 0 (Fig. IV). The resonance 
energies are: 
- (:{7.. 
( l26b) 
Energy 
0 
[a~A1•~ ··:~~~c~ .. ~l>~AIcKg 
~?a 1K~ 
AA 
fi):A: .. I~•A:~ ... ~A:} 
~£c~ \ 
~~ ', 
I 
I 
I 
I 
:rl) \ 
2eo 
l9 
u 1 jC , 
F. S". E. 
~aA ... DA ... \)A/ 
Fig. III 
Schematic energy-level diagram for nonionic DA crystal, 
e0 + el > 0. The signs of Em, EP' b~I £x, ~D Ecorr are 
conjectural . F.S.E. = energy level ror Frenkel spin exciton 
lDA ••• DADt A• DA ••• DA) , which is very close to the state 
IDA • • • DAD,'\DA ••• DA) • 
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cr 
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Schemat i c energy level diagram for h o l oioni c DA crystal , 
e0 + el < 0 . W.S+E . = ~nergy l~vel f or Wann ier spin exciton, 1 n; ~~ .. . a~ A~ n, A1- Dt A~ .. . Dt A.t-7 • 
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the ground state wavefunction is 
( 127a) 
where aN,D+A- >> 
is= 
bN n+A-' and the BCT excited- state wavefunction 
' 
( 127b) 
and again aE,D+A- = aN,D+A-' bE,D+A- = 
venient orthogonalization . 
bN n+A- because of the con-
' 
By order-of-magnitude estimates of the energies involved, 
McConnell et al. ( 1 3) showed that the ¥ -perturbation is indeed 
small enough to justify the above classification. The experimental 
data presented in Table II support strongly these arguments, but 
we defer their discussion until after we dispose of the theories 
of Kommandeur, and after we mention the alternate theories for 
solution and gaseous CT bands by Hanna and Boeyens. 
Kommandeur and Pott (15,16) have advanced theories which 
are exactly opposite to those of McConnell et al . = they propose 
+ -the · existence of "molionic" crystals, in which the species D , A , 
++ 
D, · A, D , A coexist simultaneously. They first proposed (15) 
that the charge-induced dipole interactions between the charges 
on the ions and the induced dipoles on the neutral species in a 
molio~ic lattice might make the molionic lattice more stable 
(lower in energy) than either the nonionic or the holoionic 
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lattice . Their calculation of the electric fields in a highly 
idealized NaCl -type molionic lattice (by Evjen techniques?) are 
suggestive but hardly convincing; in Proposition I of this 
thesis we present Ewald-type electric field calculations on real 
DA crystals which, if reasonable experimental values for molecu-
lar polarizabilities can be found and digital computing funds ar e 
made available, could prove or (more likely) disprove Kommandeur's 
contentions about the relative importance of such effects. In 
an experimental paper on crystals of (l:l)-(Tetramethyl-para-
phenylenediamine:para-Chloranil) [(TMPD:pChl)] evidence is pre-
++ 
sented by Pott and Kommandeur (l6) for the presence of TMPD and 
pChl-- ions and of TMPD and pChl neutral molecules in the ground 
state . Their EPR nidentificationn of the paramagnetic species 
as pChl- excited states by the comparison of g-values for crys-
tals of (TMPD:pChl) with the g-value of pChl- in solution is 
untenable (one could be convinced if the g - value for say, Li+ 
pChl- crystal had been obtained, but then the extreme narrowing of 
the (TMPD:pChl) resonance would be difficult to explain). Their 
optical absorption spectrum assignments are erroneous, and have 
been correctly assigned to TMPD+ and pChl- i n a single-crystal 
polarized optical absorption spectrum study by Amana, Kuroda, and 
Akamatu (l7). The X-ray evidence (bond distances and angles) 
which was published later by de Boer and Vos (lB) seems to argue 
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for the presence of TMPD and of neutral chloranil and is more 
difficult to dismiss forthwith; it i s considered in greater detail 
in Proposition II. Suffice it t o say here that this would not be 
the first known example of a refinement of a molecular structure 
which proves to be chemically unrealistic . I t is remotely 
possibl e that DA crystals for which e0 + e1 '= 0 could be molionic, 
but none of the DA crystal s studied to date can be safely assigned 
to such a category. 
We t urn now to a more disturbing thought : is there really 
CT in DA complexes in solutions, gases and solids? Mulliken and 
McConnell 1 s theories jointly show that the CT mixing of states is 
a relatively small effect in all DA compl exes, i.e . a 11 less than 
ten per cent 11 effect. Given the present state of sophist ication 
of quantum chemistry, many a theoretical effect could conceivably 
be nadjustedn to account for some of the experimental aspects of 
-~~ 
DA complexes . The dependence of h~Cq on ID-AA is not a strong 
proof of Mulliken 1 s theory, especially since Scheibe noticed (19) 
that the energy of the lowes t excited singlet state of isolated 
aromatic hydrocarbons is proportional to ID; Kollaard and Colpa 
(20) have accounted for this by Hartree-Fock self-consistent 
field calculations . I n a tour- de- force, Boeyens (21) used 
parametrized electron- in- the-box calculations to account for CT 
bands . In a more serious effort, Hanna (22 ) has recently calcu-
lated.the interaction between the electrical field due to the non-
zero e l ectrical quadrupole moment of benzene, estimated 
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theoretically, and the experimental field-induced polarizabilities 
of Cl2 , Br2 , I 2 , and ICl: by these means Hanna calculates reason-
able values for 6HCT and for the dipole moment of the complex, 
and argues that CT need not be invoked in the stabilization of 
the ground state of these benzene-halogen complexes. The CT 
optical transition is not discussed by Hanna, and the tantalizing 
questions are: (i) what would the intermolecular excited state 
lrE be in Hanna's theory, (ii) can the experimental intensities 
of the 11CT transition11 be accounted for by quadrupole effects, 
(iii) can the polarization of the CT band in the solid (see below) 
be accounted for? This writer does not feel qualified to take a 
position on these questions, and eagerly awaits further develop-
ments . In any case McConnell's classification of solid DA com-
plexes would survive in its essentials . 
D. Comparison of Theory and Experiment 
At this point, comparisons may be drawn between Mulliken's 
. theory for DA complexes in gases and solutions, McConnell's theory 
for DA crystals, and the representative experimental data coll ected 
in 'l'able II . 
The CT optical absorptions of the so-called "weak" DA com-
plexes in solution ( e .g. benzene through perylene, ID = 9 . 24 to 
7 . 0 eV, with all acceptors) are mildly so lvent -dependent, and 
occur at the same energies as the solid CT optical absorptions to 
within 0.1 e V, i.e. a vibrational overtone or so, a nd solution 
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and solid CT bands have the same intensities. Thus the same 
theoretical explanation must account for both the solution and 
solid CT bands; this is accomplished by the complementary theories 
of Mulliken and McConnell. Also, the relative geometrical con-
figuration of D and A must be very similar in solution and in 
the crystal. 
The optical absorption spectrum of solutions of "strong" 
DA complexes (donors: Phenothiazine (PTZ), para-Phenylenediamine 
(pPD), and TMPD, 1u = 6 to 7 eV; with acceptors: 2,3-Dichloro-5,6-
dicyano-l,4-benzoquinone (DDQ), 7,7,8,8-Tetracyanoquinodimethan 
(TCNQ) through pChl, AA = l to 2 eV) is difficult to obtain experi-
mentally, because of the rapid formation of the separately sol-
vated radical ions D+ and A-: this is especially true in polar 
solvents . It has not been definitely established whether the CT 
band is accompanied by the absorption of the neutral D and A or 
+ by bands due to D and A~K Of the two possible mechanisms: 
(i) [D in s olvent cage (SC)] + [A in SC] very fast,.. 
[DA complex in SC, ground state mostly la~I aN>> bN' 
with h~~ absorption] fast., [D+ in SC] +[A- in SC], 
(ii) [D in SC] + [A in SC] very fast ~ [ DA complex in SC, 
ground state mostly fa+A~ I aN <<< bN, with h~;Cq 
absorption ] fast .,_ [D+ in SC] + [A- in SC], 
the former seems to be favored by the evidence presented by Foster 
e t al~ (23,24,25,60), but there remains a great need for definitive 
kinetic studies using fast-reaction techniques. The opt ical 
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absorption and reflection spectra of crystals of "strong" DA com-
+ -plexes consist unequivocally (17) of the spectra of D , A , plus 
an intermolecular band that in light of McConnell's theory must 
be a BCT band, h~BCqK The crystal BCT band occurs at l to 1.2 
eV, and seems to be 0.3 to 0.5 eV to the red of the solution 
intermolecular band (see a lso Ref. (123)). If the solution band 
~·: 
is indeed due to CT and not BCT, it i s surprising that h~Cq and 
h~BCq should be so close! 
Polarized optical absorption studies of DA :crystals, 
coupled with X-ray molecular structure determinations, have 
established conclusively that the CT (and BCT) absorption is 
highest when the electric vector of the absorbed radiation is 
parallel to the line connecting the center of D (D+) with the 
center of the nearest-neighbor A (A-), as is expected from 
Mulliken ' s theory. It is also clear that multiple CT bands 
must be due to a contribution of several molecular orbitals 
of D (less probably of A) to the CT configuration interaction. 
"it': ~·E 
Detailed solvent, temperature, and pressure effects on h~CqD e , 
hYCT' h~BCqD e will not be discussed h ere . 
The relative geometries of D and A in the solid state 
deserve a few comments . Some compl exes partially disordered, 
sometimes hope lessly so [(1:1)-(Anthracene:sym-Trinitrobenzene); 
(1:1)-(PTZ:TCNQ); (1 :1)-(10- Methyl-PTZ:TCNQ) (26); (1:1)-
(2,3,5,6- Tetramethyl- 1,4-diaminobenzene:pChl) (27)]. Most 
DA crystals exhibit D and A molecules that lie in parallel 
planes and either overlap completely 
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((TMPD:pChl)) or, more often, partially; the perpendicular inter-
mo l ecular distance EDA i s close to the van der Waals interplanar 
0 
separation in graphite (3.40 A) , but there seems to be no correla-
tion between £nA and ID-AA' or between ID-AA and the angle of 
tilt of .r;DA with respect to the stacking axis. 
The solid DA complexes ar e semi conductors. The holoionic 
crystals ar e much more conductive than the nonioni c ones; in fact, 
some holoionic crystals are a mong the most conduct i ve organic com-
pounds known. The mechanism of conduction is unknown in either 
class, and attempts to link the activation energies for conduction, 
ec' with hVCT or h9BCT have fai led. The low level of reproducibil-
ity, especially of data obtained from crystalline powders , suggests 
very strongly that t h e conductivity i s often affected, or even 
dominated, by t he impurities present in t h e crystals. 
The detect i on of i onic contributions to the ground state 
of DA crystal s has interested many invest i gators. Nuclear 
e l ectrical quadrupole resonance (NQR) techniques have met very 
limited success (28,29,244). An upper limit of 1~/o CT was esti-
mated for (1: 1)- (HMB :pChl) by Douglass (28) in accord with the 
"#': It is interesting to quote here the cautious remarks of 
Salem (Ref . (30), page 463): "In the intermolecular case, the 
existence of a donor - acceptor complex itself is not concl usive 
evidence of charge transfer i n the ground s tate. Although part 
of the stability can be attributed to the depression of the ground 
state through admixture of a small percentage of CT state, there 
may be other stabilizing effects, such as back- coordination 
involvi ng the interaction between filled orbitals of A and empty 
orbital s of D, so that one s hould not take too literally the name 
CT complex. 11 
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data of Figs . I and II. The extreme susceptibility of the NQR 
signal to chemical impurities and to lattice defects seems to 
have defeated the efforts of Hughes (31) to extend the work of 
Douglass to other pChl and DDQ complexes. Methods of detecting 
percent CT which seem highly questionable include: (i) estimates 
from calculations of the X-ray structure factor F000 (32,33); 
(ii) estimates obtained (34) from comparing and superimposing 
optical absorption spectra of KBr pellets of solid PA complexes 
~·I (where D is 1,6-Diaminopyrene (DAP) ) on the spectra of the 
presumed components D, A, D+ and A-; (iii) estimates from shifts 
of IR absorption bands which are attributed to the effect of 
"partial" formal charge ( 35, 94). Possibly realistic estimates 
of partial CT may have been obtained with DA complexes with N02 
as a paramagnetic acceptor from the size of the N15 hyperfine 
splitting of EPR lines (36). 
Temperature-dependent paramagnetism is present in holoionic 
complexes but not in nonionic complexes. ~·c~·I McConnell et al . 
explained this by proposing that whereas in nonionic crystals the 
lowest possible paramagnetic state is a triplet (Frenkel) exciton 
IDA ... DADt At DA ... DA), which exists only at relatively high 
energies above the ground state 1rN DA' on the other hand in 
' 
Much of the work on crystals of the DAP complexes may 
have to be repeated in order to clarify the conflicting data 
reported in the literature. 
Except for impurities already present in the badly puri-
fied D or A, or for lattice defects introduced during the crystal-
lization. 
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holoionic crystals the thermally accessible paramagnetic state 
yn~ A~ ... D; A~ Dt At ayA~ .•. n; A:;) is degenerate with the pure 
I + - + - + - + - + -> state Dt A-4- •.. n., A.J. D-t A+ D"t A_., •.• D"t A~ in the first approxi-
mation, and ends up slightly above the crystal ground state 
1rN D+A- when the latter is lowered in virtue of the second-order 
' . 
CT mi xing of states. The energy of the triplet Frenkel exciton 
in nonionic crystals lies ein = 2€0 + €f eV above ~kIaAD This 
exci ton has not yet been obs erve d exp er imentally, but rne1y be 
accessible by optical pumping and detectable by EPR if it is a 
sufficiently long -lived state. 
I + - + - + - + - + -~ D A ... D A a~ A.t D A ... D A/ 
In holoionic crystals the state 
is a spin excitation of an anti-
ferromagnetic linear chain of spin-1/2 entities, governed by a 
spin Hamiltonian: 
A A 
( 128) 
-L 3 s. · S . J ,.._.,. \. ,....... .. + '1 . 
~" 
where by second-order perturbation theory one estimates: 
( 129) 
D.t:. 
0 is g i ven by Eq. (115) above; 6E could be either 2€0 + 2€1 or 
rather, if we ass ume that the first-order 
~-perturbation I + - + - + -\ are D A ... D A ... D A/ 
+ -> ... D A the n: 
. ·l: 
states involved in the 
and jn+A- ..• D+A-DAD+A-
There is an erroneous factor of 4 in the numerator of Eq. 
(10) of Ref. (13 ). J corresponds to e~ in Table II. 
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(130) 
) 
+ - + - + - + - + _, 
The state D.,_ A"- .. . D1' A"- D+ A't D1" A+ .• . Dt A..p/ is a triplet 
state, but since all D+ to A- distances along the linear chain 
are equal, it is susceptible to spin exchange, aided by the inter-
* ionic Coulomb attraction; hence the spin excitation is rapidly 
delocalized over the chain and becomes a spin wave with no 
detectable fine-structure splitting, or, as Soos calls it (37), 
a "Wannier spin exciton." The rapid delocalization of this 
thermally produced Wannier spin exciton is sufficient to not only 
eliminate the fine-structure splitting characteristic of localized 
triplet states and Frenkel triplet spin excitons, but also wipe 
out all or almost all the hyperfine structure from the EPR spec-
trum, so that one observes an extremely narrow line, with line-
width less than 1 Oersted and a g-tensor whose diagonal values 
are all close to 2.0 and are a complicated function of the 
+ -g-tensors of D and A . Soos and Hughes (38) have studied the 
a.-form of (pPD:pChl) in great detail-, and have shown theoretically 
and experimentally that for the Wannier spin exciton the spin-
exchange activation energy J and the EPR line-width are, to first 
order, independent of the concentrations of spin excitons, and 
~·: 
On the other hand, interionic Coulomb repulsion and the 
alternation of interionic distances preserves the "local" Frenkel 
character of the triplet spin excitons for the linear chains of 
D+ in Wurster's blue perchlorate (212) and the linear chains of 
A- in (Triphenylmethylphosphonium+)(TCNQ)2 (92). 
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hence are relatively insensitive to temperature and pressure 
changes. They tentatively attributed the low-temperature EPR 
spectra (with lower spin concentration activation energies e~F 
to chain-termination effects, but a report of a phase transition 
(18) in (TMPD:pChl) at low temperatures places some uncertainty 
on this interpretation (see Proposition II). Soos also 
attributed (39) a line-narrowing and g-factor anisotropy decrease 
with increasing temperature at ~ 3l5°K to dipole-coupled delocali-
zation of the Wannier exciton over all the magnetically inequiva-
lent chains, i.e. he believes ·the. Wannier spin exci·ton is "three-
0 ~DE dimensional" above 315 K; Soos's theory must yet be buttressed 
by X-ray crystallographic proof that the effect is not due to a 
phase transition (see Proposition II). 
Holoionic complexes exhibit irreversible changes in EPR 
signals above about 350°K (38) and in their conductivities above 
about 350°K at 1 bar , or at about 300°K above 200 kilobars (40); 
these changes indicate some subtle breakdown of the holoionic 
lattice far below its melting point Eo~ rathe~ diffuse decomposi-
tion poinBat about 450°K. 
In Chapter II of this thesis we perform classical calcula-
tions of EC and H for two nonionic (HMB:pChl and Naphth :TCNE) and 
two holoionic (TMPD+pChl- and TMPD+TCNQ-) DA crystals in an attempt 
to estimate e1 and e{, and to confirm the McConnell classificat ion. 
~·:fn this case there m.ight be a measurable Hall effect! 
It should be noted that the efforts of several investigators to 
measure a Hall effect in DA crystals have been unsuccessful (41). 
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34 
Footnotes to Table I 
a: DDQ = 2,3- Dichloro- 5,6- dicyano- para- quinone or 
2,3-Dichloro-5,6- dicyano-1,4-cyclohexadiene-1,4-
dione 
b: TCNQ = TITIUIU-qetracyanoquino9~methan or 
2,5-Cyclohexadiene-6 ,a, ,a -dimalononitrile 
c: TCNE = 1,1,2,2-Tetracyanoethylene or 
Ethene-1,1,2,2-tetracarbonitrile 
d: pBro = para-Bromanil or 
2,3,5,6-Tetrabromo- 1,4-cyclohexadienedione 
e : pChl = para- Chloranil or 
2,3,5,6-Tetrachloro-1, 4- cyclohexadienedione 
f : s-TNB = sym- Trinitrobenzene or 1,3,5-Trinitrobenzene 
g: Naphth =Naphthalene 
h: HMB Hexamethylbenzene 
i: Anthr Anthracene 
j: DMA N,N-Dimethylaniline 
k: PTZ Phenothiazine. Note that neutral phenothiazine 
is known to be non- planar (55,56) but its mono-
cation is predicted to be planar; see discussion 
below, Proposition II. 
1: DAP = 3,8-Diaminopyrene or 1,6-Diaminopyrene 
m: MPNZ = N-Methylphenazine or 5-Methylphenazine 
n : pPD =para-Phenylenediamine or 1,4-Diaminobenzene 
o : TMPD N,N,N 1 ,N 1 - Tetramethyl-para-phenylenediamine 
Assumed value for the evaluation o f all other ICT from 
CT spectra, Ref. (8). · 
t: Value extrapolated from r:~~fI Ref. (46). 
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Footnotes to TabJ.e II: Explanation of Symbols 
t 
'tt 
( ) 
§ 
Q:[['t]] 
Q:[[""]] 
P 2l/c 
0 
3. 50 A, 
0 
3. 50 A, 
M 
The solid charge-transfer absorption of a single 
crystal of the complex is highest for plane-
polarized light with electric vector parallel to 
a line connecting the center of the D molecule 
with the center of the A molecule (57); 
ditto for single crystal specular reflectance 
spectroscopy; 
Literature reference; 
Single-crystal measurement (except for X-ray dif-
fraction and measurements denoted by t or tt ) ; 
Solution meas urement; 
Fluorescent emission measurement; 
Quantity Q increases with application of hydr·o-
static pressure; 
Quantity Q decreases with application of hydro-
static pressure; 
Crystal structure data: Space group 
D-A distance alon~ 
"stacking axis 11 (A) 
D-A perpengicular separa-
tion :£nA (A) 
M: Molecular structure is 
known; else "none" 
All data at room t emperature unless otherwise noted; 
l~D<D O~D<- P~Dc * 
E ,E ,E ,E: First, second, third, and only charge-transfer 
band maximum in solution (in eV/DA pair) 
ditto for crystals 
activation energy for electrical conduction (eV) 
expressed as p = p0 exp Cec/kT) 
activation energy for paramagnetism at high (and 
low) temperature (eV) expressed as 
G"H = cs-~ exp ( e~/kqF 
p 
IR: [ DA] 
VUV: [DA] 
NQR: [ DA] 
+ -VUV : [ D A ] : 
EPR: [yes] : 
EPR: [ none] : 
EPR: [ S%] 
/ or [/] 
Egas 
46 
[dipole moment, Debye units] in solution 
[decimal logarithm of the molar absorptivity or 
extinction coefficient (expressed in liter mole-1 
cm-1), i.e. log10 €] in solution 
[ditto] for crystals 
[room-temperature resistivity, ohm em] for crystals 
"the infrared absorption spectrum of the solid com-
plex shows it to be neutral inasmuch as it is ·the 
superposition of the separate infrared spectra of 
the neutral donor and of the neutral acceptor, and 
no bands due to ionic forms can be detected" at 
room temperature 
"ditto for visible-ultraviolet absorption spectra" 
at R.T. 
11the nuclear electrical quadrupole resonance sp.ectrum 
of the complex does not show the presence of n+ or 
A- ions or a clear effect due to partial charge-
transfer" 
"the infrared absorption spectrum of the solid com-
plex shows it to be holoionic inasmuch as the spec-
trum is the superposition of the separate spectra 
for the donor monocation and for the acceptor mono-
anion, and no trace of the spectra of neutral donor 
or acceptor can be detected" at room temperature 
"ditto for visible-ultraviolet absorption spectra" 
"paramagnetism is detectable at room temperature 11 
"no paramagnetism is detected at room temperature" 
"the paramagnetic species at room temperature com-
prise S% of the total (species)" 
11unreliable result 11 
charge-transfer band in gas phase (eV/DA pair) 
47 
a Solvent is Water (dielectric constant E: T = 78.54 at 25°C) 
b " " Acetonitrile ( E: T = 37 . 5 at 20°C) 
c " " Methano l ( E: T = 32.63 at 20°C) d TT TT Ethanol ( E: T = 24.3 at 25°C) 
dd TT TT Acetone ( E: T = 20.7 a t 25°C) 
ddd: TT Tl Cyclohexanone ( E: T = 18. 3, Ref. ( 58 )) 
e TT TT Dichloromethane ( E: T = 9.08 at 20°C) 
ee TT IT Ethyl acetate ( E: T = 6 . 02,Ref. (5 8 )) 
f IT IT Tetrahydrofuran ( E: T = 7.3 at 20°C 
Ref . (59)) 
ff TT IT Dimethylaniline ( E: T = 4.9l,Ref . (60)) 
g TT TT Chloroform ( E: T = 4 . 806 at 20° C) 
h TT TT Butyl ether ( E: T = 3 . 0 6 at 25°C) 
i Tl TT Benzene ( E: T = 2 . 2 84 a ·t 20°C) j TT TT Carbon tetrachloride ( E: T = 2.238 at 20° C) 
k IT IT Cyclohexane ( E: T = 2.023 at 20°C) 
1 TT TT n - Heptane ( E: T = 1.924 at 20°C) 
All dielectric constant data, except when noted otherwise, are 
from Ref. ( 61). 
m (3:1) - (Propyl ether: ~so-mentaneF g l ass 
n (4:1) - (Propyl ether : Methyl cycl ohexane) glass 
o at -40° C 
p at - 65°C 
q at - 160°C 
r at -190° C 
s in Cellulose Acetate polymer matrix 
t crystal dispersed in KBr pellet 
u crystal dispersed in NaCl pellet 
v crystalline film 
w Nujol mull 
x crystal, measured by diffuse reflectance spectroscopy 
Footnotes to Table II (cont ' d): 
Further Data and Literature References 
[Benzene :DDQ]: 
E 
~D: 
e: 
[Benzene :TCNE] : 
* b e e e g E = 3 . 51 ( 6 3 ) , 3 . 2 3 ( 6 4), 3 . 2 2 ( 6 3 ) , 3-. 2 0 ( 6 5 ) , 3 . 2 2 
(66), ...,3-1:6g(63), 3.24j(67 ) 
e: 
E 
-.': 
~·E 
= [3.55e(64), 
[[-1- ](241 ) ] 
[ [t](241)] 
[ 1 . 35j(4)] 
[Benzene :pChl] : 
•'( 
E. = 3 . 22g(68), 
e:* = [3.34h(69), 
~ ~·: [ 1. oj c 4 ) J 
[Benzene:s-TNB]: 
~·c 
E = 4.36g(75 ) , 
e._': 
(77) 
[3 . 99g(75), 
[0.87j(4)] 
48 
3.65h(69), 3 . 60j(71), 3.57j(67), 3.58k(70) 
3. 37j ( 67) ] 
Crystal structure:(78) 
Molecular structure: none 
[ Naphth :DDQ] : 
E1* = 1.98g(62) 
E2* = 2 . 64g(62) 
e:1~·: [ 3 . 05g c 62) J 
O~DE 
e: [ 3. 13g ( 6 2 ) ] 
[ Naphth :TCNQ] : 
.. ,
E. = 2.22g(79) 
[ Naphth: TCNE] : 
l~DE dd 
E = ~OKS4 ( 58) , 
2 . 48ee(58), 
e e e 2 .26 (64,83), 2.24 (58), 2.22 (80), 
g ) g i j 2 .22 (58 ' 2.21 (6 6 ), 2.28 (58), 2.26 
k 1 s (58,67,81), 2 . 30 (58), 2 . 33 ( 82 ), 2.38 (83) 
2'': 
E = 
e ee g j 2.88 (58,80,83), 3.06 (58), 2.86 (58), 2.91 (58), 
j k 1 s 2 . 90 (67,81), 2.96 (58), 2.98 (82), 2 .95 (83) 
[ 3 . o 9 e ( 6 4 ) , 3 . 2 oj ( 6 7 ) J l~DE e: 
[3.22j(67)] 2''' e: 
~DE 
E [ [ ... ](241)] 
~D: 
E: 
Ep 
~D: 
~ 
~·E 
[[1'](241)] 
[[ ... ](83)] 
[ 1. 28j ( 4)] 
49 
El 
E2 
E 
= 
= 
2.17+(81), 2.30v(82), 2 . 27u(82), 2 .18t(80) 
3.04t(81), 2.89v(82), 3.04u(82), 3.18t(80) 
[[+](82,83)] 
E: 
p 
e 
c 
EPR 
= 
: 
[[t](82)] 
[ 3. 2 X 1015 ( 80)) 
1.24 ( 80 ) 
[none (80) ] 
Crystal structure:(85,86) 
Molecu lar structure:(85) 
[Naphth:pBro]: 
E* = 2.59g(87), 
€:~·E : [2.99g(87)] 
[ Naphth :pChl] : 
li( f 
E = 2.75 (79), g g h i 2.64 ( 87 ), 2.50 (79), 2.69 (69), 2.60 (68), 
2. 63j (71), 
(74) 
2.59j(67), 2.57j(8), 2 . 56m'r(74), 1.93m,r! 
O~D: 
E = 
l~DE 
E: 
2ic 
E: 
3. 22j ( 67) 
[2.85g(87), 
[ 2 • 9 8j ( 6 7 ) ] 
[ 0. 90j ( 4)] 
[ Naphth :s-TNB] 
* g i E = 3.40 (75), 3 . 35 (88), 
to 3 . 45k(89 ), 3.40 t o 
2.42m,r§(74) 
[3 .13g (75), 3.16j(72), 
~ ~DE [ 0 • 6 9j ( 4 ) ] 
t X E = 3.31 (90), 3.41 (239), 
Crystal structure:(78,91) 
Molecular structure: none 
3 .40j(89), 3 . 35j(71,72), 3. 40 
3.50\89), 3.28m,r(74 ), 
50 
tHMB:DDQ]: 
E* = 2.10b(243), 
2 . 00k(84) 
e: [3.5le(246)] 
[HMB :TCNQ] : 
E* = 2.08g(79), 2.06k(84) 
[ HMB :TCNE] : 
E-.•c = b dd ddd e e 2.38 (63), 2.42 (58), 2.48 (5 8), 2.29 (63), 2.28 
-.'c 
e: 
~·c 
E 
-.'c 
e: 
E 
p-.'c 
... ( 
~ 
E 
E 
e: 
IR 
p 
e 
c 
EPR 
= 
= 
: 
(58,64,80,83), 2.42ee(58), 2.30g(58), 2 . 28g(63), 
i j j k k 2 . 3 0 ( 5 8 ) ' 2 . 3 3 ( 6 7 ) ' 2 • 3 2 ( 5 8 ) ' 2 . 3 4 (5 8 ) ' 2 . 3 0 
(84), 2.411 (58), 2.361 (82), 2.23n,r(93), 2 . 345 (83) 
[ 3 . 6 8j ( 6 7 ) , 3 . 6 4 e ( 6 4) , 4. on' r ( 9 3 ) J 
[[+]( 241)] 
[[t )(241)] 
[ [ ., ](83)] 
[ 1. 35j ( 4 )] 
2.06t(80), 2 . 26u(82) 
[[.,.]( 82)] 
[ ['] (94)] 
[ DA*( 94)] 
[ 4 X 1 01 3 (80), 1 011 (95)) 
0.58(80) 
[ .l)..-005%"( 80)] 
Egas : 2 . 4 (quoted in Ref. (58)) 
A 2:1 complex is known (96) 
[ HMB :pBro] : 
E* = 2 . 36j(97), 
pKI·~ 
e: 
. IR 
[ 3. 30j ( 97) 
[[ ... ](98)] 
[[ + ](98)] 
[DA(99 )] 
51 
~ HMB :pChl) : 
E* = 2.48b(243), 2. 46b(l00), 2.49c(l00), 2.5 l d(243), 
~·E 
E: 
E 
p">'; 
E: 
p~DE 
~·: 
1-.1 
E = 
E 
E: 
IR 
p 
NQR 
d dd e e 2 . 50 (100), 2.42 (58), 2.38 ( 1 00), 2.28 (58), 
g g h i ) 2.40 (79,100), 2 . 30 (58), 2 . 46 (69) , 2 . 30 (58' 
. . k k 
2 . 40](100), 2.39](97), 2.46 (70), 2.43 (84,100), 
2.34k(58), 2.46m'r(73), 1.67m,r § (73) 
[3.46h(69), 3 . 40j(97)) 
[ [ "" ](98)] 
[[ t ](98)] 
[ 1 . oj c 4) J 
2.40t (l01,102) 
[ [ ~ J ( 102)] 
[ [ ' ] ( 102) ) 
[DA(99)] 
[ 1011( 95)] 
[DA(28)] 
Crystal structure:(78,103) 
Molecul ar structure: (103,104,105) 
[ HMB : s-TNB]: 
E = 
b e g g 3 . 32 (100), 3 . 18 (242), 3 . 19 (76), 3 . 18 (100, 1 06), 
j ) j ( ) j ' q( ) k 3.16 (76 ' 3.14 72,100,106 ' 3.19 93 ' 3.20 
(76,84,100) , 3 . 18k(245), 3 . 221 (76), 3.10n'r(93) 
[3 . 42g(l06), 3.37g(76), 3.4lj(76), 3.40j(l06), 3.33j 
(72), 3.38k(76), 3.35\76), 3.20n,r(93)] 
[0 . 87j(4)] 
[DA(99)] . 
[Aniline :TCNQ] : 
~DE 
E = 1 . 96g(79) 
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L Aniline :pBro] : 
E = 2.2lj(49) 
p 
e 
c = 
[109 (95), 9 x 107 or 1.5 x 109 (107)] 
0.27(95), 0.23(107) 
[Aniline : pChl] : 
~·: f g . 
E = 2.29 (79), 2.34 (79,108), 2.33J(71) 
[ 3. 07g ( 108 ) ] 
.P [109 (95), 5 x 107 or 8.1 x 108 (107)] 
e = 0.27(95), 0.24(107) 
c 
[Aniline: s -TNB] : 
~·E d E = 3.14 ( 88)' 
2.94j(240), 
~Dc [3.16g(75), e: 
E = 2.82t(l09) 
vuv [ DA( 109)] 
.P [ 10
17 ( 109 ) ] 
e 
c 
= 1.27(109) 
[ Pyrene :DDQ] : 
IR 
p 
e 
= ~ l. 5 5 ( lll)' 
e 
= ~ 2 . 2 6 ( lll ) ' 
[ 3 . 18 e ( lll ) ] 
[ 3 . 0 8 e ( lll), 
[DA(ll3)] 
[ 1013 ( 113)] 
e = 0.9(113) 
c 
EPR : [none(ll3)] 
[ Pyrene :TCNQ] : 
r" E = l.62g(79) 
O~" 
·E = 2.50g(79) 
3.10g(75), 
3 .18k( 110) 
3. 23j ( 110)] 
1. 51 e( 112) 
2.30g(62) 
i 3.14 (88), 
f (l012(ll4,ll5), 2 X 1012(116)) 
3. lOj ( 71, 109), 
53 
( Pyrene :TCNE] : 
1~DE dd e e e 
E = 1. 9 8 ( 5 8 ) , ~ 1. 7 7 ( 111 ) , 1. 7 2 ( 5 8 ) , 1. 71 ( 6 4 ) , 
e ee g g i 1.70 (80), 1.92 (58), 1.72 (66), 1.70 (58), 1.74 
. . k 
(58), 1.74](58,67), 1 .70J(81,117,118), 1.79 (58) 
E2* = 2.50e(58,64), 2.48e(80), 2.69ee(58), 2.48g(58), 
2.54j(67), 2.52j(58), 2.47j(81,118), 2.44j(ll7), 
2 . 58k(58), 2.59\82), 2.62s(83) 
E3* = 3.20j(67) 
[ 3 . 0 5 e ( 6 4, 111 ) ] 
[ 2.93e(64)] 
fJ. ~·c [ 2 . oj c 81 ) J 
El + t = 1.57 (81,117,118,119), 1.49 (80,120), plus vibra-
tional overtones (117) 
E2 + ) t ) u = 2.48 (81,117,118,119' 2.43 (80,120' 2.49 (82), 
2 . 48v(82) 
E3 = 3.62t(ll8), 3.52t(ll7), plus vibrational overtones 
(117) 
E\ E2 , E3 : [ [ ~ ] ( 82)] 
e:\e:2 ,e: 3 : [[ t ](82)] 
p [4.5 x 1015 (80), 108 or 1010(95)] 
e = 0.85 (80) 
c 
EPR : [none(80)] 
Crystal structure:(86,119,12l) unusual crystal habit 
(stacking axis is not longest, "needle," axis) 
Molecular structure: (121) 
[ Pyrene :pBro] : 
b~DE = 2.03e(ll2), 2.0lg(87), 2.04j(49), 2.00j(87) 
e:* [2.92g(87)] 
p~DE 
E [[ + ](98)] 
[[-t ](98)] 
·E = t t 1.91 (49) , 1.86 (120), 
[2 X 1015(123)] 
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ec = 0.94(123) 
EPR : [none( 49), J,-B%C 123) J 
[ Pyrene :pCh1] : 
1~D: c dd e e E = 2.22 (79), 2 . 24 (79), 2 .04 (64,79), 2 . 03 (112), 
ee ) f g g g 2.20 (79 ' 2.17 (79), 2.07 (124), 2.03 (87), 2.01 
(79), 2 . 08i(68,79), 2.06j(67), 2.04j(79), 2.02j(87) 
O~D: 
2.86j(67) E = 
1~D: [2.94e(64), 2. 94g ( 87)' 2.94j(67)] 
€ 
O~·: [ 2. 84j ( 6 7)] 
€ 
p-1: 
E [[ ... ](98)] 
~·E 
E:p [[1' ](98)] 
v 1. 94t( 250) E = 2 . 05 ( 123)' 
IR [DA(125)] 
p [1015 (123), 1011(95 ), 1010(125)] 
e 
c = 
l. 0( 123) 
EPR : [~1OP Fz 
[ Pyrene: s-TNB] : 
* f g g E = 2 . 9 5 ( 7 9 ) , 2 . 7 9 ( 7 9 ) , 2 . 7 8 ( 12 4 ) , 
E1 = 2 . 72t(118), 2.78t(12), 2.70t(90), 
2.21t§ (90), 2.86x(126) 
E2 = 3 . 6 0 + ( 118 ) 
[ ~ 2 . 8 4 t ( 12 ) ] 
IR [DA(109)] 
f [ 10
20(109 )] 
e = 1.10(109) 
c 
[ Anthr: TCNQ] : 
= 1 . 52g(79) 
= 2.69g(79) 
[ DA( 53 )] 
[2 X 1011(116), 101 \ 114,_115)] 
2. 79j ( 109' 118) 
t 2.68 (109,120), 
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EPR : [ none (53 ) ] 
Crystal structure: (127) 
Molecular structure: (127) 
[ Anthr : TCNE] : 
l~DE 
E = 
O~D: 
E = 
[ Anthr :pBro] : 
l. 67j ( 67) 
2. 67j ( 67) 
b~·: = l.94g(87), l.97j(49), l.94j(87) 
e~·E = [2./lg(O / )]; E-t = 1.92 (250) 
[ Anthr: pChl] : 
E = 
f g h 2.17 (79), 1.97 (79,87), 2.04 (69), 
(67), l.95j(87), l.93j(8) 
[2.70g(87), 2.5lh(69), 2.66j(67)]; E 
i l. 98j 2.05 (68), 
= 
[Anthr :s-TNB]: 
* f g E = 2 . 8 5 ( 7 9 ) , 2 . 7 4 ( l2 4 ) , g i 2 . 69 (75,79), 2.75 (88), 
= 
= 
2 . 7 9j ( 109 ) ' 2 • 7 3j ( 71)' 2.68m,r(74), 2.66n,r(93), 
2.04m,r § (74) 
[ 3. 18g ( 75), 3. 25n, r ( 93)] 
lowest vibrational 0-0 band ( 1A --+ 1A) (128): 
2.so''i-(l28), 2.48-t-(249), 2.53t(l09) 
first vibrationally excited band: 2.68T (128), 
t t t X 2.72 (247), 2.70 (12), 2.68 (90,109), 2.74 (239), 
2.08tf(248 ), OKP4+~ r(248), 2.18t§ (90), 2.llx§ 
( 239) 
second vibrationally excited band: 
2.80t (109) 
3.66t (247), 3.48+ (249) 
4.6ot (249) 
[~ 3.30t(l2), 3.30;- (128,129)] 
2.82+ (128), 
E [[-t)(l30)) 
VUV [DA(l09)) 
e = 
c 
[ 9 X 1017 ( 109)) 
o. 9(109) 
56 
Crystal structure: (78,131) 
Molecular structure: (131): partial disorder 
[ DMA : TCNQ) : 
~DE 
E = l.46g(79) 
[ DMA :pBro) : 
E 
m 
= 1. 87££(60), 
[DA(99)) 
[109 (95)) 
e = 0.45(95) 
c 
EPR : [~~POFF 
[DMA:pChl]: 
~·: 
E = 
E 
l. 86g(79), l.84g(l08), l.9lj(l7,ll0,133), 1.96k 
(134) 
[ 3. 32g ( 108)] 
1.90-t (17), 2.02-tt (100), 2.15tt ((100) probably 
vibrational overtone) 
JR [DA(99)) 
.f [109 (95), 1010(95)) 
e = 
c 
EPR : 
0.45(95) 
[O.OJ% 
_1..,..DW-sd3s ) ] 
Crystal structure: (78) 
Molecular structure: none 
[DMA:s-TNB]: 
E 
~D: 
E 
IR. 
vuv 
p 
= 
= 
e = 
c 
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2 . 73£(79), 2 . 55g(ll0), 2 . 54g(7 5 ), 2.52g(79), 2 . 60j 
(7l,l09), 2.56j(ll 0), 2 . 62k(ll0), 2.66l(ll0) 
[3 . l7g(75), 3 . 05g(ll0), 3 . l3j(ll0), 3 . llk(ll0), 
3 . 07l(ll0 )] 
2 . 43t ( l09) 
[ DA( l09)] 
[ DA( l09 ) ] 
[ lOl6 ( l09)) 
l . 04(l09) 
[ Pcrylcnc :DDQ] : 
IR. 
p 
e 
c 
[ DA( ll3)] 
( 3 X l06 ( l l 3) ] 
0. 45 ( ll3) 
EPR : [none(ll3)] 
[ Perylene :TCNQ] : 
E = 
[ Perylene :TCNE] : 
--.': 
E = l.38e(80), lK4PeE~~ F vibrational overtone), l.35g 
(66) , l.39j(79) 
· El = l.3o + (ll8) with vib rational structure), l . 2 8t(80), 
l . 46t ((80) vibrational overtone) 
E2 = 2 . 99 t ( ( l l 8) with vibrational s tructure) 
p [2.4 X lOl2 (BO), l OS or l0ll(95)] 
ec = 0.72 ( 80) 
p [ [ +- ] ( 40)] 
EPR [~MFz 
Crystal structure : (86,ll8) 
Molecular structure : none 
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[ Pery lene: pBro] : 
E* = 1.68j(49) 
E = 1.49t(l36), 1.62t((l36) 
overtone), 1.64t(49) 
JR [ DA ( 13 6 ) ] 
EPR [none(49 )] 
[ Perylene :pChl] : 
probably vibrational 
E* = 1.64g(79), 1.68j(8), 1.72j(67) 
E = 1.53t(l36), 1.65t((l36) probably vibrational over-
tone) 
JR [DA(l36)] 
p [2.8 X 1011(137), 108(95,139)] 
p [[ .. ] ( 13 7 ) ] 
[Perylene:s-TNB]: 
E* = 2.58g(79), 2.43j(l09) 
E1 = 2.3o+ (118), 2. 53t(l2), 2.23t(l09) 
E2 = 4.10+ (118) 
e1 [~ 2.84t(l2)] 
VUV [DA(l09)] 
p [1019(109)] 
e = 0.83(109) 
c 
[ PTZ :DDQ]: 
JR [D+A-(35)] 
[ PTZ :TCNQ] : 
EPR : [yes(l39)] 
Crystal structure: (139) partial disor9er 
Molecular structure: none 
[ PTZ :TCNE]: 
E* = 1.45b(24) 
[ Pl'Z : pBro] : 
l~DE 
E = 
O~DE 
E = 
[ Pl'Z :pChl] : 
~·: 
E' = 
[Pl'Z:s - TNB]: 
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1 . 57b(24 ) , < 1 . 55j(49 ) 
1 . 86j(49) 
b f g 1.57 (24), 1.61 (79), 1.54 (79) 
~·E b f g 
E = 2.50 (24), 2 . 38 (79), 2.38 (79) 
Crystal structure: (140) 
Molecular structure: none 
[ DAP:DDQ]: 
vuv + - ] [D A ((38) reinterpreted) 
IR [D+A- (125)] 
p [ 102 ( 34)] 
[DAP:TCNQ]: 
vuv [D+A-((141) reinterpreted)] 
IR [ D +A- ( 141) ] 
p [ 0 . 5 ( 141)] 
e 
c = 
0.14(141) 
[ DAP :pBro]: 
vuv [D+A-((34) reinterpreted)] 
IR [DA(95)] 
p [103 (95)] 
e = 0.15(138) c 
p [[ ... ] ( 40)] 
[DAP:pChl] : 
"Three allomorphs: a recrystallized from Chloroform 
(green) 
~ recrystallized from Benzene (brown) 
~ recrystallized from Benzene and 
compressed" (142) 
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VUV [D+A-(34), DA(l42) for aI~I~z 
IR [DA(l25, 142) for aI~I~z 
p 
cf. also Ref. (53) 
(4 X 103(143), 1.2 X 10\137), 104 (95), 105 *-to 109 :f 
(137), 107 (142)] for allomorph a 
p [105 (142)] for allomorph ~ 
p [a few (142)] for allomorph ~ 
e = 0.15(138) for allomorph a 
c 
p [ [ + ]( 40)] 
[ MPNZ :TCNQ] : 
Strictly speaking, not a D+A- crystal because of negligible 
D+ - of D+ overlap between and A, as against large overlap 
+ - -
with D , and of A with A (cf. end of Chapter II) 
p : [0.007:1: along needle axis, 0.5 powder (144)] 
Crystal structure: ( 145) 
Molecular structure: (145) 
[ pPD :DDQ]: 
IR 
p 
[ D +A- ( 113 ) ] 
[106 (113)] 
e = 0.37(113) 
c 
EPR [ yes ( 113 ) ] 
[ pPD :TCNQ]: 
p 
e = 
c 
EPR · : 
(8 X 105 (116 ), 3 X 103 (114,115)] 
0. 2 8 ( 114' 115) 
[ 0 . J.% ( 115 ) ] 
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[ pPD :TCNC] : 
no solvent occlusion (146) 
E = ~F probably is pPD+ absorption band 
p [~E14SF z 
e = ~14SF 
c 
EPR : [ yes ( 146 ) ] 
[ pPD : pBro] : 
"Two allomorphs : a. solvent- free, by co- grinding, 
13 l/6 molecule of Benzene per DA pair" 
( 147) 
IR [D+A- (35)] 
p [ 1010(95), 2 x 1010(40)] for allomorph 13 
p [ [ *] ( 40)] for allomorph 13 
EPR [ "O. 3 intensity in arbitrary units at 77°K, 11 g = 
2 . 0095, 2.0050 (148,149)] 
[ pPD :pChl] : 
.._,, 
E = 
"Three all omorphs: a. solvent-free, by co-grinding ( 15 0) 
or by co-subl imation (38), 
E = 
vuv 
IR 
1.2 T (l7) 
[D+A-(17)] 
13 1/2 molecule Benzene per DA pair 
(137,150) 
y 1/3 molecule Dichloromethane per 
pair (150)" 
a llomorph 13 
allomorph 13 
[ D+A- ( 35, 113)] 
p and e are independent of allomorph (150) 
c 
p [ 107 (95 ,138,150), 1 . 5 X 107 (146), 109 (151), 
4.3 X 106 (137)] 
e = 0 . 66(138), 0.58(95,15 1 ), 0 . 57(152), 0 . 46(146), 
c 
0 . 43(150) 
p [[-l- ](40,137)] allomorph 13 
DA 
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EPR [ 11 0. 2 intensity in arbitrary units at 77° K, 11 
g = ~E14UI149 F; g =~-cls (153); 
g = 2.0026, 2.0058(154); g ,, = OKMMOP~M K MMM1RI 
g~ = 2.0053+0.00015 at 9 and 35 GHz for allomorph 
s (?) (155); o.l%(151); g · = OKonc:K~oR~I I\ ~_:_v•vv• 
g...\.. = .. £.;JJ.Ok7-+o:Lf605=1=' all omorph S ( 151); 
g II = 2 • 0 0 21 +0 • 0 0 01 :r J g ..1. = 2 • 0 0 5 2 ~ 0 • 0 0 01 =r 
allomorph S (156); g11 = OKMMO4~MKMMMO*I g.L= 2.0054 
+0 . 0002 :f: a1lomorph a. at 9 and 35 GHz(38)] 
hence g - val ues are independent of allomorph 
= 0 .13 allomorph S (150), 0.175+0.005* allomorph S 
(151), 0.16* a1lomorph S E1R~FI M K1P+M K M1~ allo-
morph a. (38) 
L 
e 
s 
= .o-.-mr:F allomorph 13 ( 156), 0. 015+0. 005 i= allomorph a. 
(38) 
EPR [ [ +] (38)] allomorph a. 
Crystal s tructure: (156) allomorph 13; (38,157) allomorph a. 
Molecular structure: none 
[ pPD: s -TNB ] : 
E 
E 
IR 
vuv 
p 
= 
= 
f g 2 . 37 (79), 2.48 (75, 79), 
2 . 44t(l58) , 2.14t(l09) 
[ DA( 99 )] 
[DA(l09)] 
[ 8 X 1016 ( 109 )] 
e = 1.02(109) 
c 
[ TMPD :DDQ]: 
VU V : [ D +A- ( 8 4 ) ] 
[ TMPD :TCNQ] : 
E = 
Crystals prepared by disproportionation from qMma+Cll~ and 
+ -Li TCNQ as well as from TMPD and TCNQ ( 15 9) 
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IR 
vuv + -[D A (53,84, 115 reinterpreted) 
p [106 to 108 (114,115)] 
EPR 
H 
e 
s 
[17% at 23°C, g = 2.0032+0.0001(159)] 
= 0 . 0 7 5 ( 15 9 ) ' 0 . 0 7 ( 3 8 ) ' 0 . 0 6 7 ( 5 3 ) 
L 
e 
s 
= ~ERPF ??? 
Crystal structure: ( 160) 
Molecular structure: (160) 
A 1:2 triclinic complex is known by EPR data (161) and its 
crystal and molecular structure (162) 
[TMPD:TCNE]: 
*'J': 
E = 
vuv 
[TMPD:pBro]: 
E = 
E = 
IR 
vuv 
p 
1.287 (163), 1.27g(23) 
[D+A-(84)] 
1.45b' 0 (23), 
1.06t(l58) 
[D+A-(99)] 
[D+A-(84)] 
[4.2 x 104 or 1.3 x 105 (107)] 
e = 0.28(107) 
c 
p [ [.](140)] 
EPR: [ 11 2.0 intensity in arbitrary units at 77°K11 (149); 
7%(132); g = 2.0043+0.001(132,154)] 
Crystal structure: (78,91) 
Molecular structure: none 
[TMPD:pChl]: 
._'< 
E = 
E = 
IR 
vuv 
p 
e = 
c 
EPR : 
H 
e = 
s 
L 
e = 
s 
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b b, 0 k k 1.34 (60), 1.47 (23), 1.47 (25), 1.43 (23,164) 
1.02-t- (17), < l.2tt(l64), 0.99t(l58) 
[D+A-(99)] 
[D+A-(17, 8 4,158)] 
[109 (95), 1.3 x 104 or 2.0 x 104 (107)] 
0.27(107) 
[ 11 0.2 intensity in arbitrary units at 77°K, II 
g = 2.0023(148,149); 5%, g = 2.0036+0.0004(132); 
g = 2.0062+0.0002, g = 2.0021_+0.0002, 
XX - YY 
g = 2.0072+0.0002(16)J 
zz -
O.l34_±0.002=F (16) for allomorph a, 0.165+0.0041= (16) 
for allomorph S 
0. 010 :f ( 16) for allomorph a, 0. 007 =F ( 16) for 
allomorph S 
Crystal structure: (18,78,91) allomorphs a,S are 
indistinguishable 
Molecular structure: (18,91) 
There is a phase transition at 250°K, monoclinic to 
triclinic?(l8) 
[ TMPD :s-TNB]: 
E 
E 
IR 
= 2.12b(23), l.98d(242), 2.20f(79), 2.02g(l65), 
2.23j(7l), 2.07k(ll0), 2.02k(23,25), 2.0lk(245), 
2. oo\ 1 6 6) 
[ 2 . 93g ( 165)' 3 . 14\166 )] 
l.9lt(l58), l.9lw(82) 
[DA(99) ] 
VUV [DA(84)] 
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CHAPI'ER II 
CLASSICAL EWALD CALCULATIONS OF THE COULOMB BINDING 
ENERGY OF SOME ORGANIC DONOR-ACCEPI'OR CRYSTALS 
AND WURSTER'S BLUE PERCHLORATE 
·Per aspera · 
A. Introduction 
The molar interionic Coulomb energies, or Madelung 
energies, Ec, of selected organic crystals have been calculated 
classically to a high degree of precision by the Ewald method in 
order to answer two unrelated questions: 
(i) whether the ion-radical salt, Wurster's Blue Per-
-J( 
chlorate with its amazing linear stacks of positive 
N,N,N',N'-Tetramethyl-para-phenylenediamine radical 
ions (TMPDt), packed sandwich-style and separated by 
perchlorate anions acting as "glue" between the 
stacks, can be stable as a crystalline solid under 
the influence of Coulomb-law forces alone, or whether 
inter-cationic electron-exchange interactions, or, 
l ess likely, van der Waals interactions must be 
invoked to account for the stability of these bluish-
. ~DE 
Named after Casimir Wurster (1854-1913), German chemist; 
cf. obituary in Chern. Ber., 47, l (1914). 
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black crystals. This question was very relevant to 
McConnell and Soos' (167,168) interpretation of spin-
exchange line-broadening effects in the paramagnetic 
resonance spectra of this crystal. 
(ii) whether the organic donor-acceptor complexes previ-
ously described as "exhibiting very strong polari-
zation bonding11 can be 11holoionic'; i.e. have an ionic 
I + - + - + -> ground state D A ••. D A ••• D A as proposed by 
McConnell et al. (13), and conversely, whether the 
"weak complexes" are "nonionic, n i.e. on the whole, 
molecular crystals InA ••• DA ••• DA) • The quantity b~I 
minus all intraionic terms, is expected to be the 
largest component of 2N
0
e1, and the energy N0 (ID- AA) 
required to ionize N0 DA ion pairs, is the prepon-
derant term of 2N0 e0 (cf. Chapter I), and the theory 
of McConnell et al. predicts a holoionic crystal if 
e0 + e1 < 0, and a nonionic crystal if e0 + e1 > 0. 
The Madelung energies of several inorganic crystals were also cal-
culated in order to test and verify the correctness of our 
numerical approach. 
T The classical molar Coulomb energy, EC' of an ionic crystal 
can be defined as the binding energy due to the Coulomb inter-
actions between the ions, or as the work done reversibly by an 
external agent on the ions in order to bring them in from infinity 
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to their respect ive equilibrium positions i n the crystal l attice . 
This energy is by convention negative for those ionic crystal s 
which are stable under the i nfluence of interionic Coulomb-law 
int eractions. 
The organic crystals studied here consist of l arge molecu-
lar free-radical ions. The charge distribut i on in the organic 
crystul i s approximat ed as b e i ng localized at the atomic pos j:t ions 
0 * £i determined from crystal- structure data ; the cha r ges .z;i je: l on 
these 11 charged atoms 11 are chosen from spin- density data, s imple 
Hueckel t heory, or results of other theoretical calculations on 
these i ons , whenever available in the l iterature, or even from 
naive chemical guesswork; - je:J i s the ch arge of the electron. 
The quantity of inte r est here is the INTERionic Coulomb 
T EC; the TOTAL Coulomb ener gy EC' whi ch we call the Madelung 
energy : 
(201) 
Q 
2 ~=-1 j-cl 
includes also the undes i red 11 intraionic 11 repulsions between the 
fra ctional charges ~i (e: J on the SAME i on ; it is c onvenient , how-
ever, to first cal c ulate b~I and then subtract f rom b~ the 
This approximation might seem crude, but i s justified by 
the r esul t s obtained (s ee page 144) . 
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repulsion term ~: 
(202) 
where for the~ anions: 
(203a) ttL 
l:= 1 ~=1 ...,.L= 1 
and for the v cations: 
( 203b) 
l,'= I 
N is Avogadro's number; there are Z 
0 
~Kt .Pn,. 
I'Y'I ... , 
.1.' 
W1.t, =I= r"\.( , 
molecules and M charged 
atoms per crystallographic unit cell; there are vanions and~ 
cations per molecule; Q is the appropriate energy unit conversion 
factor (see Table IX for units chosen in the present calculations); 
the vectors r~ are arranged so that: 
l 
IrY order to relate our results with the known Madelung (l76) 
constants, and to obtain estimates for e 1 (see Chapter I) we 
1 
found it useful to compute H (eta), the molar Coulomb energy of 
attraction between the v nearest-neighbor anions and the w nearest-
neighbor cations: 
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(204) H-
and also, to define a "generalized Madelung constant" w by: 
( 205) w . 
' 
w does not depend on the concept of sublattices, (inopportune for 
our organic crystals) but reduces to the ordinary Madelung constant 
a. for the inorganic crystals (where t.1 = t.2 = 0 and sublattices 
are used routinely). 
The Madelung energy can be evaluated exactly if the ionic 
point charges and the interionic distances in the crystal are 
known, but a brute-force summation of the interionic Coulomb 
attractions and repulsions is impossibly lengthy because of the 
long range of the Coulomb interaction and the extremely slow con-
vergence of the summation over reciprocal distances. 
There is, however, quite a choice of time-proven transform 
methods. Since the organic ions considered here are not mono-
atomic, an application of the Madelung (176) or the Evjen (177) 
techniques would be rather unwieldy; the Fourier transform method 
introduced by F. Bertaut (169) is acknowledged by Templeton et al. 
(178) to be of inferior precision as compared to the two-series 
method discovered by P. P. Ewald (179). The Ewald series can be 
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made to converge very rapidly and give extremely precise resul ts, 
provided that good val ues of the error function, erf(x), are 
available . 
Therefore, a general computer program, EWALD, was written 
in Burroughs Extended Al gol for use on the Burroughs B-5500 
digital computer, for the purpose of calculating the crystal 
Coulomb energy of a crystal of arbitrary symmetry, atomic arrange-
ment and charge distribution . A prel iminary program, CELLMAP, 
digests the crystallographic i nformat i on and the assumed charge 
distribut i on and prepares the data input to EWALD. 
For the sake of didactic compl eteness, an account of the 
Ewald method foll ows; unabashed use is made of the collective 
wisdom of Bertaut (169), Leibfried ( 170 ), Ki ttel (171), Born and 
Huang ( 172) and Ziman (173 ) ; experts may take due note of Eqs . 
(232, 233) and skip to page 93. 
B. Ewald ' s Method: Three Interpretations 
We define the self-potential of the i-th charge atom, 
as the electrostatic potential, evaluated at r'?, due to all the 
-l 
other charges in the crystal Z::j leJ 
' 
to wit : 
(206) 
M~ :e 
L Z:.dE} - lr;~ ' - r~ j j=1 -J 
j#i 
At Stanford University (1965-1967), at the Stanford 
Research Institute ( 1968) . 
7l 
then Eq. (20l) becomes: 
M~ 
(207) E: =~i ~Ilei ~Ex:lFg 
l.=1 
and, if end effects are neglected, we can utilize the periodicity 
of the lattice (the period is the unit cell, of volume V) and 
write: 
M 
(208) L ~_I ~ E!:~FK 
t'l= 1 
Furthermore, the fo llowing expression will prove us eful: 
(209) 
where the total potential ~ErF is defined, for a charge density 
function p(:£_1 ), as: 
(2l0) 
f(! ') 
obviously, ~E:£_Fincludes the singularity at r = r'. In our 
crystals of point - charges the charge density function can be 
written7 using the three-dimens ional Dirac delta function: 
7 2 
(211) 
Since the charge density funct i on is periodi c (crystal edge 
effects being again negl ected), therefore : 
( 212 ) JJ f c1u- 6:) f ( l:) 
NOV 
-r 
WHOL-E 
C'l.'f'SI AI... 
~ .fiJ &.-[ !:) .f {!:) ' 
v 
and furthermore, P(£) may be expanded in a Fourier ser ies: 
OQ 00 Oo' gDE~F = ~ L L L mE~uiFe-xrf~tli·g:FI (213) 
.g::- oo .J..::· OO 1..:. - oo 
where ~hkl is the reciprocal l attice vector multiplied by 
2n e·:): 
(214) 
and ~D £, c are the edges of the direct lattice unit cell, and 
(hkl) are the Mill er indices. The Fourier coeffici ents of 
Eq. ( ? 1~ ) a r c : 
Quantities containing a vertical crossbar or slash have 
an explicit factor of 2n. (This i s in anal ogy to .{:\. E A / 'L'1'C ). 
Read: "d slash . " 
( 215a) 
(2l5b) 
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p ( ~h~ =Jff ciN-(t) ~ (r,) 4p (-t~ h~K x;) = 
v 
M 
= L "C"" l e I.IU(r (-.t ~"DKe· t~_I 
~nKt~1 
and are the complex conjugates of what crystallographers call 
"structure factors" Since the unit cell is electrically 
neutral, therefore: 
M 
(216) E( 4i000) = P(o) = [ t.:wt l el = O· J 
""r:1 
We shall avoid including the term (000) in the Fourier expansion 
of p(£): this i s denoted by the prime in Eq. ( 213 ). Finally, 
Substituting Eq. (211) into Eq. (210) we get: 
( 218) z;,;le-1 {t- .tjl • 
Note that Bertaut (169 ) defines his Fourier series with 
opposite signs. 
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The Ewald technique consists of two shrewd manipulations 
of Eq. ( 2l8). First, the identity: 
1 (2l9) 
which holds also for r 
"' 
1 (220a) 
Jr - r~g N .-J 
00 
= ~g dt ...... ,ftr-r;l .. t1, 
0 
= ~jD 
0 
is rewritten as: 
1•/:s 
~ 5 c:::U: ~rE-1 t- x:jl:z. t~ + 
0 
oO 
+ -v: 1 J cLt IVXr (- \£ -Kqi:wKt~D 
Vr£ 
V'/3 
where V is, as·- before, the direct unit cell volume and 7_ is. 
called the Ewald convergence parameter. By utilizing the defini-
tion of Gaussr error function: 
(220b) 
0 
and remembering the improper integral: 
(220c) 
,J"R 
-, 
2-b 
we can rewrite Eq. ( 220a) and, substituting the result in Eq. ( 2l8) 
and interchanging a summation and an integration, we get: 
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(221) 
~ .. lei 
lr- r?l .... "'J 
The second trick of Ewal d's cons i sts in using the Jacobi 
theta-funct ion transformation to rewri te the integrand i n Eq . 
(221) . We shal l rederive this trans f ormation, fo llowi ng Zi man 
(173 ). The f unction : 
N. 
M X: 
(222) j( r:, t) - 0;1 L Z::j ..e-?<p(-1 r- £jl't) 
j= 1 
i s p eriodic in ;v and the unit cel l of vo l ume V is the "repeat 
volume ." Th i s statement becomes obvi ous if one considers that, 
whereas the summat ion in Eq. (221 ) is ordered so that g ~~ ~ ~ j£0 j+l ) 
( j = 1 , ... , (-2MN - 1)), the only effect of increasing r to, say, 0 ~ 
~ + n~ (where n is an integer) is to merely rearrange the order of 
summation so t hat J ~I£K - n~ J ~ I :£1..1 - n~g ( i = 1, ... , E~kM - 1) ) . 
Hence we may expand f( L ,t) in a Fourier series; we omit t he 
( 000) term, as is explained below : 
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(223) H:., t) = f:, f:_. f= 'F E<iiutFKuxrE~ 1!-m· J:); 
{:-'00 ~~-MM J.:;:.-Oo 
the Fourier coefficients are given by: 
& M:c-
(224) F(#ut)= ~ Jck-(:c) ~1[D Z:J x 
v jc:1 
x ~r [-1 x:-rj r-1:::2. - -'- ~ ..e..u · t] . 
We may interchange summation and integration, and multiply and 
divide the integrand by exp( +i ~hkl•D£jF; furthermore, by the con-
siderations which justify Eq. (2l2) we may integrate over the whole 
crystal: 
c22s) F E~wF = 
x j <:W-( r. - q) "-"f f k - x: j I' 1::' - t #--UL • (r - r]) J. 
~ 
~ 
The integral in the above formula, which happens to be 
also the Fourier transform of the square-integrable function 
exp( -1 r . - r~/OK t:2. · ] is evaluated in a spherical polar coordinate 
,.. -J 
system, with ~hkl as the polar axis: 
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JJf d.v (r.- r.j) '-"'r [-1 ~- q!• t'-- i. ~riK ( >:- !:j)J -
&Y. 
~ ( 226a) 00 S'l:: . 
= z ~ f ~ ~aKg d.$- ;:.'v--.--9- ~yD" [-l:~9 '&.- .... , ~KcKKKuKl ~ ~KC-z = 
0 0 
(226b) 
since the remaining sum over j in Eq. (225) has the periodicity 
of pE~FI therefore we get: 
M 
(227) 
>< [ z:"' ~rE-Kt ~~K \"' o) 
-"" . 
'""'=1 M 
Furthermore, F( <;!!000 ) = 0 because I,: -z;~ = 0; thus we finally 
write our theta-function transformation: 
~ Mi! 
[ t;J -<-><r(- /r- r;/"-t:) = 
j:1 
(228) 
- ~ z:;el t t [:.rf ~t ~~~rf~i-r~I 
~-MM -"&-00 .L•-.. rn:: 1 
Substitution of the right-hand side of Eq. (228) into Eq. (22l) 
and integration over t yield the total potential: 
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( 229) 
In the application of Eq. (209) to Eq. (229) the following limit 
is established ; 
(230a) 
(23Gb) 
(230c) = - 3:-. -z;:: I el ti Vi( ., V'l3 
So we can finally write the self-potential: 
(23la) ""Tr (ro) :=.A + B., + r.., 
_In -n .., 
where : 
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(2 3lb) A,. - - z le:I...Jf Z:: , 
- ...r;; " '13 "l 
M~· 
< 23ld ) r, = I el [ It;! ·qJ [1-.v..f E~ /!:; - !:JJ) J 
j=l j*" 
And the Ewald expansion for the total crystal Coulomb energy is 
then : 
(232) 
where: 
(233a)A 
(233b) 
C233c)r 
E' 
c 
A +5+1 
:l. 
Z:n J 
M M 
x L L Z::..., z: .. ..uxr[;. ~uKKtK (!:;; - r:K~~ ' 
M~ M E~";leiDF~ LL ~~~:;gf [ 1-K-c{~ 1~;-tjkK 
jc: 1 '1c:1 
j¢n 
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T Last but not least, the value obtained for EC must, of 
course, be independent of ~ ; a repetition of the calculation 
with a different value of ~ serves as an excellent check on the 
precision and convergence qualities of the calculation. 
Bertaut (169) and Shockley (171) have presented interest-
ing physical interpretations and generalizations of Ewald's 
method. 
Let us define a "self-excluded charge density function,u 
pEnI~F which takes into account all charges in the crystal except 
. . 0 tne one at r : 
,.,n 
Mt 
(234) J5(", t:) = .f'( '1:.) - ;(" I e/2-(y;-!::) = [ z;:; ibFg{i-~;Fi 
j; 1 
j:#:n 
by using p(n,r), the singularity at r 0 is avoided easily in the 
~ -n 
calculation of the self-potential: 
(235) 
• 
Shockley asserts that the three contributions ~D Bn' rn to 
Ewald's self-potential could be obtained by superposing on the 
real point charges at each lattice point a fictitious spherically 
symmetric Gauss ian charge distribution, and then subtracting it 
out again, and calculating the self-potential due to each term; 
8l 
in fact, he defines: 
where: 
~C 
(236d) f"3 (n,jr::J) = t ~leF{~E!:-t~- ~ /kt~r{- ~~ .. I!: -£;1}]; . 
and further: 
ja:1 
j-:#=l'l 
(237a) -'f., (r: ~F = t "l£':, ( r; .:') J 
f"'1 p 
where: 
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(237d) y (r:o' = ~rrct-EcDD ~E"DI!KO . 
n 3 ,) JJJ I 'I'", _ "'o J 
- -" tJ.v 
~ 
By substituting Eq. ( 236b) into Eq. ( 237b) he gets at once: 
(238) yr,1 (r.:) A,.. 
__ Next, by -noticing that "1?"KIOKE~~F as well as pO Cg~~gF must be 
expansible in Fourier series, and by invoking Poisson's equation 
to obtain the relationship between the respective Fourier trans-
forms, Shockley gets: 
(239) 
which, after manipulations resembling those used to obtain Eq. 
(227), reduces to: 
(240) 
Finally, in order to evaluate ~nPE~FI Shockley uses the follow-
ing Lemma, valid for spherically symmetric charge density 
functions p'(£) = p'(J£J ): 
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(24la) l (/r.J) 
( 24lb) 
Then, after interchanging the summation over j in bq~ (236d) and 
the integration in Eq. (237d), he applies the above decomposition 
to the integral about each lattice point, uses the definition of 
the error function and obtains at last: 
(242) ~ (ro)- r X n'3 _, - .., • 
Therefore, the charge distribution pEnI~F does indeed give 
the Ewald self-potential Y (r0 ), as claimed. 
"-n 
On the other hand, Bertaut (l69) presents a generalized 
treatment of the problem, based on the following theorem of 
electrostatics : 
ITif one replaces a system of point charges Z::. je:\ localized 
J 
at crystal lattice sites r~: 
,..J 
M~ 
(2ll) p(r:,) = L z;j /e} 6(t- tj) 
j=1 
by a system of spatially diffuse charges: 
M~ 
c 243) p(r.) =L z; 1 E l-8-( r.:- t.i) 
j=1 
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where: 
(244) Sff ~~ -K!:rF~EK!:-g:rF = 1 
~ 
then the Coul~mb interaction energy b~ remains unchanged 
provided that : 
(a) the functions ~ are spherically symmetric, and 
(b) the functions --8- do not overlap." 
Bertaut also uses repeatedly the convolution theorem for Fourier 
transforms: 
"If the square-integrable (or periodic) functions fE~F and 
gE~F have Fourier transforms F(c!h-hkl) and dE~ hklyt 
respectively, then their convolutions: 
(245a) f ~ ~ = ggjck-EcFf{~-r:F~E!:F , 
(245b) f **'a' = Jff ctv.(r.) f {g. +r.)'iJ-*(r:) 
(where each integral is over the volume of periodicity V 
of the function gE~F if gE~F is periodic, but is over all 
space if gE~F is merely square-integrable) have Fourier 
transforms cE~hklFdC!!bhklF and cE~hklFd·::C D!hhklF respec-
tively (where ~·: denotes complex conj ugation)." 
The Fourier transform of pE~F is P(4,!-hkl) (see Eq. (2l5)). 
Assume ~ErF to be expansible in a Fourier series (i.e. ~ErF is 
of i~besgue class L2 ); then the transform of ~ErF is: 
+If f,g are not periodic, then the argument of F,G is 
2nk. 
N 
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(246a) @ ( \!) = fff <:MrE~F~EtFM<pE-t~ ·KtF= 
~ 
(246b) 
ii!. 
01:00 
!:tz._ f ~ :X. ~ExF ~-K~Ef ~gxFI 
l'!!l 0 
and its convolution: 
(247a) --f(J:) ==Iff d»(d.&{r:'+ r.) .&(r:) 
f4oV 
j! 
has Fourier transform: 
( 2 47b) ggg~Ex;F tCtF_vt<rE-~~·tKF = [e(\S)t; 
N9 V 
:. 
p (£) is spherically symmetric because ~EbF is. Notice also that 
because of the delta-function character of p(E) we may write: 
( 248a) 
fff ciN-( tJ ~ (J;- !:') ~Et~ == 
tJ," 
~ 
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(248b) = p'(t), 
whence by the convolution theorem: 
(249) 
co 00 '()() 
p'(r) = ~ I I .[f.( !1!-KI~KF®E<g!~folFKKKIKpEq!o~Kt • .c). 
~=·- lrtc-.o 1:-oo 
Again the requirement that each unit cell be electrically neutral 
gives P(0)$(0) = 0, whence we avoid the termh = k = l = 0 and 
denote this precaution by a prime in Eq. EO49F~ Note that the 
argument oft@ <<!{.hkl) is discrete in Eq. (249) though it was· con-
.tinuous in Eq. (246). Next, Bertaut finds it convenient to 
define a "grand-total electrostatic energy11 b~q: 
(250) EGT 
c 
which however contains the infinite self-energy term Eself' as 
can be seen by direct substitution of Eq. (2ll) into Eq. (250): 
( 25la) 
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( 25lb) 
(25lc) 
This equation is obviously inconvenient for the calculation of b~I 
since both b~q and Eself are infinite and hence intractable. But 
there is a way out : if, in Eq. (250), the equivalent charge 
distribution function pDE~F is used instead of the real point-
GT ' 
charge distribution pE~FI then, of course, different values, EC 
I 
and Eself' wil l be obtained for the grand-total e l ectrostatic 
energy and the self-energy, but GT' p 1 ( E_) is so chosen that both EC 
and b~elf are finite. Furthermore Bertaut argues that the total 
electrostatic energy remains unchanged : 
E T EGc.T - r ...... ~i (252a,b) c = c: ..... -. 
provided that the ~ErF have been so chosen that they do not 
. "' 
overlap: 
(252c) ~g <t-E~:F ..5>( 1: - ,;r) ->-( r - :-::;) = .s,j 
~ 
a 
or else provided that the effect of IR-z ~F overlaps can be accounted 
for s~paratelyK In fact, using the convolution theorem and 
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Eq. (249)(*) he gets: 
· GT Note that the Fourier expans i on for EC would read : 
( 254b) 
~·:qhe integral over r 1 is evaluated in spherical pol ar 
coordinates with ~hkl as the pol ar axis and a tr i ck : 
(255a) 
(255b) 
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which diverges for physical reasons because the infinite self-
energy terms i=j in Eq. (25l) are included in the definition of 
EgT, and for mathematical reasons because the quantity in braces 
l r
0
- r
0 J-l , which is infinite if m=n. EGCT' does 
.-m -n 
*"K~DE 
reduces to 
not, however, diverge, thanks to the extra factorl~E~hklF} O I 
or, in direct space, because 
1D1~ . 
[ ~~ fbg~f!!ck-E~F fff 
i..•l ~ 
~ 
is made to be finite . 
Bertaut then evaluates EgT' by a different route: from 
Eq. (243) and Eq. (247) we note that : 
(256) 
\ Ia. N. + € -~ 
M L t;rt,_ -p( !:J. 
h=l 
Before substituting Eq. ( 256) into Eq . (253a) we must evaluat e the 
integral over E_' of IE-' l -l f(£' - E_b~ - !;)): choose spherical 
Polar coordinates, with Er~ - r~F as the polar axis and 
-l "'J 
ta }E-' - E~~-~~FFas the radial coordinate; next , use Eq. 
(24l ) and remember that fC£) is a spherically symmetric 
Ref. (l7l), page 5, Eq . (24). 
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1 . d f . ~·E norma ~ze unct~on : 
( 257b) 1 
Finally, from Eqs. (253a), ( 256), and (257b) Bertaut gets: 
(258a) 
(258b) 
(258c) · 
~·E because: 
< 257c l ~ f(c)d.r(c)=- 4,,Id.>. t'-1'Cf9 = {!gKKK~?:>-cc-g"= 1 • 
T ~ , 
9l 
and since ~E~Fvanishes for l£\ > ~~~-~~~whenever the 
functions ~ do not overlap, therefore if Eq. (252b) holds then: 
(258d,e) E' -0 
_ ovc..,\a,. - ' 
which proves the first theorem invoked by Bertaut, Q.E.D. 
Thus, for a general, spherically symmetric, equivalent 
charge distribution Bertaut has shown that: 
(259a) 
where: 
(259b) 
GT1 E = c . 
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. T 
From this generalized expression of EC' Bertaut shows that Ewald's 
series can be obtained as a special case if for ~E~F one chooses 
a Gaussian charge distribution (with overlap). In fact, if one 
~DE 
sets: 
(260) 
then: (a) from Eq. (247) one gets: 
( 26la) 
(b) from Eqs. (246 ), (260) and (233b): 
(c) from Eqs . (26la)and (233a): 
00 
(26lc) jcU: t:- rC~F -
o . 
~DE 
' ~ EGT =B. 
--r c ) . 
I b~=-A; 
Notice the factor of two. Eq. (260) and Eq. 
(236) do not say the same thing. So Bertaut's treatment is not 
a reinterpretation of Shockley's observations! 
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(d) from Eqs. (22Gb ) and (233c) and (26la) : 
(26ld) 
00 
Jcl.t- -fE~FEtD- tlrt- !:$1) = "1-M;f {~ zr~-Kr;r Lu-= 
-> b~- -r. 
C. Description of Computer Programs 
EWALD and CELLMAP 
The adapt ion of Eqs. ( 202, 232, 233) to digital computer 
methods deserves some further comment. 
The atom positions { r 0 ; m = l, 2, 
-m ... ' 
and the direct 
lattice unit cell sides ~D £1 S and angles a, ~D Y required in 
our computations were derived from known crystal and molecular 
structures , as determined by X- ray crystallographi c techniques . 
Some manipulation of these data was necessary, however, and a 
preliminar y program CELLMAP, was written to provide, as output, 
punched IBM cards suitable as input for the main program, EWALD . 
CELLMAP generates, for a crystal of any given symmetry, 
the Cartesian coordinates {r~I r~I r~; m = l, 2, .. . , Mj of all 
t he atoms within the same uni t cell, which we will call the 
' ZEROTH CELL. The· input data are the usual crystallographic 
parameters (cell sides~D £I£; cell angles a, ~ D Y; atom 
coordinates of the ''asymmetric unit"; and the "coordinates for 
~DE 
the symmetry-equivalent positions" ). The Cartesian axes used 
As listed in the International Tables for X-ray crystallo-
graphy (l74). 
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in CELLMAP are defined as follows: 
~ 
(262a) ex 
(262b) .... ~ ~ == e.b, 
_. [e'"" eb] (262c) ~~ 
-
...>:"' ({ 
where Eta!!. ~ ~~~-lI and so on, and ~ stands for . [l - cos 2 a -
cos
2 S - cos 2 Y + 2cosacosScosY ] l/2 . I n this coordinate system 
the reciprocal lattice vector ~hkl is written: 
(263 ) ¥~~l 
where: 
The values in square brackets in Eq. ( 264) are calculated 
and ~unched onto cards by CELLMAP for l ater use by EWALD . 
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Furthermore, if we label . all the uni.t cells in the crystal 
by the triad of integers (d,f,g), the zeroth cell being the (0,0,0) 
cell, then we may rewrite the general direct lattice vector £j by 
using the appropriate r 0 : 
,.,m 
( 265a) r?:: '(" 0 -t- V"..Jf = Y' 0 .... dK~+:fb+CgC= 1¥ J - ,. M -a.,,. IV ... ,. ,_ .._,. 
(265b) = Er~ + r/.ra-)ex-+ Er~ + rd~Fe~ + Er~+ r d~F~~I 
fj ·1~-lKIK .. / M ~ ; ""'c:\, ~ .. ... ) M j - :i-[E~·~~-~ ~ cL,f,,6 i [Etv~-~1 _, 
where: 
( 266c) r ~l - "(} c')-
again the values in square brackets are put out on punched cards 
by CELLMAP. Similar relations to Eq. (266) hold, of course, for 
r~I r~I r~ in terms of the "atom coordinates in the asymmetric 
(267a) 
where: 
b 
r ' m 
ro-
,.. "" 
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C2 67 c ) r!- r~fE~l~"Sz+r~[/1/z+ r~[l£l~co<zI 
(267d) r~- r:_ [1~y ~z • 
CELLMAP also avoids placing any atom on the sides, faces, or 
corners of the zeroth cel l , by tran s l ating a l l .atomic coordinates 
by a preset amount , i . e., by establishing the origin of the 
Cartesian coordinate system according to the option of the pro-
grammer; if this precaution is not taken, t he Ewal d series would 
become meaningless (cf . Eq. (233c) for j F n but when 0 0 r. = r ) . 
- J - n 
The p oint ch a r ges f ~m; m = l, 2 , ... ' M} on the various 
atoms were assigned on the basis of pre vious published theoretical 
or experimental dat a, since we wish ed to merely establish the 
sensitivity of our results to the variations in charge assignments, 
and to avo i d the labor of ab initio single- molecule calcul ations, 
or searches for the 11ultimate" ideal charge assignment . These 
charge assignments are discussed further in S ection D below. · 
EWALD accepts any number s of different charge assignments for 
each at om, {e (e=l ), ~ (e=2), ... , ~ (e=s); m = l, 2, . .. , M}: 
m m m 
all energies are cal culated separatel y for each charge assignment 
at very little additional cost in computation time, because EWALD 
is organized so that it obtains all t h e t i me- consuming intermediate 
numerical results only once, and then multip l ies them very rapidly 
by a l l the appropria te ~ to give the f i nal resul ts . 
m 
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EWALD computes and prints out A, B, 
and EC in various units, as well as a summary of the input data 
for purposes of reference (and to make sure the data cards were 
read in correctly!). Valuable t ime is saved by avoiding the 
print-out of all intermediate results of the computation, because 
the Burroughs B-5500 at Stanford University prints out everything 
11on-line 11 • Since the calculations of the error function are 
extremely time-consuming, and B-5500 is notoriously slow at 
evaluating trigonometric functions, EWALD was designed to minimize 
computation time insofav as pos sible without affecting i ts general 
applicability to the arbitrary crystal. 
The term A is obviously trivial to compute. A few remarks 
are needed for the term B (Eq. (233b)), which, after due note is 
taken of Eq. (264) and (266), is rewritten as: 
x · 
!"\ M XL C z;K_Kz:KI~r{t[4l~{rK!-r:F+ll~Er~-r~F ... c!l~Kt {\'"!-r!)]j. 
lniJI _,:1 
Because of the symmetry of the sum over m, n, the imaginary term 
vanishes and we are left with: 
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( 268b) 
M M-1 
+ 2 [ [ ,_ ~K -[dl.:W (r!-r.::J + KaKKtK_Er~-r,!) +<llh!._( r.'"-r.,>J.ij. 
l'n::t n"1 
The above is the 11simplest-looking 11 formula for B, but in fact it 
hides a two-fold redundancy. This is because cos (x) is an even 
function and because even in the most general triclinic crystal 
2 .L1 2 
dLhkl = ep.. -h-k-l" We may therefore appeal to the following 
identity, which holds if and only if F(p,q,r) = F(-p,-q,-r): 
(269) 
where 8fo is the Kronecker delta: 8 ro = l if P = o, cS ro = o 
otherwise. The identity can be rewritten more conveniently if we 
define two auxiliary functions : 
(270a) 
(270b) ,b(:i\.)e1 C:fo~ {~=}Pz 
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then 
We may then use this identity to rewrite B in the fastest possible 
form for automatic computation: 
B= 
00 C>O Qo ' 
">< ~M~ ,.,,. L L L [(I- ~t~- ~xi- si0]x 
h .... o ~=o .t=o 
~ M 
X [ r dl~ d>l~IKKi>ll~r [- ~ {<11"·•<~~ .. ~>F~1 { [ z;:;> 
7l=1 M:i . 
M n.-1 
+[ [ z:_ t.:. Fd>[ <IL(.c»io,MaJt ( ·~- ,. .!:)+ dJ ~KEFFlKI•t>KFix (272) 
..,c2. "::f 
The above is a perfectly general formula. 
Further simplificat ions are possible, however, if the 
crystal is of orthorhombic or higher symmetry: in that case we 
note that: 
1) the general expression for cf:L ~klD which is: 
(273) 
lOO 
4Jt.-a. { ,_a. . 2. oK~ . J. £_' • '" 
=-- K!1-~oE +-t..--(3 +-Jr.""" t• E~F~ ~~ ~ Ga 
+ ~ c~·~fD-~-r> ... :t~KtK EcKKK~cKe"a¥- ~ .... E~11O1 I Dy1~1 
... CC!:_EcK-~>¥ ~ME- ~filFj 
l~lllbl 
can be simplified so that for a = 13 = 'Y = 90° one 
dl2 = £, 2 = ctl. 2 = 
obtains hkl hk- l h - kl ~ ~hkl; 
(2 ) t h e following identity can be utilized: 
(274) 
whence we finally get, f or crystals of orthorhombic 
or higher symmetry: 
( 275) 
The computer program EWALD, version ZZ, computes BCALC' a suitably 
truncated vers i on of Eq. (272 ): 
lOl 
(276) 
4 ' XL ~hIeC1<F1t/M~Ttz-~r [- ~~P { ~~K~l"FkIKaKE1-F1g x 
A.= I 
\"'\ "" ..,.1 F<~~K:K t;:; +t~ 2: t; .. t:. Ce!> [ dl:.(>j lo,..C>)< (,. .::- .. :) ... 
+ <e=1eEkk1 bE~EK-K;K-r:F + 41 ~-KMMitIbE~gi E~~ -v-J-J]]. 
If ~ was judiciously chosen, then the three positive integers p, 
q, r can be set to be as small as 3 or 4. At the programmer's 
option, EWALD will (l) further compute the addition to BCALC 
obtained by increasing p, q, and r to p + l, q + l, r + l respec-
tively, and call this addition B', (2) compute the ratio B'/BCALC' 
and (3) return to compute _a new addition B11 by increasing the 
limits of h, k, l to p + 2, q + 2, r + 2, and so on, and continue 
B If • • • I ( 1 11 1 I to loop until the ratio : x B + B + B + ... + B ·· · + CALC 
+ B 11 ·" 1 )-l is less than a certain small infinitesimal pres et by 
the programmer. EWALD prints out BI/, .. J along with (BCALC + B'-t-
+ B11 + ... + B '· ··' + B 11 ... 1 ) to give an estimate of the rate of 
convergence. 
Last but not least is the term r . Combining Eqs. ( 233c) 
and (265) we get : 
r -
-
(277) 
l02 
~;!•fD t t t tt r;-~• X 
dK~-D= f:·w. ~:r-v Ma1 wu: t 
if d::qf·~IK- 0 ~ """':#:., 
· ><{1-K<~<fE~ [Er~ -D~"KD:+rKrlDgr ... (r! '- .-;: ....... dlKIF~+ 
-t- ( ":!- '<'! + v-~FDgj}D 
N 
where t, u, v are integers so chosen that M _Q unit cells are 
. z 
included (and for all intents we may assume t, u, v to be 
infinite). In practice, EWALD gives sufficiently good results 
if t, u, v are all set equal to l (which means that 27 unit cells 
are considered in the calculation). Formally, Eq. (277) requires 
the evaluation of { M2(2t+l)(2u+l) (2v+.:}.)-M} error functions. 
The algorithm used to obtain values of erf(x) is a subroutine 
obtained from the Stanford Computation Center Program Library 
(l75), which calculates erf(x) as the sum of k Taylor's series 
expansions for erfE~FI 0 < ~ < x, and obtains in (8 + 20x + x 2 ) 
milliseconds a value of erf(x) which agrees to more than 7 signifi-
cant figures with · tabulations available in the literature. If 
x > 5, then erf(x) is set equal to l directly. It is obviously 
desirable to minimize the number of error functions which must be 
evaluated. If an enormous magnetic memory core were available, 
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a table of "error functions already evaluated" should be con-
structed, and at each step when a new erf(x) would be required, 
a quick search through the table would avoid a redundant calcu-
lation. Unfortunately, the Burroughs B-55 00 has only a 16,384 
48-bit word memory, and in the early stages of this project it 
did not have a magnetic disk file. The approach of generating 
and storing and retrieving a table of erf(x) from magnetic tape 
or disk was judged not to be more economical in time. and money 
than generating a new erf(x) when required during the computation. 
Mathematical manipulation of Eq. (277) does reduce the 
number of evaluations of erf(x) slightly, to wit, ME~-lF itera-
tions are avoided by treating separately the case (d=f=g=O, 
mFn, wherej£~- x~j = ~~~ - £~FFI and{[C2t+l)(2u+l)(2v+l)- l]X 
M - [(t+l)(2u+l)(2v+l) - 1ij iterations are eliminated by avoiding 
redundancies in the case { m=n, d,f,g not all zero, where, e.g. 
Er~fgFO = (r=d-f-g) 2}; the final equation is : 
M M--1 
2 L L D~D"D [(r.!'.- r~FD"+Er~ -r!)'"+ 
W.=2.. ..... 1 
(278) M t::- u. '\)""' 
+Er~-~~rrD~F}+ z L z;: LL L (1- ~i~x 
W)=1 d=O if=-"'- '=-"' 
lfdeotf.,c.. ;f.,,.:FO 
X E~;Sf• Erd~i+ Er~j-u[t- ~E*[Er;~~+Eri;Ir+E~d1Fj~} t-
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-r tt! t t ~~f;I [E~~-r:egDfIFD+ 
d.cr-t: ;f:c-" ~-c-v ~c:i "'"' -t 
:tj d...o ..,._ .;,,.4:0 ""'*.., 
+Er~- r~+~d~FD~~EvI!- rgD+IKafIFg·vC{i-~{ ~P [Er-~-~Kf-rr!ftv-t-
+ (r .'! - ~~ + rdf,Y"+ ( r!- r~ + rc~t?gDAF·}} _, 
which requires[C2u+l)(2v+l)[(2t+l)(M2-M) + (t+l)] - ~EMO-M+OFg 
values of erf(x) 
It was found most convenient to set (t=l, u=l, v=l) in 
most EWALD runs: this meant including 27 unit cells in the .com-
putation of r Also, to give some realistic estimate of the 
convergence of r ' the contribution to r due to the unit cell 
(d=t+l, f=O, g=O) was calculated as ~qbpq; a good guess for the 
series termination error in r might be < 10( r' TEST)· 
EWALD computes ll1 , ll2 and H by using Eqs. (203a, 203b, 204). 
Since, however, it rarely happens that all the atoms of the same 
anion and all the atoms of the same catioA can be fit into the 
zeroth unit cell without drast ically affecting the choice of unit 
cell sides and angles, therefore for each atom EWALD i s given a 
triad of integers dpatch, £patch, gpatch (each of which can 
m m m 
assume the values +1, 0, or -1) which, with Eqs. (265, 266) can 
displace r 0 to fro + rd ,_ .. ....._ f IIK-~ , .. t~F into a neighboring 
,..,m ~m ... ..., , 1¥1 , g """ 
unit cell, as required. 
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T The dependence of A, B, r, and EC on 'Z_ deserves some 
comment. Eq. (233) implies the following: (i) if ~=MI then 
A=O, B=O, and r = b~; c ii) if v, = oO , then A=-E L sel f = -00 
B = EGT = 00 , and c r' = 0; (iii) for increasing '[, A is strictly 
negative and decreases monotonically, whence (B+r) must increase 
monotonically ; (iv) because ~·~· and cos(x) can be positive or 
.. J 
negative, no statements can be made a-priori about the 'l-
dependence of B, I"' , I B J or I r I ; ( v) the absolut.e value of 
each term of r decreases, and the absolute value of each 
~-dependent term of B increases with increasing 1 (vi) i f b~ 
is a-posteriori positive then (B+ r ) must be positive. Antici-
pating slightly, we found empirically that (vii) for fast compu-
tation t1_ should be of the order of magnitude of v1/ 3 (expressed 
in A): (viii) the smaller I B/, I r I are, the faster they converge: 
hence, if a good guess of a negative value f or b~ is available, 
then fastest possible convergence is predicted if ~ is so chosen 
( 'l_s. '1.opt) that A~ b~ (and Band r are both small); (ix) within 
.., 1/3 
the range ~ = V , B was found always positive and increasing 
with increasing 1_ regardless of the sign of b~ : this is rather 
surprising, and hints to a monotonic increase with increasing rt ; 
,., 1/ 3 T (x) within the range 1_. = V and provided Ec > 0, r is posi-
tive and decreas ing with increasing 't ; (xi) within the range 
~ 1/3 T r ~ = V , for the case EC < 0, negative and increasing with 
incre~sing t was found if b~ < A, whereas if 0 > b~ > A we 
found three cases, r < 0 and r.,. ' r > 0 and r f ' and 
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r > 0 and r ... : this hints to an increase of r from the nega-
T tive value EC at ~ = 0 to a maxi mum positive value for ~ 
~" 
slightly larger than '?..opt' and then to a positive decreas ing r 
for ~ -+QO . These hints (vii-x) are to be taken only as 11rules-
of-thumb!! and are presented in this section as mere trends of our 
data. 
Finally, EWALD was improved so that at the outset i t would 
search for all possible "degeneracies" in the vector. differences 
{ s~ - b~; m, n = 1, 2, ... 'M J for the crystal at hand, and then 
it would sequence its calculations so as to avoid and yet compen-
sate for all repetitive calculations due to such degeneracies. A 
reduct ion in computer run times of about 4~~ was obtained for a 
small monoclinic test crystal, but this improvement was developed 
too late to benefit the lengthy organic crystal runs reported 
below . A further improvement of 120% was obtained (i) by using 
the 4 ~sec cycle-time SRI B-5500 after the 6 ~sec Stanford B-5 500 
had been sold; (ii) by using a machine-language intrinsic erf(x) 
program developed by the Burroughs Corp. in place of the subrou-
tine described above. 
D. Results - General 
The crystals whose Madelung energie~ b~ (along with ~1I ~O I 
H, W ) were determined are: 
The turning-point seems to be when A 
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(i) Sodium chloride, a cubic test crystal 
(ii) Yttrium chloride, a monoclinic test crystal 
(iii) Dimagnesium trihydroxy monochloride tetrahydrate, a 
triclinic test crystal 
(iv) the ion-radical salt Wurster's blue perchlorate 
(TMPD: Cll~ or WBP) 
(v) (1:1)-(N,N,N',N'-Tetramethyl-para-phenylenediamine: 
+ -7,7,8,8-Tetracyanoquinodimethan) (TMPD· TCNQ. ), a 
holoionic DA crystal 
(vi) (1:1)-(N,N,N',N'-Tetramethyl-para-phenylenediamine: 
para-Chloranil) (TMPD; pChl:), a holoionic DA crystal 
(vii) (1:1)-(Hexamethylbenzene: para-Chloranil) (HMB: pChl), 
a nonionic DA crystal* 
(viii) (1:1)-(Naphthalene: Tetracyanoethylene) (Naphth:TCNE), 
a nonionic DA crystal* 
(ix) the ion-radical salt N-Methylphenazinium 7,7,8,8-
Tetracyanoquinodimethanide (MPNZ; TCNQ7) 
(x) 
(xi) 
Bismuth trifluoride 
Yttrium trifluoride 
"4':-;,': 
-.':"4'( 
Fig. I shows the numbering scheme for the atoms of the 
eight larger ions involved i n our calculations. For these same 
In a sort of "Gedankenexperiment 11 these crystals were 
considered ionic for the purpose of determining their Madelung 
energies . 
. --.·: ... ·: 
For Dr. D. Cubicciotti of Stanford Research Institute, 
in exchange for computer time; these compounds are discussed 
in Appendix I. 
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ions, Tables I through VIII list the available theoretical and 
experimental estimates of point-charge distributions. These 
estimates come from various sources: 
(i) chemical "reasoning" 
(ii) pure guesswork 
(iii) valence-bond (VB) arguments 
(iv) experimental spin densities from the electron para-
magnetic resonance (EPR) determination of hyperfine 
coupling constants, plus semiempirical estimates of 
the relevant McConnell constant Q 
(v) theoretical spin densities from simple Huckel 
molecular orbital theory (SHMO) 
(vi) theoretical spin densities from Huckel MO theory with 
McLachlan self-consistent configuration interaction 
procedure (HMO-McL) 
(vii) theoretical spi n densities from Roothaan-type closed-
shell Hartree-Fock self-consistent field molecular 
orbital theory, with approximations suggested by 
Pari.ser, Parr, and Pople (R-SCF-PPP ) 
(viii) theoretical charge densities from R-SCF-PPP 
~·: 
Squares of the real atomic coefficients of the highest 
occupied pi molecular orbital of neutral molecule D if spin 
densities are for the monocation n+, or if the lowest unoccupied 
molecular orbital of A if spin densities are for monoanion A-. 
. Sum of squares of atomic coefficients of all occupied pi 
molecular orbitals (multiplied by 2 if orbital is doubly occupied). 
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(ix) theoretical spin or charge densities from Roothaan-
type open shell Hartree-Fock self-consistent field 
MO theory, with approximations of Pariser, Parr and 
Pople (R-OS-SCF-PPP) 
(x) same as (ix), but with approximations of Mataga 
(R-OS-SCF-M) 
(xi) same as (ix), but with added reminimization procedure 
(180) devised by Hoyland and Goodman (R-OS-SCF-PPP-HG) 
(xii) theoretical spin or charge densities from unrestricted 
Hartree-Fock theory due to Amos and Snyder (181) (UHF) 
In Tables I to VIII, the "Charge Assignment Label11 (CAL) is a 
column heading used later in Tables XII to XVII to refer to the 
charge distributions chosen; "Species 11 refers to the molecule for 
which the calculations or the experiment was done. 
Table IX lists the fundamental constants used in the EWALD 
programs. 
Tables X through XVII describe in detail the results of 
EWALD runs for all crystals (except Mg 2(0H)3Cl·4H2o, YF3, and 
BiF3 ). The crystal and molecular structure data are taken from 
. + - + -
the .literature, except that for TMPD pChl and for TMPD Cl04 
unpublished reports had to be used: for the sake of completeness, 
Tables XVIII and XIX record the relevant crystallographic data 
for these two crystals. 
llO 
CH, 
III.(HMB:) 
sEqCkb~F 
. 
:03: 
·o· 
... ·e 
VI ECnl~F 
Fig. I 
Structures of the molecular ions considered, with the atom-
numbering schemes used in the Tables below. 
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TABLE I 
Atom Charge Assignments for the qMma~ Cation, in Units 
of the Electronic Charge lei 
Charge 
Assignment 
Ic* Label (CAL ): I a Ib Id 
Species : TMPD TMPD TMPD TMPD; pPD + pPD . 
Method: Theory Theory Theory Exp. Theory Exp . 
SHMO R-SCF-PPP R-SCF-PPP EPR R-SCF- PPP EPR 
Density : spin spin charge spin spin spin 
Footnote: (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 
Atom I-1: 0.068 0 . 056 0.087 o. 07 (g) 0.071529 0.076( g) 
Atom I-2: 0.034 0.109 0.032 0 . 09(h) 0.162699 0 . 122(h) 
Atom I-3: 0 . 330 0.278 0.297 0.27(i) 0.194234 0 . 236(j) 
ID (k) 8 .06 e V 8 . 06 eV 9 . 88 eV 
* CAL Ic' has charge 0 . 085 for Atom I-2 (by mistake) 
(a) from McLachlan, Ref. (182); this result for 9 pi electrons 
can also be used for the pChl- anion (cf. Table VII) 
(b ) from Monkhorst and Kommandeur, Table I, No. 2 of Ref. (183) 
(c) from Monkhorst and Kommandeur, Fig . 2 and 3 of Ref . ( 1 83) 
(d) from Bolton, Carringto~and dos Santos-Veiga, Ref . (18 4) 
'(e) from Giacometti, Nordio, and Rigatti, Ref . (185) Tabella III, 
entr ies for - 9.882 eV; the para-Phenylenediamine (pPD ) study 
naturally omits the effects of methyl group hyperconjugation 
in TMPD 
(f) from Melchior and Maki, Ref. ( 186) 
(g) i f McConnell ' s constant Om= - 28 Oersted 
(h) by difference, assuming there are no negative spin densities 
(i) if McConnell ' s constant ~-Me = 25 Oersted 
(j ) if McConnell ' s constant ~e= -25 Oersted 
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· (k) ionization potentials obtained by Koopman's theorem; these 
can be too high by 2 to 4 eV according to Hoyland and Good-
man, Ref. (187) 
TABLE II 
. + 
Atom Charge Assignments for the Naphth. Cation, in Units 
Charge 
Assignment 
Label (CAL): 
Species: 
Method: 
Dens ity: 
Footnote: 
Atom II-1: 
Atom II-2: 
Atom II-3: 
of the Electronic Charge jel 
+ Naphth. 
Theory 
ROS-SCF-PPP-HG 
spin 
(a) 
0.0640 
0.1860 
o.o 
+ Naphth. 
Theory 
ROS-SCF-PPP-HG 
charge 
(b) 
0.1076 
O.l694(e) 
-0.0536 
IIa 
+ Naphth. 
Theory 
UHF 
spin 
(c) 
0.026 
0.262 
-0.076 
+ Naphth. 
Theor y 
UHF 
charge 
(d) 
0 . 098 
0.184 
- 0 . 063 
(a) from Hoyland and Goodman, Ref. (180), Table I, entries for 
q1, q2, and q9 f or "f"'5 
(b) f rom Hoyland and Goodman, Ref. (180), Table I, 1.0 minus 
entries for total charge density, and also Ref. (187) 
Table III 
(c) from Amos and Snyder, Ref. (181), Table IV, Column 5 
(d) from Amos and Snyder, Ref. (181), 1.0 minus entr.y in Column 6 
(e) t here is a discrepancy in the last digit between Ref . ( 180 ) 
and Ref . (187) 
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TABLE III 
+ . Atom Charge Assignments for the HMB. Catlon, in Units 
of the Electronic Charge lei 
Charge 
Assignment 
Label (CAL): 
Species: 
Method: 
Density: 
Atom III-1: 
IIIa 
HMB"t 
Theory 
SHMO assuming D6h symmetry 
spin or charge 
0.166666 
TABLE IV 
Atom Charge Assignments for the MPNZ"t Cation, in Units 
of the Electronic Charge (el 
Charge 
. Assignment 
Iva* Label (CAL): 
Species: MPNZ Mmkw~ 
Method Theory Exper iment 
SHMO EPR 
Dens ity: spin spin 
Footnote : (a) (a) 
Atom IV- l : 0 .052 0 .071 
Atom IV-2: 0 .044 0.024 
Atom IV-3 : 0.060 
Atom IV- 4 : 0.189 
* CAL IVa' has charge 0 .188 for Atom IV-4 
(a) from Bolton, Carrington, and dos Santos-Veiga, Ref. (188) 
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TABLE V 
Atom Charge Assignments for the qCkb~ Anion, in Units 
of the Electronic Charge Je) 
Charge 
Assignment 
Label (CAL) : 
Species : 
Method: 
Density : 
Footnote : 
Atom V-1 : 
Atom V-2: 
Atom V-3 : 
Va 
'rCNE 
Theory 
SHMO 
spin 
(a) 
-0.2814 
- 0 . 0348 
- 0 . 0745 
(a) from Rieger and Fraenkel, Ref. (189) 
TCNE 
Theory 
HMO- Mc L 
spin 
(a) 
- 0 . 3056 
- 0 . 0211 
-0.0765 
ll5 
TAB LE VI 
Atom Charge Assignments for the Perchlorate Anion, in 
Units of the Electronic Charge fef 
Charge 
Assignment 
Label (CAL): VIa VIb VI c VId VIe 
Species : Cll~ Cll~ Cll~ Cll~ Cll~ 
Method : Theory Theory Theory Theory Theory 
VB guess l guess 2 guess 3 guess 
Density charge charge charge charge charge 
Footnote : (a) (b) (c ) (d) (e) 
Atom VI-l: -0 . 90 - l . O 3 . 0 -0 . 2 o.o 
Atom VI-2 : - 0 . 025 o.o -l. 0 - 0 . 2 - 0 . 25 
(a) from Pauling, Ref . ( l90)' page 32l; but Pauling does not 
beli eve this resul t, ibid . , p . 322 
(b) val id if ion (with point- group symmetry c3 ) tumbles or rotates freely and approximates spheri cal ¥ymmetry, or if 
statistical disorder in the crystal gives a spheri cally 
symmetric average configuration 
4 
(c) naive "valence state" assignment of Monkhorst and Kommandeur, 
Ref. (l9l), rather unr.eal istic 
(d) 
(e ) 
"perfect democracy" 
"tyranny of the majority": the oxygens (Paul ing electro-
negativity 3 . 5) gang up on chlorine (Pauling e l ectronega-
tivi ty 3.0 ) and rob it of all its net charge 
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TABLE VII 
Atom Charge Assignments for the pChl: Anion, in Units 
of the Electronic Charge I€/ 
Charge 
Assignment 
Label (CAL) : VIIa VIIb VII c VIId 
Species: TMPD pChl pChl pChl 
Method : Theory Theory Theory Theory 
SHMO SHMO HMO- Mc L R- SCF- PPP 
Density : spin spin s pin spin 
Footnote: (a ) (b) (c) (d) 
Atom VII-1 : - 0 . 068 - 0.1129 -0 .102.5 - 0 .103903 
Atom VII- 2 : - 0 . 034 - 0 . 0496 -0.0918 - 0 .118956 
Atom VII- 3 : - 0 . 330 - 0 . 2244 - 0.2031 - 0. 1 53343 
Atom VII- 4 : o. o o.o 0.0 -0 . 009944 
AA (e) : 3 . 29 eV 
(a) from McLachlan, Ref. (182) with signs changed : the nine pi 
electrons i n pChl: are equival ent, in this approximation, to 
the 9 p i electrons i n TMPDt or pPDt 
(b) from Broze, Luz, and Silver, Ref . (192) 
(c) from Broze, Luz, and Silver, Ref . (192) 
(d) from Gi acometti, Nordio, and Ri gatti, Ref . ( 185) Tabel la II, 
squares of entries for -3 . 289 eV · 
(e) electron affinity of pChl, from Koopman ' s theorem; it is 
expected to be too large by 2 eV 
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TABLE VIII 
Atom Charge Assignments for the TCNQ: Anion, in Units 
of the Electronic Charge lei 
Charge 
Assignment 
Label (CAL): VIIIa VIIIb:f VIIIc VIIId VIII e VIII£ . VIIIg 
Species: 
Method: 
Dens ity: 
Footnote: 
Atom VIII- 1 : 
Atom VIII-2: 
Atom VIII-3: 
Atom VII I-4: 
Atom VIII-5 : 
TCNQ: TCNQ 
Theory Theory 
ROS-SCF SHMO 
-PPP 
spin 
(a) 
- 0 . 067 
- 0 . 072 
- 0 . 206 
-0.007 
-0 . 037 
spin 
(b) 
- 0.054 
- 0.050 
- 0 . 225 
-0 . 013 
-0 . 047 
TCNQ TCNQ 
Theory Theory 
HMO-McL SHMO 
spin 
(c) 
-0 . 043 
-0.010 
- 0.297 
o.o 
-0 . 054 
spin 
(d) 
-0 . 047 
-0 . 073 
- 0.133 
-0.033 
-0.071 
TCNQ: TCNQ TCNQ: 
Theory Theory Theory 
ROS-SCF R- SCF- UHF 
-M ppp 
spin 
( e ) 
- 0.058 
- 0.070 
- 0.201 
- 0.012 
- 0.045 
spin 
·c t) 
- 0 .065 
-0.071 
- 0.199 
- 0 . 006 
-0 . 044 
spin 
(g) 
- 0 . 045 
- 0 . 056 
- 0 .225 
o.o 
- 0 . 067 
* CAL VIIIb' has charge -0 . 054 for Atom VIII- 5 (by mistake) 
(a) from Lowitz, Ref . (193), Table VI, Set 3 
(b) from Rieger and Fraenkel, Ref. (189 ) 
(c) f rom Rieger and Fraenkel, Ref . (189); we ignored the smal l 
negative spin density at Atom VII-4 and reset it to zero 
(d) from Menefee and Pao, Ref. ( 194) 
(e) from Lowitz, Ref. ( 193)' Table VI, Set 7 
( f ) from Lowitz, Ref . ( 193)' Table VI, Set 1 
(g) f rom Lowitz, Ref. ( 193)' Table VI, Set 10; again the small 
negative spin density at Atom VIII- 4 was reset to zero 
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TABLE IX 
Fundamental Phys ical Constants Used in EWALD Programs 
(s ee Ref . (195)) 
Electronic charge : (d = 4.80298 X 10-10 stat coulomb 
Avogadro's number: N 
0 = 
6.02252 X 10+23 
Conversion factor 4 .185 joule calorie -1 = 
whence; 
QN le: l 2 = 331.974192584 kcal A mole-l 
0 
No I e: l 2 3 13 Ao - 1 = 1.389 12065 x 10 erg mole 
Conversion factor = 23.05540 kcal mole-l eV-l molecule 
ll9 
TABLE X 
Crystal Coulomb Energy of Sodium Chloride (NaCl ) 
Crystal structure data of 
CELLMAP run identifier 
Space group 
T. Batuecas ( l96) 
D24 
Fm3m ( l97) 
Number of molecules per unit cell, Z 
Number of charged atoms per unit 9ell, 
Cube root of unit cell volume, vl/3 
Shortest interionic distance 
M 
= 
= 
= 
= 
4 
8 
5.63978 
2.8l989 
INPUT PARAMETERS: 
EVJALD Run 
'1. 
Sum limits 
to B term 
(initial) : 
p, q, r 
Sum limits 
to r' term: 
t,u,v 
= 
= 
= 
BZB7 
s.o 
3,3,3 
l, l, l 
CONVERGENCE ESTIMATES: 
Final sum 
limits to 
B: p,q,r = 4,4,4 
11 Last 11 
contrib. 
to B: lO-lO (kcal/ mole) = <l.O X 
"Test" 
contrib . 
tor 
(kcal/mole) = 0 . 0000227 
B5500 COMPUTER RUN TIMES: 
Compiler - 46 seconds 
Processor = l2l seconds 
I/O time = 7 seconds 
ZZOl 
5.0 
l, l, l 
l,l,l 
2,2,2 
< l.O X lO- lO 
0 . 0000227 
7 l seconds 
222 seconds 
9l seconds 
0 [;. (at 
A (a) 
BZB5A 
9 . 0 
3,3,3 
l, l, l 
4, 4, 4 
< l.O X 
298°K) 
lO-lO 
0.0000005 
45 seconds 
ll8 seconds 
7 seconds 
INPUT CHARGE ASSIGNMENT: Sodium cation = +l, Chloride anion = -l 
Data Col. No. 
EWALD No. 
Cation Charge 
Anion Charge 
'1. 
RESULTS 
(kcal/ mole): 
A 
B 
r 
ET 
c 
-/:,. 
Ec 
RESULTS 
( eV /molecule): 
Cation /:,.2 
Anion /:,.1 
/:,. 
H 
Ec 
MADE LUNG 
CONSTANT, w 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
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TABLE X--Continued 
X-1 
BZB7 
1 
-1 
5.0 
-148.519066 
1.071426 
- 58.285975 
-205.733615 
o.o 
-205.733615 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
5.106222 
8.923446 
1. 747564 
X-2 
ZZOl 
1 
-1 
5.0 
-148.519066 
1.071426 
- 58.285975 
-205.733615 
o.o 
-205.733615 
0.0 
o.o 
o.o 
5.106222 
8.923446 
1.747564 
X-3 
BZB5A 
1 
-1 
9.0 
- 199 .259236 
14.894793 
- 21.369240 
-205.733684 
o.o 
-205.733684 
o.o 
0.0 
o.o 
5.106222 
8.923449 
1.747564 
0 (a) Note that Johnson and Templeton (198) use 2.813840 A and get 
w = 1.74756. 
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TABLE XI 
Crystal Coulomb Energy of Yttrium (Tri)chloride (YC13 ) 
Crystal structure data of Templeton & Carter( 199) 
CELLMAP run identifier B2l 
Space group C2/m 
Number of Molecules per unit cell, Z = 4 
Number of charged atoms per unit qell, M = 16 o 
Cube root of unit cell volume, vltS = 7.919833 Ao 
Shortest interionic distance = 2.5845506 A 
INPUT PARAMETERS: 
EWALD Run PX7 
= 3.0 
Sum limits 
to B term 
(initial): 
p,q,r 
Sum limits 
to r term: 
t,u,v 
= 3, 3, 3 
= l, l, l 
CONVERGENCE ESTIMATES: 
Final sum 
limits to 
B : p, q, r = 
"Last " 
contrib. 
to B 
(kcal/ mole ) = 
"Test " 
contrib. 
to r: 
(kcal/ mole) = 
4,4,4 
-9 3. 0 X 10 
-0.432366 
B5500 COMPUTER RUN TIMES: 
PXl 
5.0 
3, 3, 3 
l, l, l 
4, 4, 4 
-5 l. 6 X 10 
- 0 .038092 
PX6 
8.0 
3, 3, 3 
l, l, l 
5,5,5 
-6 2 . 5 X 10 
-0.001043 
PX8,ZZ04 (a) 
14.2 
3,3,3 
l, l , l 
6,6,6 
-4 3.29 X 10 
- 7.9 X 10 - 7 
Compiler = 337 seconds 47 seconds 49 seconds 49 seconds 
(70) 
Processor 
I/O time 
= 760 seconds 607 seconds 744 seconds 766 seconds 
(653) 
= 68 seconds 61 seconds 64 seconds 70 seconds 
(92) 
INPUT CHARGE ASSIGNMENTS: Yttrium cation = +3, Chloride anion = -1 
Data Col. No. 
EWALD No. 
Cat ion Charge 
Anion Charge 
yt 
RESULTS 
(kcal/mole ): 
A 
B 
r 
ET 
c 
- b. 
Ec 
RESULTS 
(eV/molecule) 
Cation 6 2 
Anion 61 
b. 
H 
Ec 
MADE LUNG 
CONSTANT) "-> 
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TABLE XI--Continued 
= 
XI-1 
PX7 
3.0 
-1.0 
3.0 
= - 491.535896 
= 1 .114277 
= -575 . 290176 
XI-2 
PXl 
3 .0 
- 1 .0 
5 . 0 
-634.570114 
11.787606 
-444.767471 
XI- 3 
PX6 
3.0 
-1.0 
8.0 
XI-4 
PX8) ZZ04 
3. 0 
-1. 0 
14.2 
- 802 . 674757 - 1069 . 396564 
46 . 866222 153 . 064590 
-311.913885 - 151.395956 
= -1065 .711791 -1067. 549977 -1067 . 722420 -1067 . 727929 
= -272.010458 -272.010458 - 272 . 010458 - 272.010458 
= ~1PPT K TOOO49 -1339 . 560435 -1339 . 732878 -1339.738387 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
o.o 
11. 798125 
11.798125 
49 . 841485 
58 . 022079 
1 .163734 
o.o 
11.798125 
11.798125 
49.84148 5 
58.101808 
1.165732 
o.o 
11. 798125 
11. 798125 
49.841485 
58.109288 
1 . 165882 
o.o 
11.798125 
11.798125 
49 . 841 485 
58 . 109526 
1.165887 
Johnson-Templ eton 
_constant)A(R0 ) = 8 . 296826 8 .311137 8.31 2478 8.31 2522 
(a) Runs PX8 and ZZ04 differed in programming details) but were 
given the same input parameters and yielded resul ts which were 
identical in all aspects; computer run times were different) 
and those for ZZ04 are given i n parentheses. 
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TABLE XII 
Crystal Coulomb Energy of Wurster's Blue Perchlorate 
(TMPD: Cll~F 
Crystal structure data of 
CELLMAP Run I dent ifier 
Space group 
Turner & Albrecht 
(200) (see Table 
XVIII) 
Al3 
Number of molecules per unit cell, Z = 
Number of charged atoms per unit 9ell, M = 
Cube root of unit cell volume, vlt3 = 
Pn2n (?) 
2 
26 0 
8.5480592 A 
INPUT PARAMETERS: 
EWALD Run Identifier 
Convergence parameter, vz. 
Initial sum limi t s to B term: 
p,q,r 
Sum limits to r term: 
t,u,v 
Charge assignments: see below 
for CAL (Charge Assignment 
Label) 
CONVERGENCE ESTIMATES: 
Final sum limits to B t erm : 
p, q,r 
"Last " contribution to B term, 
for e = 1, (kcal/mole) 
11Test 11 contribution· to r term, 
r test for e = 1, due to 
(d = t +l, f = 0, g = 0) cell 
(kcal/ mole) 
B-5500 COMPUTER RUN TIMES: 
Compiler time 
Processor time 
Input/Output time 
ZZ09 
= 7.0 
= 3, 4, 4 
1,1,1 
= 4,5,5 
= +0.0000000001 
= +0 .0000283667 
= 70 seconds 
= 3556 seconds 
= 100 seconds 
ZZci3 
9.0 
3, 4, 4 
1,1,1 
4,5,5 
+0 .0000000229 
+0.0000422864 
95 seconds 
3323 seconds 
102 s econds 
Data Col. No .: 
EWALD No . 
Cation CAL 
Anion CAL 
V\,. 
RESULTS 
( kcall mole): 
A 
B 
r Et 
- !::, 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
E = ~priqp 
( eV I molecule): 
Cation 62 = 
Anion L'll = 
t::, = 
I-I = 
E = ~ab LUNG 
CONSTANT, w = 
Data Col. No . : 
EWALD No. 
Cation CAL 
Anion CAL 
vt 
RESULTS 
(kcall mole): 
A 
B 
r Et 
-!::, 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
E = 
RtSULTS 
( eV I molecul e ): 
Cation r::, 2 = 
Anion r::,1 = 
t::, = 
H = 
= Ec _ . 
MADE LUNG 
CONSTANT, u.l = 
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TABLE XII--Continued 
XII-1 
ZZ09 (e = 1 ) 
I a 
VIb 
7.0 
- 71.803358 
13.607681 
5. 155473 
- 53 . 040203 
- 42 . 232897 
-95 . 273100 
1 . 831801 
o.o 
1 . 831801 
2 . 76705 9 
4 .132355 
1 . 492979 
XII- 5 
ZZ09 (e = 11) 
Ib 
VIa 
7 . 0 
-58 . 166605 
13 . 722173 
21 . 802492 
-22 . 641941 
-72. 389679 
- 95. 031620 
2 . 243508 
0 . 896307 
3. 1 39815 
2 . 770674 
4 . 121881 
1. 487681 
XII- 2 
ZZ03 (e = 1) 
I a 
VIb 
9 . 0 
- 81.417355 
22.208471 
6 .166234 
- 53 . 042650 
- 42 .2 32897 
- 95 . 275547 
1 . 831801 
o.o 
1. 831801 
2 . 7670 59 
4 .132461 
1 . 493017 
XII-6 
ZZ03 (e = 11) 
I b 
VIa 
9 . 0 
- 65 . 9547.31 
22 .228868 
21. 084433 
- 22 . 641430 
- 72.389679 
- 95 . 031109 
2.243508 
0 . 896.307 
.3 .139815 
2 . 770674 
4 . 121860 
1 . 487674 
XII- 3 
ZZ09 ( e = 3) 
Ib 
VIb 
7.0 
- 69 . 0361 70 
14.208432 
11. 463668 
- 43.364070 
-51. 724968 
- 95 . 089038 
2.243508 
o.o 
2.243508 
2 . 770803 
4 . 124372 
1. 488511 
XII- 7 
ZZ09 (e = 10) 
Ib 
VId 
7 . 0 
- 22 . 659361 
10 . 644860 
37 . 916887 
25 . 902386 
-120.465438 
- 94 . 563052 
2 . 243508 
2 . 981534 
5.225042 
2 . 769766 
4.101558 
1. 480723 
XII- 4 
ZZ03 ( e = 3) 
Ib 
VIb 
9.0 
-78 . 279659 
23.071330 
11. 841760 
-43 . 366569 
- 51 . 724968 
-95 . 091537 
2 . 243508 
0. 0 
2 . 2435 08 
2 . 770003 
4. 124480 
1.488550 
XII- 8 
ZZ03 (e=lO) 
Ib 
VId 
9 . 0 
- 25 . 693300 
1 6 . 987968 
34 . 614653 
. 25 . 909320 
-120 . 465438 
- 94 . 556118 
2 . 243508 
2 . 981 534 
5.225042 
2 . 769766 
4 . 101257 
1. 480832 
l25 
TABLE XII--Continued 
Data Col . No .: 
EVJALD No . 
Cation CAL 
Anion CAL 
Yz. 
RESULTS 
(kcallmole) : 
= 
XII-9 
ZZ09 ( e = 9) 
Ib 
VIe 
7.0 
A 
B 
r 
Eb 
- !::, 
- 25 . 5579l2 
9 . 870574 
24.438274 
l8 . 750936 
= -l03 .l58694 
= 
= 
= 
= 
E = 
RtSULTS 
( e V I molecule) : 
Cation !::.2 = 
Anion L\l = 
!::. = 
H = 
E = ~ab LUNG 
CONSTANT, w = 
Data Col. No. : 
EWALD No . 
Cation CAL 
Anion CAL 
~ 
RESULTS 
(kcall mole) : 
A 
B 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
E = 
RtSULTS 
( eV I molecule) : 
Cation fj2 = 
Anion f::.l = 
!::. = 
H = 
E = ~birkd K 
CONSTAl\fT, <.V = 
-94.407758 
2.243508 
2 . 230875 
4.474383 
2 . 769507 
4 . 094822 
l. 478538 
XII-l3 
ZZ09 ( e = 2) 
Ic 
VIb 
7.0 
- 68 . 498546 
l4.l82570 
ll.l8242l 
- 43.l33556 
- 52 . 2755l8 
- 95 . 409074 
2.267387 
o. o 
2 . 267387 
2.772759 
4.l38253 
l.492468 
XII-lO 
ZZ03 ( e = 9 ) 
Ib 
VIe 
9 . 0 
- 28.979948 
l 5 . 70l534 
22.0334l3 
l8 . 755000 
-l03.l58694 
- 94.403694 
2.243508 
2 . 230875 
4 . 474383 
2 . 769507 
4 . 094646 
l . 478475 
XII-l4 
ZZ03 ( e = 2) 
I c 
VIb 
9 . 0 
- 77 . 67005l 
23.0l9607 
l l . 5l4482 
- 43 .l35962 
- 52 .2755l8 
-95.4ll 480 
2 . 267387 
o. o 
2 . 267387 
2 . 772759 
4 . l38357 
l. 492506 
XII-ll 
ZZ09 ( e = 5) 
Ib 
VIc 
7 . 0 
- 764 . 688302 
3.853363 
- ll42 . l52999 
-l902.987938 
l 8l2 . 05 l 839 
- 90 . 936099 
2.243508 
- 80 . 839058 
- 78 . 595550 
2 . 7656l8 
3 . 944243 
l. 426l70 
XII-l5 
ZZ09. (e = 6) 
Ic. 
VIa 
7 . 0 
- 57 . 628982 
l3.696023 
2l. 5l8390 
-22.4l4569 
- 72 . 940228 
- 95 . 354797 
2 . 267387 
0 . 896307 
3 .l63694 
2.772658 
4.l35899 
l.49l 673 
XII- l2 
ZZ03 (e= 5) 
Ib 
VI c 
9 . 0 
- 867 . 075034 
7 . 656566 
- l043 . 859363 
-l093.27783l 
l8l2.05l839 
-9l . 225992 
2.243508 
-80. 839058 
-78 .595550 
2 . 7656l8 
3.9568l7 
l . 4307l7 
XII-l6 
ZZ03 ( e = 6) 
Ic 
VIa 
9 .0 
- 65 . 345l24 
22 .l763l7 
20 . 754839 
- 22 . 4l396 8 
-72 . 940228 
- 95 . 354l96 
2.267387 
0 . 896307 
3 . l63694 
2 . 772658 
4 .l35873 
l . 49l644 
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TABLE XII--Continued 
Data Col . No . : 
EWALD No . 
Cation CAL 
Anion CAL 
"1... 
RESULTS 
(kcallmole ): 
A 
B 
r Et 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
X.II- 17 
ZZ09 ( e = 8 ) 
Ic 
VId 
7 . 0 
- 22.121738 
1 0 . 616692 
37 . 612802 
26 .107757 
- !:::. = -121. 015 988 
Ec 
RESU LTS 
= 
( eV I molecule ): 
Cat ion t::.2 = 
Anion ll1 = 
!:::. = 
H = 
E 
Mf:DELUNG 
CONSTANT) w = 
= 
Data Col. No. : 
EWALD No. 
Cation CAL 
Anion CAL 
't 
RESULTS 
(kcallmole ): 
A 
B 
~ 
ET c 
- !:::. 
Ec 
RESULTS 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
( eV I mo l ecule ): 
Cation t::.2 = 
Anion ~l = 
!:::. = 
H = 
E = 
M£DELUNG 
CONSTANT) w = 
- 94 . 908231 
2 . 267387 
2 . 981534 
5 .248921 
2 . 771954 
4 .116529 
1 . 485064 
XII-21 
ZZ09 ( e = 4) 
Id · 
VIb 
7.0 
- 66 . 600646 
14 . 977 405 
16.540403 
-35. 082838 
- 60 . 678699 
- 95.761537 
2 . 631865 
o.o 
2 . 631 865 
2.779211 
4 . 153540 
1.494503 
XII-18 
ZZ03 ( e = 8) 
Ic 
VId 
9 . 0 
- 25.083693 
1 6 .929626 
34 . 268840 
26 . 114773 
-121. 01 5988 
- 94 . 901215 
2 . 26738 7 
2 . 981 534 
5 .2 48921 
2 . 771 954 
4 . 116225 
l. 484954 
XII-22 
ZZ03 ( e = 4), 
Id 
VIb 
9 . 0 
- 75 . 518034 
24 .179964 
1 6 .252931 
- 35.0851 40 
- 60 . 6 78699 
-95 . 763839 
2 . 631865 
0 . 0 
2 . 631865 
2 . 779211 
4 .15 3640 
1 . 494539 
XII-19 
ZZ09 ( e = 7) 
Ic 
VIe 
7 .0 
- 25.020288 
9 . 841828 
24 .128480 
18. 950019 
-103 . 7092 43 
- 94 . 7 S9224 
2.267387 
2 . 230875 
4 .498262 
2.771753 
4 .110066 
l. 482840 
XII- 23 
ZZ09 ,(e = 13) 
Id 
VId 
7.0 
-20. 223837 
11 . 338461 
42 . 993806 
34 . 108430 
-129.419169 
- 9 5. 310739 
2 . 631865 
2.9815 34 
5.613399 
2.779326 
4 .133988 
1.487407 
XII-2 0 
ZZ03 ( e = 7) 
Ic 
VIe 
9.0 
- 28 . 370340 
15. 641 538 
21. 682967 
1 8 . 954164 
-103 . 709243 
2.26 7387 
2 . 230875 
4.498262 
2.77175 3 
4 . 109887 
1 . 482775 
XII-24 
ZZ03 ( e = 1 3) 
I d 
VId 
9.0 
- 22 . 931676 
18 . 000543 
39.046572 
34.115440 
- 129 . 419169 
- 95.303729 
2 . 631865 
2 . 981 534 
5 . 613399 
2 . 779326 
4 . 133684 
1 . 487297 
Data Col. No. : 
EWALD No. 
Cation CAL 
Anion CAL 
"l = 
RESULTS 
(kcal/mole): 
A = 
B = 
r = b~ = 
-/::,. = 
E = 
RtSULTS 
( eV /molecule): 
Cation ~::IK O = 
Anion fll = 
IJ. = 
H = 
Ec 
MADE LUNG 
= 
CONSTANT, c..) = 
l27 
TABLE XII--Continued 
XII- 25 
ZZ09 (e = l2) 
Id 
VIe 
7.0 
-23.l22388 
l0.54533l 
29.5l5239 
l 6 . 938l82 
-ll2.ll2424 
'-95 .l74242 
2.63l865 
2.230875 
4 . 862740 
2.779355 
4.l28067 
l. 48526l 
XII-26 
ZZO 3 ( e = l2 ) . 
Id 
VIe 
9.0 
-26.2l8323 
l6.690095 
26.47052l 
l6.942292 
-ll2.ll2424 
-95.l70l32 
2.63l865 
2 . 230875 
4.862740 
2.779355 
4.l27889 
l. 485l97 
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TABLE XIII 
Crystal Coulomb Energy of (l:l)-(N,N,N',N'-Tetramethyl-para-
phenylenediamine:7,7,8,8-Tetracyanoquinodimethun) 
(TMPDi- TCNQ:) 
Crystal structure data 
CELLMAP Run Identifier 
Space group 
M 
= 
= 
A. w. 
Al9 
C2/m 
2 
48 
Hanson (160) 
0 
Number of molecules per unit cell, Z 
Number of charged atoms per unit .. 9ell, 
Cube root of unit cell volume, vl/3 = 9.869961 A 
INPUT PARAMETERS: 
EWALD Run Identifier 
Convergence parameterI~ 
Initial sum limits to B term: 
p, q, r 
Sum limits to r term: 
ZZl2 
::. lO.O 
= 3,3,3 
t' u, v = l,l,l 
Charge assignments: see below 
for CAL (Charge Assignment 
Label) 
CONVERGENCE EST IMATES: 
Final sum limits to B term: 
p, q, r 
''Last" contribution to B term, 
for e = l, (kcal/mole) 
"Test" contribution to r term, 
r test for e = l, due to 
(d = t+l , f = 0, g = 0 ) ce ll 
(kcal/ mole ) 
B- 55 00 COMPUTER RUN TIMES: 
Compiler time 
Processor time 
Input/Output time 
= 4, 4, 4 
= 0.0000192847 
= -0.0000000468 
= 85 s econds 
= 8837 seconds 
= 107 seconds 
ZZ06 
l5. 0 
3,3,3 
l,l,l 
4, 4, 4 
0 .0008132633 
< l. 0 X 10-lO 
70 seconds 
7526 seconds 
llO seconds 
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TABLE XIII--Continued 
Data Col. No. : 
EWALD No. 
Cation CAL 
Anion CAL 
"t 
RESULTS 
(kcall mole): 
= 
XIII-1 
ZZ12 (e= 1) 
Ic' 
VIIIa 
10.0 
A 
B 
rT 
Ec 
- !:::, 
-17 .925667 
6. 118647 
20.495305 
8 . 688285 . 
= -100.616085 
= 
= 
= 
= 
Ec 
RESULTS 
= 
( e V I mol ecule): 
Cation ~:::IO = 
Anion ~:::I1 = 
!:::, = 
H = 
Ec = 
MADE LUNG 
CONSTANT, c..) = 
Data Col. No.: 
EWALD No. 
Cation CAL 
Anion CAL 
't 
RESULTS 
(kcall mole): 
·A 
l3 
rT Ec 
- !:::, 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
E = 
RtSULTS 
( e V I molecule): 
Cation 6 2 = Anion ~:::I1 = 
!:::, = 
H = 
Ec = 
MADE LUNG 
CONSTANT, W = 
-91.927 800 
2 .204701 
2.159400 
4 .364101 
3 .081412 
3.987257 
1.293971 
XIII-5 
ZZ12 (e = 3) 
I c' 
VIIIc 
10.0 
- 22 . 5 34933 
5 . 966947 
1 3 . 921365 
- 2 . 646621 
-86 . 842786 
-89. 489407 
2.204701 
1.562000 
3. 766701 
3.005797 
3 .881494 
1.291336 
XIII-2 
ZZ06 (e = l) 
Ic' 
VIIIa 
15.0 
-21.954369 
12. 509434 
18.13295 4 
8 . 688020 
-100 . 616085 
-91. 928065 
2.204701 
2.159400 
4.364101 
3.081412 
3.987268 
1 .29 3974 
XIII-6 
ZZ06 ( e = 3) 
Ic 1 
VIIIc 
15. 0 
- 27 . 599543 
1 2 . 343346 
12. 609139 
- 2.647058 
-86.842786 
-89. 489844 
2.2047 01 
1. 562000 
3. 766701 
3.005797 
3.881513 
l. 291342 
XIII-3 
ZZ12 ( e = 2) 
Ic' 
VIIIb' 
10.0 
-18 . 608925 
6 . 042233 
19.255440 
6 . 688747 
-99. 476207 
-92. 787460 
2.204701 
2.109959 
4.314660 
3 .119223 
4.024543 
1. 290239 
XIII- 7 
ZZ12 ( e = 4) 
Ic' 
VIIId 
1 0 .0 
-15.556765 
5 . 776354 
20.806178 
11.025766 
-100. 431013 
- 89 . 405247 
2.20470 1 
2.151373 
4.356074 
3.008714 
3.877844 
1.288871 
XIII- 4 
ZZ06 ( e = 2) 
Ic' 
VIIIb' 
1 5 .0 
- 22 . 791186 
12 . 400679 
< L7 . 072519 
6 . 682011 
- 99 . 476207 
-92. 7941 96 
2.204701 
2 . 109959 
4.314660 
3.119223 
4.024836 
1.290333 
XIII- 8 
ZZ06 ( e = 4) 
Ic' 
VIIId 
15 .0 
- 19 . 0 53069 
11. 780638 
1 8 .295914 
ll. 023483 
-100 . 431 013 
- 89 . 407530 
2 . 204701 
2.151373 
4.356074 
3.008714 
3.877943 
1.288904 
Data Col. No.: 
EWALD No. 
Cation CAL 
Anion CAL 
W'l. 
RESULTS 
(kcall mole): 
A 
B 
rT 
Ec 
-1:::. 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
Ec = 
RESULTS 
( eV I molecule): 
Cat ion 1:::.2 = 
Anion fj,l = 
1:::. = 
H = 
E = ~ab LUNG 
CONSTANT, c..) = 
Data Col. No. : 
EWALD No. 
Cation CAL 
Anion CAL 
Yl. 
RESULTS 
(kcallmole): 
. A 
B 
rT 
Ec 
- 1:::. 
Ec 
RESULTS 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
( EV I molecule): 
Cation 1:::.2 = 
Anion 1:::.1 = 
1:::. = 
H = 
E = ~abirnt 
CONSTANT, w = 
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TABLE XIII--Continued 
XIII-9 
ZZ12 (e = 5) 
Ic 1 
VIIIe 
10.0 
-17.55 7574 
5.984813 
20.207126 
8.634364 
-99.689427 
-91.055063 
2.204701 
2.119207 
4.323908 
3.055664 
3.949403 
1. 292486 
XIII-13 
ZZ12 ( e = 7) 
Ic 1 
VIIIg 
10.0 
-18. 808385 
5 . 843242 
17.368411 
4.403958 
-94.448315 
-90.045 05 7 
2.204701 
l. 891880 
4 .096581 
3.024899 
3.905595 
1. 291149 
XIII-10 
ZZ06 ( e = 5) 
Ic 1 
VIIIe 
15.0 
-21.503549 
12.255828 
17.881666 
8.633945 
-99.689427 
-91.055482 
2.204701 
2.119207 
4.323908 
3.055664 
3. 949421 
1.292492 
XIII-14 
ZZ06 ( e = 7) 
Ic 1 
VIIIg 
15.0 
-23.035485 
1 2 .001998 
15.435415 
4.401928 
-94.448315 
-90.046387 
2.204701 
l. 891880 
4.096581 
3.024899 
3.905653 
1.291168 
XIII-11 
ZZ12 ( e = 6) 
Ic 1 
VII If 
10.0 
-17.637866 
6.035977 
20.105518 
8.503629 
-99. 849724 
-91.346095 . 
2.204701 
2.126160 
4.330861 
3.064104 
3.962026 
1.293046 
XIII-12 
ZZ06 ( e = 6) 
Ic 1 
VII If 
15.0 
-21.601886 
12.335283 
1 7 .769966 
8.503363 
-99.849724 
-91.346361 
2.204701 
2.126160 
4.330861 
3.064104 
3.962038 
1.293049 
l3l 
TABLE XIV 
Crystal Coulomb Energy of (l:l)-(N,N,N',N'-Tetramethyl-para-
phenylenediamine: para-Chloranil) 
(TMPD-t pChl:) 
Crystal structure data of 
CELLMAP Run Identifier 
Space group 
Number of molecules per unit cell, Z 
Number of charged atoms per unit 9ell, 
Cube root of unit cell volume, yl/3 
INPUT PARAMETERS: 
EWALD Run Identifier 
Convergence parameter, ~ 
Initial sum limits to B term: 
p, q, r 
Sum limits to r term: 
t ,u,v 
Charge assignments: see below 
for CAL (Charge Assignment 
Label ) 
CONVERGENCE ESTIMATES: 
Final sum limits to B term: 
p, q,r 
"Last" contribution to B term, 
for e = l, (kcal/mole) 
"Test" contribution to r term, 
~test for e = l, due to 
(d = t+l, f = 0, g = 0) cell 
(kcal/ mole ) 
B-5500 COMPUTER RUN TIMES: 
Compiler time 
Processor time 
Input/Output time 
S. C. Wallwork (9l) 
(see Table XIX) 
D26 
C2/w 
= 2 
M = 40 o 
= 9.5742868 A 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
ZZ05 
l2.0 
3,3,3 
l,l,l 
5,5,5 
0.0003658670 
l. 0 X lO-lO 
69 seconds 
7847 seconds 
l06 seconds 
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TABLE XIV--Continued 
Data Col . No . : 
EWALD No. 
Cation CAL 
Anion CAL 
vz. 
RESULTS 
(kcal/mole): 
A 
B 
rT 
Ec 
- I::. 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
XIV- 1 
ZZ05 ( e = 7) 
I a 
VII a 
12.0 
-32. 339147 
6 . 297833 
9 . 886424 
-16.15 4890 
- 85.216636 
Ec 
RESULTS 
= -101 . 371526 
( eV /mol ecule) : 
Cation !:::.2 = 
Anion 1:::.1 = 
1:::. = 
H = 
Ec 
MADE LUNG 
CONSTANT, w 
= 
= 
Data Col. No. : 
EWALD No. 
Cation CAL 
Anion CAL 
~ 
RESULTS 
· (kcal/ mol e) : 
A 
B 
rT Ec 
- I::. 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.821351 
1. 874817 
3 . 696168 
3.367022 
4 . 396867 
1.305862 
XIV-5 
ZZ05 ( e = 8) 
Ib 
VIIa 
12.0 
-29 . 104392 
6 . 499017 
15 . 214924 
- 7.390452 
-94 . 728734 
Ec 
RESULTS 
= -102.119l86 
( eV /molecule): 
Cation 1:::.2 = 
Anion ~l = 
1:::. = 
H = 
Ec = 
MADE LUNG 
CONSTANT, "-) = 
2 . 233927 
1. 874817 
4.108744 
3.389885 
4.429296 
1. 306621 
XIV-2 
ZZ05 (e=l2) 
I a 
VIIb 
12.0 
-26.782901 
7.083324 
1 5 .196729 
- 4. 502847 
-97.262210 
-101.765057 
1.821351 
2 . 397279 
4 . 218630 
3 . 392768 
4.413936 
1.300984 
XIV-6 
ZZ05 (e=lO) 
Ib 
VIIb 
12. 0 
- 23 . 548146 
7 . 025759 
20 . 368214 
3.845827 
-106. 774309 
-102 . 928482 
2.233927 
2.397279 
4 . 631206 
3.423817 
4 .464398 
1.303924 
XIV-3 
ZZ05 ( e = 6) 
I a 
VIIc 
12.0 
- 25.750280 
7.287370 
17.951436 
- o. 511474 
-101 . 674288 
-102.185762 
1. 821 351 
2 . 5886 40 
4 . '1·09999 
3.405868 
4.4321 83 
1.301337 
XIV-7 
ZZ05 ( e = 9 ) 
Ib 
VIIc 
12.0 
-22 . 515525 
7 . 193447 
23.087060 
7.764982 
-111.186387 
-103. 421405 
2.233927 
2 . 588648 
4 . 822575 
3.438371 
4 . 485778 
1.304623 
XIV- 4 
ZZ05 (e=5) 
I a 
VIId 
12.0 
-24.227530 
7 . 710442 
1 9 . 750383 
3 . 233295 
-105 . 041229 
-101.807934 
1.821351 
2 . 7311Gf3 5 
4 . 556036 
3.402497 
4 . 415796 
1. 297810 
XIV- 8 
ZZ05 ( e - ll) 
Ib 
VIId 
12. 0 
- 20.992775 
7 . 535748 
24 . 831212 
11. 374185 
-114 .5 53328 
- 103 .179143 
2.233927 
2 . 734685 
4.968612 
3.437539 
4 . 475270 
1 . 301882 
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TABLE XIV- - Continued 
Data Col. No . : XIV-9 XIV-lO XIV-ll XIV-l2 
EWALD No. zzos (e = 2) zzos (e = 4) zzos (e = 3) zzos ( e = l) 
Cation CAL Ic' Ic' Ic' Ic' 
Anion CAL VII a VIIb VIIc VIId 
Vl.. = l 2.0 l2.0 l2.0 l2.0 
RESULTS 
(kcal/mole) : 
A = -28.357338 -22.80l09l -2l.76847 0 -20.245720 
B = 6.449782 6.88606l 7.0504l7 7.360370 
rT = l4.500237 l9. 579l68 22.30l744 24 . 0202l4 
Ec = - 7.4073l8 3.664l38 7.58369l ll.l34863 
- 8. = -93.739057 -lOS. 78463l -llO.l967 09 -ll3. 563649 
E 
RtSULTS 
= -l0l.l46375 -l02.l20493 -l02.6l30l8 . -l02. 428786 
( cV /molecule): 
Cation 8.2 = 2.l9l00l 2.l9l00l 2.l9l00l 2 . l9l00l 
Anion 8.l = l. 8748l7 2.397279 2.588648 2 . 734685 
8. = 4.0658l8 4.588280 4.779649 4 . 925686 
H = 3.3602l6 3.3972l4 3.4ll660 3.4l2000 
E ~ab LUNG = 4.387l0l 4.429352 4.4507l5 4.442724 
CONSTANT, w = l.30560l l. 3038l9 l.304560 l.302088 
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TABLE XV 
Crystal Coulomb Energy of N-Methylphenazinium 7,7,8,8-
Tetracyanoquinodimethanide 
( MPNZ't TCNQ:) 
Crystal structure data of C. J. Fritchie, Jr. 
( 145) 
CELLMAP Run Identifier 
Space group 
E3 
Pl 
= 1 Number o f molecules per unit cell, Z 
Number of charged atoms per unit 9ell, 
Cube root of unit cell volume, vl/3 
M = 30 o 
= 7.778924 A 
INPUT PARAMETERS 
EWALD Run Identifier 
Convergence parameter, 
Initial sum limits to B term: 
p, q, r 
Sum limits to r term: 
t,u,v 
Charge assignments : see below 
for CAL (Charge Assignment 
Label) 
CONVERGENCE ESTIMATES: 
Final sum limits to B term: 
ZZll 
= 6.0 
= 3,3,3 
= 1,1,1 
p, q, r = 4,4,4 
"Last" contribution to B term, 
for e = 1, (kcal/mole) = 0.0018434927 
"Test" contribution to r term, 
r test for e = 1, due to 
(d = t+l, f = 0, g = 0) cell 
(kcal/ mole) = 0.0890061284 
B-5 500 COMPUTER RUN TIMES: 
Compiler time 
Processor time 
Input/Output time 
= 70 seconds 
= 2897 seconds 
= 101 seconds 
ZZlO 
9.0 
3, 3, 3 
1,1,1 
5,5,5 
0.0002289059 
0.0184908437 
70 seconds 
3481 seconds 
101 seconds 
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TABLE XV--Continued 
Data Col. No.: XV-l 
EWALD No . ZZll ( e = l) 
Cat ion CAL 
Anion CAL 
'l. 
IVa' 
VIIIa 
= 6.0 
RESULTS 
(kca1/mole): 
A 
B 
r 
ET 
- ~ 
= -13 . 123411 
= 89.402120 
= 38 . 319964 
= 114 .598673 
= -106.892389 
Ec 
RESULTS 
= 
( eV /molecule): 
Cation 62 = 
Anion 61 = 
6 = 
H = 
Ec = 
MADE LUNG 
CONSTANT, w = 
Data Col . No.: 
EWALD No. 
Cation CAL 
Anion CAL 
vt 
RESULTS 
(kca1/ mole): 
A 
B 
rT 
Ec 
-6 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
E = 
RfSULTS 
( eV /mo l ecul e ): 
Cu.tion 6 2 = l\nion 61 = 
6 = 
H = 
Ec._ . 
MADE LUNG 
CONSTANT, G..l 
= 
= 
7 . 706284 
2. 474001 
2.162326 
4.636328 
1.679747 
0 . 334251 
0 .198989 
XV-5 
ZZ1l (e = 3 ) 
IVa 
VIIIc ' 
6.0 
- 17. 695692 
82 .154302 
29 . 898179 
94 . 356790 
-93.019725 
l. 337064 
2 . 483188 
1 . 551429 
4 . 034618 
l. 673553 
0.057994 
0.034653 
XV-2 
ZZ10 (e= l) 
IVa 
VIIIa 
9.0 
-16 .127294 
104.951976 
26 . 282846 
115 .107529 
-107.104183 
8 .003346 
2 .483188 
2.162326 
4 . 6455 14 
1. 683031 
0 .347135 
0.206256 
XV- 6 
ZZlO ( e = 3) 
IVa 
VIIIc ' 
9.0 
- 21. 672708 
96 . 55824 0 
.19. 729060 
94.61 4592 
- 93 . 01 9725 
l. 594867 
2 . 483188 
1. 551429 
4 . 034618 
1.673553 
0 . 069175 
0 . 041334 
XV-3 
ZZ1l (e = 2) 
IVa 
VIIIb 
6.0 
-13 . 672609 
85 . 542947 
35 . 961677 
107. 832017 
- 103 . 832754 
3 . 999262 
2.483188 
2 . 020431 
4 . 503620 
1.6885 16 
0.173463 
0. 1 02731 
XV- 7 
ZZll ( e = 4) 
IVa 
VIII d 
6 .0 
-10.839688 
8 0 . 933070 
36 . 587065 
106 . 68044 6 
-106 . 852818 
0 . 172372 
2 . 483188 
2 . 1 51423 
4 . 634611 
1 . 705926 
0 . 007476 
0 . 004383 
XV-4 
ZZlO ( e = 2 ) 
IVa 
VIIIb 
9 .0 
- 16 . 7 Lj ~ Lj s -, 
100.263065 
24.57276 5 
108 .090374 
-103 . 832754 
4.257619 
2.483188 
2 . 020431 
4.503620 
1.688516 
0.184669 
0 .109368 
XV- 8 
ZZ10 ( e = 4 ) 
IVa 
VIIId 
9.0 
-13 .275853 
94 . 783479 
25 . 444840 
106 . 952466 
- 106 . 852818 
0.099647 
2 . lj 8 3JJ3f3 
2 . 151423 
4 . 634611 
1 . 705926 
0 . 004322 
0.002534 
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TABLE XV-- Cont i nued 
Data Co l . No.: XV- 9 XV-10 XV- l l XV- 12 
EWALD No. ZZll ( e = 5) ZZlO ( e = 5 ) ZZl l (e = 6) ZZlO ( e = 6) 
Cation CAL IVa IVa I Va I Va 
Anion CAL VI I I e VIIIe VIII £ VIII £ 
rt = 6 . 0 9.0 6.0 9 . 0 
l~bpriqp 
(l<.cal/ mo l e) : 
A = - 1 2 . 806113 - 15 . 684221 - 12.885025 -15 . 780868 
B = 86.948334 1 01.833840 88.21901 4 103 . 273969 
r T = 37.495823 25.740102 37 . 675918 25 . 760821 
Ec = 1 11.638044 111 . 889721 1 1 3.009907 113 . 253922 
- £:, = -106.163054 -106. 16305 4 - 106.330127 - 106.330127 
Ec = 5 . 474990 5 . 726666 6 . 679780. 6 . 923795 
RESULTS 
( eV /mol ecule ): 
Cation ~::IO = 2 . 483188 2.483188 2 . 483188 2.483188 Anion ~::I 1 = 2 . 121505 2 . 121505 2 . 128752 2.128752 
£:, = 4 . 604694 4.604694 4 . 611 940 4.611940 
H = 1. 684208 1.684208 1 . 682904 1.682904 
Ec = 0 . 237471 0.248387 0 . 289727 0.300311 
MADE LUNG 
CONSTANT, GoJ = 0. 1 40999 0 . 147480 0 .172159 0 . 178448 
Data Col . No .: XV-13 XV- 14 
EWALD No. ZZll ( e = 7) ZZlO (e= 7) 
Cation CAL IVa I Va 
Anion CAL VIIIg VIIIg 
"l = 6 . 0 9 . 0 
RESULTS 
(kcal /mole) : 
·A = - 14 . 035437 -17 . 189830 
B = 82 . 969765 97 . 277693 
r T = 33.737643 22.841083 
Ec = 1 02 . 671971 102 . 928946 
-£:, = - 100 . 929501 - 100.929501 
E = 1 . 742469 1.999444 
RtSULTS 
( eV /molecule ): 
Cation ~::IO = 2 . 483188 2.483188 
Anion £:,1 = 1 .894506 1. 89 4506 
£:, = 4 . 377695 4.377695 
H = 1 . 694709 1 . 694709 
~abilkd = 0 . 0755 7 7 0 . 0867 23 
CONSTANT, G..> = 0 . 044596 0 . 051173 
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TABLE XVI 
Crystal Coulomb Energy of E1:1F-~kaphthalene:qetracyanoethyleneF 
(Naphth: TCNE: ) 
Crystal structure data of Williams & Wallwork 
CELLMAP Run Identifier 
Space group 
M 
= 
= 
( 85) 
El 
C 2/m 
2 
40 0 
Number of molecules per unit cell , Z 
Number of charged atoms per unit1q~llI Cube root of unit cell volume, V I = 8.7166689 A 
INPUT PARAMETERS: 
EWALD Run Identifier 
Convergence paramete~ ~ 
Initial sum limits to B term: 
ZZ07 
= lO.O 
p, q, r = 
Sum limits to r term : 
tJ u, v = 
Charge assignments : see below 
for CAL (Charge Assignment 
Label) 
CONVERGENCE ESTIMATES : 
Final sum limits to B term: 
p, q, r = 
11 Last 11 contribution to B term, 
for e = l, (kcal/mole) = 
11Test 11 contribution to i' term, 
r test for e = l, due to 
(d = t+l, f = 0, g = 0) cell 
(kcal/mole) = 
B- 5 50 0 COMPUTER RUN TIMES: 
Compiler time 
Processor time 
Input/Output time 
= 
= 
= 
3,3,3 
l, 1,1 
5,5,5 
0.0000033382 
0 . 0000081735 
70 seconds 
5904 s e conds 
98 seconds 
ZZ13 
15 . 0 
3,3,3 
1,1,1 
5,5,5 
0.00035 52742 
0 . 0000000564 
69 seconds 
4992 seconds 
98 seconds 
Data Col. No. : 
EWALD No . 
Cation CAL 
Anion CAL 
'1.. 
RESULTS 
(kcal/mole) : 
A 
B 
rT 
Ec 
-1:::. 
Ec 
RESULTS 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
( eV /molecule ) : 
Cation 1:::. 2 = Anion 1:::.1 = 
1:::. = 
H = 
E = 
MfnELUNG 
CONSTANT, W = 
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TAB LE XVI--Continued 
XVI-1 
ZZ07 (e = 1) 
IIa 
Va 
10.0 
- 32.224436 
12. 717601 
14.795215 
- 4. 711620 
- 94 . 557419 
-99 .269039 
1.416489 
2. 684825 
4 .101314 
3 . 357014 
4.305674 
1.285590 
XVI-2 
ZZ13 (e = 1) 
IIa 
Va 
15.0 
- 39.466713 
22 . 745957 
12.009300 
- 4 . 711456 
- 94 . 557419 
- 99 . 268875 
1 . 416489 
2 . 684825 
4.1013 14 
3.357014 
4 . 305667 
1 . 282588 
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TABLE XVII 
Crystal Coulomb Energy of (l:l)-(Hexamethylbenzene: 
para-Chloranil) 
(HMBT pChl:) 
Crystal structure data of 
CELLMAP Run Identifier 
Space group 
Harding, Wallwork, 
Jones, & Marsh (l04) 
: Al5 
Number of molecules per unit cell, Z 
Number of charged atoms per unit 9ell, 
Cube root of unit cell volume, vl/ 3 
: P2l/_s: 
= 2 
M = 36 0 
= 9.744l567 A 
INPUT PARAMETERS: 
EWALD Run Identifier 
Convergence parameter, 'l. 
Initial sum limits to B term: 
p, q, r 
Sum limits to r term: 
ZZ02 
= 9.0 
= 3, 3, 3 
. t, u, v = l,l,l 
Charge assignments : see bel ow 
for CAL (Charge Assignment 
Label) 
CONVERGENCE ESTIMATES : 
Final sum limits to B term : 
p,q,r 
11 Last 11 contribution to B term, 
for e = l, (kcal/mole) 
11Test 11 contribution to r 
term, r test for e = l, due 
to (d = t+l, f = 0, g = 0) 
cell (kcal/mole ) 
B-5500 COMPUTER RUN TIMES: 
Comp.iler time 
Processor time 
Input/Output time 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
4,4,4 
O. OOOl67l385 
0 . 0020085706 
7l seconds 
3385 seconds 
lOl . seconds 
ZZ08 
lO.O 
3,3,3 
l, l , l 
4,4,4 
0.0004050352 
O. OOlOl2 l 726 
70 seconds 
3l09 seconds 
96 seconds 
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TABLE XVII-- Continued 
Data Col . No. : XVII-l XVII-2 XVII-3 XVII- 4 
EWALD No . ZZ02 ( e = l) ZZ08 (e = l) ZZ02 ( e = 3) ZZ08 ( e = 3) 
Cation CAL III a IIIa IIIa III a 
Anion CAL VIIa VIIa VIIb VIIb 
W'l.. = 9.0 10.0 9.0 1 0.0 
RESULTS 
(kcallmole): 
A = - 23 . 369768 -24.633898 -18 . 641803 -19 . 650186 
B = 7 . 467943 9 . 456233 6 . 939577 8 . 837323 
r T = 32 . 828274 32 .107089 37.631481 36 . 745106 
Ec = 16 . 926449 1 6 . 929423 25.929255 25.932242 
- /:}, = -115.744441 -115.744441 -127.990478 - 127 . 990478 
Ec = -98.817992 -98 . 815018 -102 . 061223 -102.058236 
RESULTS 
( eV I molecule): 
Cation (:},2 = 3 . 146447 3 .146447 3 . 146447 3 .146447 
Anion b,l = 1. 873828 l. 87 3828 2.404985 2 .404985 
/:}, = 5 . 020275 5 . 020275 5 . 551432 5.551432 
H = 3 . 258340 3.258340 3.347024 3 . 347024 
E 
MAnE LUNG 
= 4 . 286111 4 .2 85981 4.426782 4.426652 
CONSTANT, w = 1. 315428 1.315387 l. 322602 l. 322564 
Data Col. No . : XVII-5 XVII-6 XVII- 7 XVII- 8 
EWALD No. ZZ02 (e = 4) ZZ08 (e = 4) ZZ02 ( e = 2) ZZ08 ( e = 2) 
Cation CAL IIIa IIIa IIIa IIIa 
Anion CAL VIIc VIIc VIId VIId 
"t = 9.0 1 0 . 0 9 . 0 10 . 0 
RESULTS 
(kcall mole): 
A = -17 . 763117 -18.723969 -16 . 467366 -17 . 358128 
B = 6 . 943905 8 . 854317 6 . 847847 8 . 741923 
r T = 40 . 446760 39 . 500187 42.090231 41.089907 
Ec = 29.627548 29 . 630535 32.470712 32 . 473702 
-/:}, = -132.378748 -132 . 378748 -135 . 882249 - 135 . 882249 
E ~priqp = -102.751200 -102. 7 48213 -103 . 411537 - 103. 408547 
( eV I mo l ecul e): 
Cation (:}, 2 = 3 . 146447 3 . 146447 3 . 146447 3 . 146447 
Anion b,l = 2 . 595320 2 .5 95320 2 . 747281 2 . 747281 
/:}, = 5 . 741767 5 . 741767 5 . 893728 5 .893728 
H = 3.364824 3.364824 3.385302 3 . 385302 
E ~ab LUNG = 4.456709 4 . 456579 4 . 485350 4.485220 
CONSTANT, w = l. 324500 1 . 324461 1.324948 1 . 324910 
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TABLE XVIII 
Unpublished Room-Temperature Crystal and Molecular Structure 
Data for WBP (from Turner and Al brecht (200))' 
Space group: 
Unit ·cell axes: 
Observed reflect ions: 
Unweighted Reliability 
factor: 
Atomic parameters : 
Chlorine 
Oxygen l 
Oxygen 2 
Carbon l 
Carbon 2 
Nitrogen 
Carbon 3 
Hydrogen 1: 
Hydrogen 2: 
Hydrogen 3: 
Hydrogen 4: 
Pn2n or, mor~ likely, Pnmn o 
z=5.98_±0 0l A, _g=l0.2l+.Ol A, _s=l0.23 
+ . 01 5 A 
46-ou·t of 7 8 hOl, 64 out of 69 ·okl 
0.118 for hOl data, 0 .252 for Okl data 
x/a: y/b : z/c : 
0.5 0 .5 o . o 
0 . 296 0 . 420 0 .021 
0.536 0 . 580 0 . 119 
- 0.092 0 . 1 1 8 0.041 
-0 . 186 o . o 0.083 
-0.370 o . o 0 . 166 
- 0.466 0 . 125 0 . 209 
- 0 .166 +0.210 0 . 073 
- 0 . 612 +0 . 106 0 . 270 
- 0.345 +0.181 0.261 
-0.524 +0 .181 0.121 
At this writing, new crystallographic work on WBP is reported in 
progress (cf. Ref. (201)). 
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TABLE XIX 
+ -Unpublished Crystal and Molecular Structure for TMPD. pChl. 
(from Wallwork ( 91) )" 
Space group: !:: 2/w 0 0 
Unit cell axes: ~ = 1SK P9M~K M1R A, ~ = SK RMR~K M1 A, 
Obs erved r efle ctions: 
S = UK91~KM1 A, S =. 112°30'+20' 
not specified 
Reliability factor: not specified 
"'#': 
Atomic parameters: 
Carbon 1 
Carbon 2 
Carbon 3 
Oxygen 1 
Chlorine 1: 
Chlorine 2: 
Carbon 4 
Carbon 5 
Carbon 6 
Carbon 7 
Carbon 8 
Nitrogen 1: 
x/a : 
- 0 .030 
0.062 
0 . 090 
0 . 121 
0 .203 
- 0 . 063 
- 0.021 
0 . 067 
0 . 088 
0 .112 
0.227 
0.133 
y/b : z/c: 
o.o 0 . 128 
o.o 0 .17 0 
o.o 0 . 030 
o.o o. 311 
o.o 0 . 072 
0 . 0 0 . 293 
0 .5 0 . 142 
0 .5 0 . 160 
0 . 5 0.019 
0 .5 0.459 
0 .5 0 .325 
0.5 0.313 
After the work described here and in Table XIV was completed, a 
crystal and molecular structure study for TMPDtpChl: was pub-
lished by de Boer and Vas (18); see Proposition II for a 
dis cuss ion. 
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E. Discussion of Test Crystals 
The EWALD results are reported i n kcal/mole·:: and a l so in 
eV/molecule, and were obtained to four more significant figures 
than are recorded in Tables X to XVII . 
EWALD was first tested for Sodium chloride, Table X. The 
*DgIE~D: 
value ~ = 1. 747564 compares favorably with Madelung ' s original 
a= 1 . 7438 (176), the value a= 1 . 747558 quoted by Sherman (202), 
and Sakamoto's ultra- precise val ue a= 1 . 747564 594633 1822 
(203) . 
A further, and more sensitive, test of both CELLMAP and 
EWALD was the calculation of b~ for Yttrium chloride (Table XI), 
a monoclinic crystal for which we could not only check for inde-
T pendence of EC from 1 but a l so confi rm our calculation against 
Johnson and Templeton ' s (198) recent calculation of b~ by Bertaut 
series . Johnson and Templeton define a Madelung- type constant, 
A(R
0 
), based on R , the shortest anion-cation 
0 
distance in the 
0 
crystal, and for R = 2 . 5845 A they get A(R ) 0 0 = 8 . 31 3; we get for 
0 
R 
0 
= 2.5845506 A the best value A(R ) = 
0 
8.312522. EC' 62, H and 
~ for YCl are discussed in Appendix I. 
A final check on the applicabili ty of EWALD for triclinic 
crystal s was made by calculating b~ for Mg2 (0H) 3Cl . 4H20 (space 
-.•: 
For DA complexes, a mole consists of N D+ and N A ions; for WBP 
a mole· consists of N WBP monomers . 0 0 
0 
Actually c..)= 1. 747563 9556 ( EWALD BZ87 ) and 
(EWALD ZZOl) . 
Obtained by Ewald's method . 
~= 1 . 747563 9597 
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group Pl) (204). A value of b~ of about -1200 kcal/mole was 
obtained, for 'l. = 6 . 0 and ~ = 9.0, with negligible 
dependence . 
F. Discussion of Wurster's Blue Perchlorate 
We now turn to the organic crystals. The first general 
trend that becomes obvious from a cursory glance at Tables XII to 
XVII is the remarkable insensitivity of EC and H to the nontrivial 
changes in the assumed relative charge distributions·. It could be 
argued that almost all the charge distributions chosen in Tables 
I to VIII are, on the whole, "chemically reasonable", and so no 
rude surprises in calculations of EC should be expected . We feel, 
however, that this relative insensitivity of EC and H to charge 
variations actually answers rather well the following objection to 
our whole approach: that to substitute classical point charges 
for diffuse charge clouds, and Ewald summations for quantum-
mechanical integrations is too crude an approximation. Indeed, 
the variance of EC and H would be expected to be much greater than 
observed if the point-charge approximation were an over-simplifi-
cation. Another general conclusion is that small (< I%) deviations 
from the electrical neutrality required by Eq. (216), which can be 
observed on closer inspection of some of the charge distributions 
in Tables I to VIII, do not seem to affect EC drastically . 
-..,': 
The detailed results are not tabulated because a trivial error 
was .made in the charge distribution assignment. 
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It was found, however, that large deviations from Eq. (216) do 
cause big changes in Ec· 
The first organic crystal studied was Wurster's Blue Per-
chlorate. For an account of the known physical properties of 
this interesting salt, the reader is referred to a review by 
Nordio et al. (3) and to the references cited therein; more 
recent work is reported in Refs. (183, 191, 205, 206, 207, 208, 
209, 210). The EC data recorded in Table XII show satisfactory 
independence from rt_, and a remarkably cons is tent value 
~DE 
~ = 1.48 to 1.49. WBP is hereby unequivocally shown to be an 
ionic crystal that is sufficiently stable under the influence of 
ordinary classical Coulomb forces, and there is no need to 
invoke quantum-mechanical exchange Coulomb interactions to explain 
its stability (167,168). There are two small trends in the data 
obtained; (i) for fixed perchlorate CAL, EC becomes more negative 
by about 0.3 to 0.4 kcal/mole as the TMPD+ charge assignment 
model is changed from Ib to Ic to Id: this trend parallels the 
increase of the charge on the benzene ring at the expense of the 
nitrogen atoms; (ii) for f ixed TMPD+ CAL, EC becomes more negative, 
by about 0.45 . to 0.67 kcal/mole, as the Cll~ charge assignment 
goes from either VIa or VIb to either VId or VIe; this trend fol-
lows the increase in charge on the oxygen atoms at the expense of 
the chlorine atom. 
~: 
Except in Columns XII-11 and XII-12, where we assume with 
Monkhorst and Kommandeur (191) that the chlorine atom charge 
is 3.0, which seems "unphysical" anyway. 
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One might like to discuss trend (ii) above in light of the 
well-known phase transition in WBP. Many inorganic perchlorates 
undergo a phase transition at relatively elevated temperature. 
It is well established that the high-temperature phase (II) 
exhibits freely rotating or statistically disordered perchlorate 
ions, and hence higher crystallographic symmetry, whereas the low-
temperature phase (I) has perchlorate ions frozen into well-
defined orientations, and the phase I crystal frequently exhibits 
twinning. At room temperature WBP is orthorhombic (phase II, 
space group Pn2n or more likely, Pnmn if perchlorates are dis-
ordered (201,212)); below a transition temperature Tt = l86°K or 
l90°K (213) it is monoclinic, with alternating interionic 
distances along the TMPD+ linear chains and a doubled primitive 
cell (phase I, space group unspecified (212)). WBP is paramag-
netic above Tt' and is an a lternating Heisenberg antiferromagnet 
below Tt with a thermally accessible Frenkel triplet spin exciton 
state; t h e phase transition is o f first order and exothermic; 
the experimental data~Dd: are D.H = HII - HI = 0. 408_±4 . 5 kcal/mole 
of WBP monomer (213), (dp/dT) = 0.1 kbar/degree (214), whence 
D.S =: SII- SI = 2.19+0.02 cal /mole-deg, and D.V e VII- VI 1.5 
0 3 6 ~MK 1 A /monomer. The pD.V term amounts to only 2.19 x 10-
kcal/mole, so we derive from experiment D.H ~ D.E =: EII - EI = 
+0 . 41 kcal/~ole . 
..  
"This model is due to Hausser and Murrell (215) and McConnell 
( 212") 
~·d:eqq is th e enthalpy for the high-temperature phase II, HI is 
tne enthalpy for the low-temperat ure phase I. 
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The entropy change 68 = 2.19 e.u. may be partially accounted 
for (213) by:(i) statistical disorder of perchlorate ion orienta-
~D: 
tions in phase II, which accounts for R log 2 = 1.38 e.u. (213); 
e 
(ii) Chesnutts exciton condensation theory (216) which Hughes 
(214) has shown would contribute only (l/2) R(pii-pi)loge 3 = (l/2)R 
(0.15) log 3 = 0.16 e.u.; the remaining 0.64 e.u. (or 0 .80 e.u. 
e 
if Chesnutts theory is not correct) must be explained by other 
means. There is an entropy change due to the structural dissocia-
tion at Tt of the low-temperature "TMPD+ dimer": above Tt we 
+ . 
cannot tell whether two adjacent TMPD lons had belonged to the 
same low-temperature dimer or to two a djacent low-temperature 
dimers: this contributes ~/OFo loge 2 = 0.69 e.u. Thus all or 
almost all of 68 seems to be explained. 
One might like to calculate 6E. Let EC(II) be the 
Madelung energy of WBP just above Tt and let EC(I) be the Madelung 
energy just below Tt; then one might expect that the largest con-
tribution to 6E would be EC(II)-EC(I). The exact evaluation of 
EC(II)-EC(I) is impossible for two reasons : (i) t h e abs e nce of 
reliable crystallographic data around Tt' (ii) the theoret ical 
uncertainties in the charge distribution in the perchlorate ion, 
for which no experimental estimate is available. It is likely 
that the real charge distribut ion in the perchlorate ion is 
intermediate between CAL VIb (chlorine -1, oxygen 0 ) and CAL VIe 
~D: 
See Re f. (217) pages 371-378. 
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(chlorine 0, oxygen -0.25); of course CAL VIb describes the freely 
rotating or statistically disordered perchlorate ion. One might 
therefore hope that the EC calculated in Table XII with CAL VIb 
might approximate EC(II), and that EC calculated with CAL VId or 
CAL VIe will give some estimate of EC(I). But subtracting for 
instance EC (Column XII-7) from EC (Column XII-3) gives -0.53 
kcal/mole, which is close to 6E in magnitude but has the wrong 
sign. This is true for all such attempted subtractions in Table 
XII: obviously the crystal-structure data used are unsuitable 
for the calculation of EC(II) - EC(I). 
Mention should be made here of the extensive efforts of 
Kommandeur et a l. (183,191,207,208) to interpret the phase tran-
sition of WBP as due to a transition from a high-temperature 
latt ice consisting of linear chai ns of equidistant TMPD+ ions, to 
a low-temperature lattice consisting of linear chains of dispro-
portionated pairs, with TMPD++ and TMPD constituting the low-
temperature dimer. The most important experimental evidence 
adduced by Kommandeur is the purported optical spectrum of solid 
phase I; however, Young has noticed (211) that Kommandeur's 
spectra are actually solution spectra, as is obvious from the 
spectra of Uemura et al. (206); moreover a recently published 
study by Anderson (210) of the low-temperature crystal polarized 
optical reflectance spectrum of WBP vindicates completely the 
earlier model discussed a bove. 
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G. Discuss i on of DA Crystals 
The DA crystals will be discussed next . It was naively 
hoped that for holoionic DA crystals the Madel ung energy EC would 
be negative and greater in magnitude than the respective ICT- ACT' 
and that for nonionic crystals EC would be either positive or, at 
any rate, smaller in magnitude than ICT- ACT . This would offer a 
relativel y effortless nfina l 11 proof of the correctness of 
McConne ll ' s classification of DA cryst a l s . 
The ~- independence is satisfactory in Tables XIII, XVI, 
and XVII; the convergence of the results in Table XIV, for which 
only one EWALD run was made, is acceptable . The independence of 
EC' H and ~ in Tables XIII, XIV, XVI, and XVII from t he details 
of the charge model is very reassuring. However, the comparison 
of the EC with the relevant I CT - ACT of Table I of Chapter I, and 
also the comparison of ~of Fig. II of Chapter I with H in 
Tables XVI and XVII show that the approximations H ~ b~I EC ~ 2e1 
(cf . Eq . (119)) aretoo crude . In other words, interactions other 
than direct Coulomb are very important i n DA crystals. 
Let us summarize the relevant results of Tables XIII, XIV, 
XVI, XVII, of Table I of Chapter I and Fig. II of Chapter I as 
follows : 
(i) for (TMPD+TCNQ-) (space group Q2/ m) : 
eV, H = - 3 . 0 eV, w = 1 . 29, 
H 
= 4.65 eV, e8 = 0 . 075 eV; 
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(ii) for (TMPD+pChl-) (space group~ 2/m): 
Ec = -4.4 eV, H = -3. 4 eV, t..)= 1. 30, ' 
ICT A = 5.0 eV, 
H 0.13 eV 0.16 eV; - es = or CT 
(iii) for (HMB: pChl) (space group P 21/c): 
Ec= -4. 5 eV, H = - 3.4 eV, . W = 1.32, 
ICT - ACT = 6 . 6 eV, Et = -5.0 eV, e~ = - 0 .5 eV; 
(iv) for (Naphth:TCNE) (space group ~ 2/m) : 
EC = -4.3 eV, H = -3. 4 eV, w = 1. 28, 
ICT- ACT= 6 .5 eV, Et= - 4 . 9 eV, e~ = -0.5 eV. 
If all exchange Coulomb and multipole effects were negligible, 
then ·one would have to say that (TMPD+TCNQ-) misses being a 
+ -holoionic crystal by I CT - ACT + EC = 0 . 65 eV, (TMPD pChl ) by 
0 . 6 eV, and that (HMB :pChl) and (Naphth:TCNE) are nonionic by 
2 .1 eV and 2.2 eV/DA pair respectively. Such a statement is 
patently belied by experiment . Th e donor ionization potentials 
obtained from CT spectra have been verified by direct experiment 
to be fairly reliable, but the same cannot be said for the 
e l ectron affinities of the acceptors, which are very difficult to 
measure directly: so we could say that increasing the popularly 
accepted values of AA for a ll acceptors in Table I of Chapter I 
by about 1 eV would get us out of our difficulties . It is hard 
to believe, however, that such a huge error in AA should h ave 
gone unnoticed in the correlations of Briegl eb (4), and accord-
ingly we shall accept the ICT - ACT values and seek relief else-
where . 
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By comparing our calculations with the relevant data pre-
sented in Chapter I we will show that if proper account is taken 
of exchange Coulomb effects, i.e . if a good estimate of E 
X 
(Eq. (ll9)) is found, then McConnell 's classification of DA 
crystals can be salvaged . The following approximations shall be 
invoked (cf . Fig. I to IV of Chapter I): 
(i) because of the short range of multipole forces, t he 
(ii) 
energies E , E ,. · E 1 are cons idered comparable to p m m 
and since e~ i s small (about O.l eV ), therefore 
E , E1 will be neglected altogether: 
m m 
(279a) 2E1 ~ Ec. + Ex , 
(279b) e/ !:!. H + b~ • 1 -
' 
E is neglected, whence: 
carr 
(279c) 2e. ~ Ic:::.T-AGT • ~ 
(iii) e{ differs f rom ~only by small charge-induced 
dipole effects in the crystal, _and simil arly 'Y is 
not very different from e~ : 
(279d ) 
(279e ) 
b~D 
H ..l.. • 
01 ' 
...... 
HOO' 
E ' p 
(iv) E differs from E' only if the exchange Coulomb inter-x X 
actions are not very short-ranged; a naive guess is 
that Ex may be bracketed by the following inequality : 
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(279f) 
which expresses the fact that the exchange Coulomb 
forces are less long-ranged than direct Coulomb forces, 
yet more long-ranged than multipole forces. 
Solution Etvalues are available for (HMB:pChl) ~nd 
( Naphth:TCNE); from Eq. (279b) we obtain 
-2.1 eV for (HMB:pChl) and E' ~ -1.5 eV, 
X 
(Naphth:TCNE). If indeed E is anywhere 
X 
E' ~ -1.6 eV, wE' ~ 
X X 
I N 
c..> E = -1. 9 e V for 
X 
between E 1 and w E 1 as 
X X 
assumed by Eq. (279f), then we can still safely predict that 
(HMB:pChl) and (Naphth:TCNE) must be nonionic, since 8
0 
+ 8 1 = 0 
is reached only if E < -2.1 eV and E < - 2 .2 eV respectively. X X 
A different approach is required for (TMPD+TCNQ-) and . for 
(TMPD+pChl-) because solution Et are not available. We use the 
H 
experimental activation energies for paramagnetism, e8 = J, a 
..L 
crude estimate of H01, and the following expression obtained by 
combining Eqs. (129, 130, 279a, 279b, 279c, 279e): 
(280 ) 
For (TMPD+TCNQ-) this equation becomes: 
(28la) Ee~F~K 
- - O·lts --: o-o7S' J 
for (TMPD+pChl-) i t y i e lds either: 
(282a) 2Ex- b:~ = - 0·4 . -
1 53 
or: 
(282b) - 0 ·1; -. 
Since all we really need is E < -0.65 for (TMPD+TCNQ-), E <-0.6 
X X 
+ -for (TMPD pChl ), therefore we can rewrite Eq. (280) to require 
that: 
( 28lb) 
for the former, and .either: 
(282c) 
or : 
(282d) 
for the latter. If H5i is independent of ID - AA' then we could 
propose H5J. ~ -0.5 eV for t h e TMPD complexes , whence the above 
conditions are easily satisfied, except for the very unlikely 
"i'c 
e vent E 1 > 0. Thus we seem to be easily assured of enough 
X 
additional binding energy E due t o exchange Coulomb interactions 
X 
+ - + -to guarantee that (TMPD TCNQ ) an d (TMPD pChl ) are holoionic 
crystals . 
The need to obtain E theoretically in order to avoid the 
X 
above ''hand-waving" arguments is rather obvious . A formalism for 
such q~antum-mechanical calculations is developed in Chapter III . 
* J_ Of course if H01 << -0. 5 then things are even rosier . 
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An interesting side-product of the Madelung calcul ations 
is the remarkable constancy of (A) not only with respect to 
variations in charge distributions for a given DA crystal, but 
also for different DA crystals belonging to the same space 
~~ 
group. The explanation probably lies i n the fact that the 
charge distribution pattern within the unit cell is rather similar 
for all these complexes . 
H can be evaluated trivially, and if ~ is indeed so 
dependable, and known ~ priori, then one could get a value for 
EC good to 3% for any monoclinic DA crystal belonging to the same 
space group with very little effort. This led us to wonder 
whether, e.g ., inorganic salts that crystallize in the space group 
Q 2/m have the same Co) as the DA crystals described in Tab les 
XIII, XIV, and XVI. In Appendix I we show that things are not 
quite so simple . 
A "small" trend noticeabl e in the data of Table XIII, XIV, 
XVII is that the SHMO spin densities produce consistently the 
smallest binding energ ies, apparently because in TMPD+ and in 
pChl- they overrate the charge at atoms I-3, VII-3, but for 
TCNQ- such a n interpretation fails. Runs were made for 
(Naphth:TCNE) with Charge densities for Naphth+ in place of the 
spin densities of CAL IIa, but because of small er rors these runs 
were not recorded in Table XVI : they showed, however, that the 
~" Similar trends have been noticed by Templeton et al . for 
inorganic salts, cf. Ref . (198) . 
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use of charge density models yields essentially the same EC as 
the use of spin densities. Therefore it becomes evident that , 
to within 3%, the same EC and H are obtained with SHMO spin den-
sities as with the best avai lable SCF charge or spin densities. 
H. + -Results for MPNZ TCNQ 
In a curious afterthought, the Madelung energy EC was also 
calculated for the triclinic ion-radical salt MPNZ+TCNQ-. The 
crystal structure of th i s salt consists of linear chains of MPNZ+ 
0 
ions with vertical interionic separations of 3 . 36 A, and of linear 
0 
chains of TCNQ- ions wi th interionic distances of 3 . 26 A, which 
puts this salt in the same category as WBP or other TCNQ ion-
radical salts; but the MPNZ+ ions and TCNQ- ions are strongly 
slanted with respect to the stacking axis a, with almost equal 
N 
angles of tilt, and one could argue for some charge- transfer 
overlap in a [101] projection: the difficulty is that although 
the MPNZ+- to- TCNQ- vertical separation is 3 . 5 A, the separation 
0 
between molecular centers is 8 . 2 A, and the overlap is rather 
small. The resistivity of single crystals is remarkably low, 
0.001 ~ em at room temperature (144), presumably along the a 
~ 
axis; no other physical properties seem to have been reported for 
this interesting salt . 
The EC data collected in Table XV show that direct Coulomb 
forces provide little or no binding energy for the crystal . The 
binding energy must obvious ly be found in exchange Coulomb inter-
actions; one wonders whether this situation has a strong bearing 
l56 
on the relatively very high electrical conductivity. This result 
reinforced the need to develop a method for calculating crystal 
binding energies due to exchange Coulomb forces, and spurred the 
research described in Chapter III. 
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APPENDIX I 
T The total Coulomb energy EC for Yttrium trifluoride and 
Bismuth trifluoride are tabulated in Tables XX and XXI. The 
constant A(R
0
) = 8.898887 for YF3 agrees with Johnson and Temple-
ton1s value 8 .899 (198). The Coulomb binding energy of BiF3 
b~ = -1306.68 kcal/mole agrees well with Cubicciotti 1s experimental 
binding energy (218) ~b = - 117 0 kcal/mole, once the conventional 
T * 1~/o correction is applied to EC for core repulsion forces. 
We now resume the discussion of w , Eq. (205). One can 
readily define ~ for binary inorganic salts such as NaCl and 
interpret G.) as a measure of the additional Coulomb binding, over 
the single-molecule interionic attraction, which is provided by 
the crystal lattice. The interionic distance in a single alkali 
halide molecule in the gas phase is about O~/o smaller than nearest-
neighbor distances in the crystal (Ref. (190) Table 13-9 and Table 
1 3-11); so H should really be calculated using gas phase data, if 
~ is to be a comparison between crystals and gas phases; we 
feel, however, that calculations o f H for an equilibrium crystal 
interionic distance are not devoid of meaning, and thus we avoid 
questions of different ionic contributions to the ground state of 
the molecule in the two phases . 
... 
.. 
· Minor discrepancies may be due to inaccuracies in the 
published crystal structure of BiF3 (219). 
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The calculation of H, EC' and w for polyanionic salts 
like YC13 presents more serious problems. Let us postulate that 
H is calculated to include the attractive interactions between 
those neighboring ions in the crystal which approximate most 
closely the geometrical shape of the ionic crystal in the gas 
phase, as determined by microwave spectroscopy. YCl3, YF3, and 
BiF3 belong to a class of pyramidal molecules, the cat ion being 
at the vertex and the anions at the base vertices. B is calcu-
lated accordingly in Tables XI, XX, XXI. To 
greater than l, we decided ad hoc to correct 
get values 
T Ec for ~::K O I 
of w 
the 
Coulomb repulsions between the three same anions which were con-
sidered for H; this gives the EC and ~ of Tables XI, XX, XXI. 
Note that the three organic DA crystals belong ing to space 
group C 2/m have W = 1.29 (Table XIII), 1.30 (Table XIV), 1.28 
(Table XVI), whereas YC13 belong ing to t he same space group has 
~ = 1.17 (Table XI), and note also that the isostructural YF3 
and BiF3 have W = 1. 32 and w= 1.27, respectively. This 
shows that the "Made lung constant w ", as defined by Eq. (205) 
and by the conventions above, is not as general a s had been hoped, 
because the effect of atoms in general positions in the unit cell 
cannot be s treamlined into an ~ universally valid f or all ionic 
crystals belonging to the same space group. 
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TABLE XX 
Crystal Coulomb Energy of Yttrium(Tri)fluoride 
( YF3 ) 
Crys tal structure data of 
CELLMAP run identifier 
Space group 
Number of molecules per unit cell, Z 
Number of charged atoms per unit 9ell, 
Cube root of unit cell volume, vl/3 
Shortest interionic distance 
INPUT PARAMETERS: 
EWALD Run: 
'1. = 
Sum limits 
to B term 
(initial): 
p, q, r = 
Sum limits 
to r term: 
t,u,v = 
CONVERGENCE ESTIMATES: 
Final sum 
limits to B: 
p, q, r 
11 Last 11 
contrib. to 
B: 
= 
(kcal/ mole) = 
"Test" 
contrib. 
tor 
(kcal/mole) = 
B5500 COMPUTER RUN TIMES: 
Compiler 
Processor 
I/O time 
= 
= 
= 
M 
Zalkin & Templeton 
(220) 
F9 SRI 
Pnma 
= 4 
= 16 0 
= 5.760722 -,;;.. 
= 2.162973 A 
ZZ19SRI 
12.0 
5,5,5 
1, 1,1 
6, 6, 6 
6. 4 X 10-lO 
-1.60 X 10 -9 
50 seconds 
712 seconds 
1 
INPUT CHARGE ASSIGNMENTS: Ytt rium cation = 3, Fluoride 
anion = - 1 
Data Col. No. 
EWALD No. 
Cation Oiarge 
Anion Oiarge 
vz. 
RESULTS 
(kcal/mole): 
A 
B 
r 
ET 
c 
-6 
Ec 
RESULTS 
( eV /molecule): 
Cation 62 
Anion 61 
6 
H 
Ec 
MADEWNG 
CONSTANT, (..) 
Johnson-Templeton 
Constant, A(R ) 
0 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
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TABLE XX--Continued 
XX-1 
ZZ19SRI 
3.0 
-1.0 
12.0 
-1351.525882 
136.376077 
-150.655696 
-1365.805501 
-324.037620 
-1689.843121 
o.o 
14.054739 
14.054739 
-55.596701 
-73.294895 
1.318332 
8.898887 
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TABLE XXI 
Crystal Coulomb Energy of Bismuth Trifluoride 
(BiF3 ) 
Crystal structure data of 
CELLMAP run identifier 
Space group 
Zalkin (220) 
Aurivillius (219) 
F6SRI 
Pnma 
Number of molecules per unit cell, Z 
Number of charged atoms per unit 9ell, M 
Cube root of unit cell volume, vl/3 
Shortest interionic distance 
= 
= 
= 
= 
4 
16 
0 
6 . 0646798 ~ 
2.2352095 A 
INPUT PARAMETERS: 
EWALD Run ZZ15SRI ZZ16SRI ZZ17SRI 
'f't = 4.0 10.0 12.0 
Sum limits 
to B term 
(initial) : 
p, q, r = 3, 3, 3 3, 3, 3 3,3,3 
Sum limits 
to r term : 
t,u,v = 1, 1,1 1, 1,1 1, 1,1 
CONVERGENCE ESTIMATES: 
Final sum 
limits to B: 
p,q,r = 4,4,4 4,4,4 6 , 6,6 
"Last " 
contrib. 
to B : 
10-10 (kcal/ mole) = < 1.0 X 0.0003391974 0.0000000024 
"Test " 
contrib. 
to r 
(kcal/ mole) = -0.00592973121 
-0.00000011011 - 0 .0000000030 
B5500 COMPUTER RUN TIMES: 
Compiler 
Processor 
I/O time 
= 
= 
= 
31 seconds 
125 seconds 
67 seconds 
279 seconds 
~ 
INPUT.CHARGE ASSIGNMENTS: Bi smuth cation= 3 . 0, 
Fluoride anion= -1. 0 
? 
721 seconds 
~ 
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TABLE XXI--Continued 
Data Col. No . XXI-1 XXI-2 XXI-3 
EWALD No. ZZ15SRI ZZ16SRI ZZ17SRI 
Cation Charge 3 . 0 3 . 0 3 . 0 
Anion Charge -1 . 0 -1.0 - 1.0 
vt = 4 . 0 10 . 0 12.0 
RESULTS 
(kcal/ mole) 
A = - 741.195442 -1171 . 932894 - 128 3.788164 
B = 1. 057724 75.119668 126 . 957136 
rT = - 565.933777 - 209.863018 - 149. 846904 
Ec = -1306. 071496 -1306.676243 - 1306.677932 
-!:::. = - 321 . 890872 - 321.890872 - 321 . 890872 
Ec = -1627 . 962368 -1628 . 567115 -1628 . 568804 
RESULTS 
(eV/molecule) 
Cation !:::.2 = o.o o.o o.o 
Anion !:::.1 = 13.961626 13.961626 13 . 961626 
!:::. = 13.961626 13 . 961626 13 . 961626 
H = -55.738005 - 55 . 738005 - 55 . 738005 
E c = - 70.610892 -70.637122 -7 0 . 637196 
MADE LUNG 
CONSTANT, (.,..) = 1.266836 1 . 267306 1 . 267308 
Johnson- Templeton 
Constant, A(R ) = 8.793886 8.797958 8.79797 0 0 
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CHAPTER III 
A RAPID-CONVERGENCE FORMALISM FOR QUANTUM-MECHANICAL 
CALCULATIONS OF THE ELECTRONIC BINDING ENERGY 
A. Introduction 
OF ORGANIC IONIC CRYSTALS 
E quindi uscimmo a riveder le stelle 
D. Alighieri, In£. XXXIV 139 
The results of the classical calculations described above 
l ead us to believe- -and hope--that the stability of holoionic 
donor-acceptor lattices must be explained by quantum-mechanical 
calculations which include the short-range exchange Coulomb e ffects 
neglected by the classical treatment . Accordingly, a formalis m 
for quantum-mechanical calculations of the ground state of non-
ionic and holoionic crystals will be sketched below. The ultimate 
purpose is to use such formulas in digital computer calculations- -
if and when funds become available. The initial idea was to try 
to merge the c lassical results of Bertaut (169), obtained via the 
convolution theorem, with the Fourier methods recently developed 
by H. Silverstone (221,222,223,224,225) for the so- called one-, 
two-, three-, and four - center atomic integrals. Our intention is 
not to perform ab initio calculations for the whole crystal 
lattice, but to adapt the results of existing single-molecule 
calculations to the requirements of crystalline periodicity. 
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A few words about notation might be u seful. The origin 
for the "direct-lattice coordinate system" {taC= ~ l~y- 1 FI ·K~I 
~ec} is located at some convenient spot in the "zeroth unit cell" 
( see p . 93 ) and is referred to as the "center of the crystal." 
Details about this and other local systems a re d iscussed in 
Appendix I. The label ')) identifies one of the M nuclei (or 
atomic cores) situated at~~ within the zeroth unit cell; the 
label iJ. identifies one of the A electrons which on the average 
are in the zeroth unit cell, at 
label A identifies molecular or 
instantaneous "positions" r ; the 
"' iJ. 
crystal orbitals . There are N /Z 
0 
unit cells, each of volume V and each containing Z molecules, · in 
our crystal . If any of the above labels is construed as 
applicable to objects throughout the crystal, then it is under-
lin.ed: thus if 
The single index 
{ ")) = 
{~ = 
1, 2, ... , M. j 
0 J 1, 2 J ••• J 
then 
N jz -
0 
[x = 1, 2, ••• , MN
0
/z}. 
1} is restricted to 
direct- lattice vectors ~~I previously defined as £dfg (see 
Eq . (265)): 
(301) 
where a , b, and c are direct-lattice translations and d, £, g are 
~ ~ ~ 
are integers. The r estrictions on d, f, g in Eq. (301) are taken 
to be, without loss of generality: 
(302) 
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We shall assume three-dimensional Born-von harm~n periodic bound-
ary conditions on the crystal. 
We want to evaluate the quantity 
(303) 
ttA- bA 
ETX - ETX.? 
D+A-
where ETX is the ( electronic) internal energy of the holoionic 
lattice and b~~ is the corresponding quantit y for the neutral 
lattice. Both these quantities are for a mole's worth of donor-
acceptor pairs. If ~bCq > 0 then the lattice is predicted to be 
neutral at OoK; if ~bCq < 0 then it is expected to be holoionic 
at 0°K. 
The Hamiltonian for the electrons in the whole crystal 
(within the . liinits of t h e Born-Oppenheimer approximation) is: 
(304a) 
where we define: 
( 304b) 
(304c) 
"" A. t:: 
- c-r / 0 -t- o-r j) '"' 
d'"'L T X c:f'L T.X t 
-
-
-
-
!:!.. "~ L ( i:·· -~- ;_: .. ), 
~=1 
l e J:r. 
z 
l66 
and where in turn the one-electron kinetic energy and nuclear 
at·tr.:wt ion Hamiltonians arc given by: 
'3 
( 304d) 
1 k".&i. {;2, [ d' 
-+-
d'L. 
-t- --K~ j=-£fL 
-
- .2.mc "'d( r-)(y- "?>( y ~r - 2"'c. F~~rD t== igEr~FD ~ ~cl 
M~ 
..... 
I E('a. L ~:l! (304e) ~k·A· ~ - 2= I b: ~-!CK; \ 
We will next invoke a series of well-known approximations 
in order to reduce the size of the calculations. 
( 305) 
APPROXIMATION I: 11The wavefunction for the whole crystal 
~qu is approximated by a single Slater determina~t of 
ort honormalized one- e l ectron 1 crystal spin-orbitals 1 .. 
.... TrT><c ) ::s:: A r : 
- f.1 
!rTx = [(A ~Fa-~x 
x/ il':x(r,) .y:· (r.) ... +;:'(r,.) ... -Kgt;_;FrI~IFv; {tA'i) J. 
The spin-orbital ~ ~Er 1giF is assumed to be a linear 
combina·tion of atomic orbl·tals ( LCAO): 
The labelling is such that all "spin down" or 11 \3 spin 
function" crystal spin-orbitals can be denot ed with 11 - 11, and 
have 2:. g reater than t h e 1 of t he crystal q~in- orbitals with "spin 
up" or "a spin proj ection": thus all ~~ {1:( 1 ~ ,C;Jhave 
Ha, spinu and all ~: ,fl:,
0 
+ l.:;;;: 1 1 ~AEkM/wO}have u13 spin." 
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MtJ. 
(306a) y:x (x:"') = r d~o '"%6 (tl>-r;)=> 
~~ 
(306b) = L L dI~~ ~f~Er::~-r:K;-r:§F" 
~ ... o "~~="" N J 
. i A,., ~ = yF~/ ... " " ~ 
where the +~S Cr:~- r~F are normalized atomic orbitals, 
possibly hybrld; c~nt ered about £;, ; and the d ~ A. are 
complex coefficients." -
DA The ground-state energy E88 (which wil l be either ETX or 
D+A-
ETX depending on which crystal spin- orbitals are used) is given 
by : 
"
th A~ )1.•1 
a i!: -
E = [I _JL. Q:A. -le/OK[~1~z1+ 1 S~4 \' [r~~~~~~}-~s ( ~D"~ - J L 
~c:a1 ~=OK ~=1 
=letj[[ + t [:}r6?!JnJ, 
~=O ~~d ~-~K+1 ~=~;-1 . 
( 307) 
where according t o Slater ' s notation : 
QA. - Kinetic Energy I ntegral for Crystal Orbital 2:_ s 
< 30Ba) = ff/ckEg;t-DF"Kf:~*D{tIKF t o(::.t ~" {rJ, 
~ i.=-1 r-._ 1 .. A &1 
( 308b ) 
i! lK~- 1 .. , "'/ .4;). i(j 
Electron-Nucleus Attraction Integral for Crystal 
Orbital A. 
[A.A. I A. ' A. ' ] 
-- --
(308c) 
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3 Direct Coulomb Interelectronic Repulsion 
Integral for Crystal Orbitals 2:_,2:_' = 
[~~D E 1 D 1 z = Exchange Coulomb Interelectronic Repulsion 
Integral for Crystal Orbitals ~D~D c: 
( 308d) 
B. Bloch's Theorem and Its Consequences 
So far we have not invoked crystalline symmetry, and the 
problem remains formidably difficult, because every step of the 
calculation would involve Avogadro's number as a measure of the 
rank of matrices and of the number of independent electrons and 
orbitals that we would have to keep track of . Therefore, to 
simplify matters at least formally, we introduce Bloch ' s theorem 
(226) and the "tight-binding method" (227) : 
RECIPE I: "Assume that, thanks to some isolat ed- molecule 
LCAO calculations (Hlickel, Hartree- Fock, or ot h er) we have 
obtained an orthonz:rmal basis set of A "zeroth unit cell 
spin-orbitals" ;Y "- E~ ) for the M atoms and the .A 
electrons in the zerotH cell: 
(309) 
where the 
the '"'f" .,.,,._ 
(310) 
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{ t'• :\.: .... ~I ... , " 
~ ,.x_ are complex coefficients and, as before, 
are normalized a t omic orbitals: 
{Y= 1,.2_, ... ) M; A='l,2..J · ·:K~/yKz 
The orthonormalization condition for the zeroth unit cell 
orbitals r eads: 
(311) 
· { Fy1 ~1c 112.1 •.. 1 A J 
Let b~~11I t h e ground-stat e energy of the unit cell, be : 
1\ 1\ 'X-1 b:~l = L f-.::.: n~ -1•1D[~1~ + 1•1' [z~F >.>.JX>.j-
J\,:-1 ""'2.. >.'-=1 
(312) 
-\eltt r. _+ r~: tKg[>K>KDjA·~-
Then crystal symmetry allows N0 /Z different wavevectors ~w KI a ll 1ying within t he f i rst Brillouin zone, which we 
cfetlne as : 
~·E 
Do not confuse with ~hkl (Eq. ( 214 )): 
~Ek !:! . ~ r~r :e"~z +~ [~ "D~z + ~ c~"~g}K 
As in Chapter II, a ll quant ities with an impli cit factor of 2n 
bear a vertical slash . Thus ~ $ 2n ~D etc . 
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(313) 
such that the object: 
(314) 
( 315) 
t!A -1 
;;! 
D±;K~ (r ~D"F = ylf L ..<J><r ( < !8 ~ ·~:~F 'lj;: Er~- :c §) :: 
§.::: 0 
M ~-1 
= ~ L ~Ai KurE~~~·~FDt~C~I;-£;-Kr~ 
">1= 1 §=o 
fA.= 1/ZI ··:,. 1\ ~ ~: q.a, 2., .• F~·-1I; ~~f ,''l.l '"/ 1y~ J 
will provide the N /Z required crystal wavefunctions which 
we baptize rBloch- ~ymmetrized crystal wavefunctions r. 11 
In order that we may write the crystal equiva lent of Eq. 
( 307 ) the -w~~ would have to belong to an or·thonormal basis . 
Unfortunately, the orthonormality properties of ~ ~ do not 
extend ipso facto to orthonormality for the ~A~ Er~FK We 
shall show that ~iy~Er~F is orthogonal to ~Kiy~IE:;:1-!F for 
~~ ::f:. ~~~ , but will find that it is not automat i cally normal-
ized and also that it is not orthogonal to 
In fact, we write, for \k =/:: ~ -~ -!e.' 
(3l6a) 
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.&_1 ~ -1 
( 3l6b) = ;. r [ urM!~· . K!:~· _, ~i r~ ldK<tIKF~Etp-r!F~ ~IK-t.d) 
Q=D ~D:M N 'I 
;.:JL;.o 
~ 
and note that the integral is a funct i on of the difference 
:£ g" :a £ §.'- £ § , whence by a change in the dummy variable of 
i ntegrat i on from r tor = r - r~ we get : 
"V P-: "' ,.. P-: .... ::.1 
~-1 
I, - ~-L ...,. f (• ~!:!·! K€~ fd.Y(r) y ~EtF y:, 6:- .c,r-) X 
(31 6 c ) s*~o .&.. 1 ~ -
- XL KM<p[tE;IK-~ .. )·r:,l"), 
§.'=o 
and the last factor equals (N
0
/ z) U~!::{; whence r1 = 0 as claimed, 
if ~R::? -=1= ~UI . If ~~ = ~~~ , then : 
c 31 7a) I" = jg{ct-Er~Fv?-K: (rr-=) --rA!~ Er~F == 
~ 
i:. 
. ( 31 7b ) = E ...... p ( t ~ ... r:§) I d..,.(;;,.) "i: ~ ... (!::,.) ~ ~IK- r: s) , 
&:0 ~ 
- ~ 
which refuses to equal 0 A.A. , without further approx imations . 
(31 8 ) 
APPROXIMATION I I: "Assume t:hat ·the zerot h un i ·t- cell 
orbitc1l::.; do not.: over lap with the unit cell orbi ·tals o f 
any other unit cel l, i . e .: 
, 
1 7 2 
Th is most obvious , if severe, approximat i on yields I 2 = 
{ +FK"DE!:~F I '/. .. = 1, 2, ... ,A ; ~ = o, 1, 2, . .. 8 AA r , a nd makes our 
. .. , N /Z - 1} 
0 . 
into an acceptabl e orthonormal basis set of 
funct i ons. This approx i mation is related to those of Pariser-
Parr a nd Hllckel theory, and is also rather routine in the treat-
ment of met als , wher e it is supposed to be far l ess realist i c 
than for t h e mol ecul es in our mo l ecul ar crystals. 
Those wh o r efuse to accept the crudity of Approximation I I 
can always resort to a l arge- scale Gram- Schmidt orth onormalization 
p r ocedure ( 228 ) for t h e set o f funct i ons [ "f ~Er- £9 ) , o= O, 
- . ~ 
l , 2 , . .. ,-·N
0
/Z - 1 ; A = 1 , 2, ... , A} but th i s seems somewhat 
cumbers ome . Fortunatel y, however, L8wdin (229 ) has d e v e loped an 
elegant recipe for orthonormal ization : 
RECIPE II: "We set up a gigantic h ermit i an overlap matrix 
with elements: 
c 31 9a) S = E~Er:I:rDk~ Er~-~g_Fv: Er~- r:§?- o,.,., ~§D · 
A.8 xJ' JJJ .... 
_, - ~ - . 
i! 
This matr ix ~ consists of (N /Z)2 blocks of ~O eleme~ts 
each ; the general block i s def~ned by : 
si8 18' s. G' J.4' • • . .s-::2,"§' _, -
-J -
~= s2& 18' ~§FO§D • • • ,s:8 A6' ( 31 9b) _, - _, -• • 
• 
~cp 1~D _s::!,2l' • . . ~S1ypD 
-J _, -
' 
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and the blocks are arranged i ns ide the ~ matrix as 
follows: 
(319c) --
Therefore, the § matrix will have zero elements along as 
well as close to the main diagonal (A.= A. ' , § = o' ), but 
non-zero elements further away which rapidly g o t o zero as 
the distance from the diagonal increases. The integrals: 
(320) ~{ ck(r,.) ~ .. (r,.- r2) ~ (r t=-!'s')= 
~ 
M H '2. 
= [ [Ie~gyKcFlIx g[{~E!Dr-vi:FK_Et~-r;-r§FDtxCr~-KrK;K-rg-g 
Y•l >D~ 1 !;!i! 
~ 
must , alas , be obtained by some brute- force methods , b ut 
once (:£.!5: - r:; 6 , ) exceeds, say, 20 A, ·they can be se·t to 
zero without excessive danger. Let us replace the four-
fold index A. §. by a single i ndex i coupled by the ordering 
procedure : i goes over a ll A. for each value of o , then 
goes to the next value g + 1, and again spans all A. , etc. 
Then LOwdin proves that the 'modified unit cell orbitals ' 
defined by: 
(321) '\T/'w&;w - "T,.c 1 \ 1.Trc S "'3 ~ ~ c ~ -:I. . = ';:tt - 2 L-.. :r;. ji. + -8 L. LJ ~ . .$ .. , ~jDl: ••• 
" . J . J' .J J.\ J J 
are normalized and orthogonal . In theory, t he sums over i 
go from 1 to A N0 /Z, i.e. over the whole crystal, but in 
practice th~y might be truncated if, say, ~M - r~D 
exceeds 20 A. " -
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Under the conditions of either Approximation II or Recipe 
II a simple form for the ground-state energy of the crystal can 
be written (we will use Approximation II): 
( 322) 
The contribution to the second and third terms of the right hand 
side of Eq. (322) due to the cases G.) = G.J'} 
- -
cancel 
each other. If Recipe II were used, then the orbital labels A,A 1 
in Eq. ( 322) and in what follows would refer to a n e w s e·t o:f 
orbitals and orbital energies obtained from the origina.l set 
Eq. (308a, 308b, 308c, 308d) by LOwdin 1 s orthonormalization 
scheme, and the zeroth unit cell would be replaced by a somewhat 
larger non-primitive cell containing more molecules. 
The crystal Slater integrals in Eq. (322) may be written 
a s follows: 
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(323c) 
( 323d) 
A formal simplification of Eq . ( 32 3b) will prove convenient : 
we define, as in Chapter II, Eq . (211 ), the nuclear charge 
density function: 
(324) 
whence we may write: 
c 32 s l [ .,._ 1 t = J§ ~~C1>=O .@' ck(x:"') Y :,J r") ~!<1 (t,.)p"(r" + r). 
~ ~ 
~ 2: 
Note that, from Eq. (322 ), we may define the energy of the 
one- e lectron state associated with the wavevector ~ and the 
""~ 
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This energy b~E~~F may prove useful in calculations seeking 
expl anat ions for c onductivity a nd other trans port prop er t i es in 
donor- accept or crystals; the formalism developed b e low can be 
applied almost trivially to the evaluation of b~E ~~F (see 
Appendix IV). Our main concern is, however, EGs· We write : 
..A .../\. A 
EGs = [ f- f2: Q'; -/el'[li.\'AJx-r} + y~!D-·[ [ [ll.li.\A:.\,'I.r-
(327) ~~~ ~~· { t}: + f-' f::}~[;;f~Ag~ 
/\ ... '1 ~D::1 ~ ~D="K+t 
where the "total11 kinetic energy, nuclear attraction, direct 
Coulomb and exchange Coulomb integrals for the crystal spin-
orbitals are defined by: 
( 328a) 
(328b) 
(328c) 
( 328d) 
Great simplifications are made 
N.Ji -1 
(329) [ JUt<r(< ~~K !§) 
l77 
and of sundry symmetry arguments and "neglect of crystal end 
X.T 
(330a) QA. 
(330b) 
(330c) 
( 33 l b ) 
(332b) 
(333b) 
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The total kinetic energy integral n~q is thus simply N0 /Z 
times the kinetic energy integral for the electron in the \-th 
orbital in the i solated zeroth unit cell, QA, and should present 
no computational difficult ies. According ly, we shall not con-
sl.de r QXT f t h A any -ur e r . 
If vast digital computing funds were a va ilable, then the 
total integrals [ \ 1\ ]XT, [ \\ l \ 1 \ ']x; and (\\ 'I \ 1 \] XT could be 
evaluated naively by "brute-force" techniques in di~ect space by 
expanding Eqs. (33lb, 332b, 333b) i n terms of atomic one-, two- , 
three-, and four - center integrals, t o wit : 
( 334 ) 
M M M M 
[7tA.\:>t'A.']l(T = ~11 L L [ [ .c:A IclDDiyIC~··FyD KcKII~I X 
Y=1 ,.'=1 ,."=1 "~~"D=1 
(335) !k_f 
X t f{[ ~irFkKtE~IKF f.: (r,.-r;)'t./tr-r:)x 
Oo::O H • .J ... _., 
- 'l. ~ 
~ 
x t,.:\.' ( '!!t- + r- r;,- r:£) 't,.,A ( Y:r- + £-t;.,-r6 ), 
(336 ) 
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C. Eva l uat ion of I ntegral s 
in Fourier Transform Space 
The feasibility of the brute- force approach depends on the 
rates of convergence of t h e sums over 0" i n Eqs. (334, 335, 336) . 
Physical arguments lead us to believe that [ AA 1 1 A1 A] XT might con-
verge with reasonable rapidity, so that earl y truncation of the 
sum over o is feasible, but the long- range nature of the Coulomb 
interaction will probably cause s l ow convergence of Eqs . (334 and 
335) . 
The main purpose of this chapter is, however, to util ize 
Fourier techniques and the crystal translational symmetry in a 
new scheme for the eval uation of ( AJ A] XT, ( AA IA1 A1] XT, and 
[ AA 1 J A1 A] XT. We shall concern ourselves with the i ntegrands of 
Eqs . (33la, 332a, 333a) . Both pN(r) and 
~-1 ~ t 1-¥~ (!:,.-!:g)/'" 
§ :::0 
enjoy the translational periodicity of the direct crystal lattice, 
and h ence may be expanded in t he Fourier series : 
00 00 Qo 
(337) 
_p"(r;) = ~ LLL mE~~g~ED1l{gKt·tFI 
"':·- "'·-- ..l.1:'-00 
l80 
&._1 
2 00 00 00 
(338) [ \ Df~ (x: .. - r~F""= t L L L "{E4!~uF"Drf~••<£~· 
§.r::O h:a•'l» kc-oe J.•-oe 
The Fourier coefficient mE~hklF was evaluated in Chapter II, Eq. 
(2l5) and is given by : 
M 
( 339) mEol!~~t~KF = [ Z:, ....,.r(- "4!--UL • ;r;;); 
, ::: 1 
the Fourier coefficient tAE~hklF is obtained as follows: 
&-f c 
< 34oa l ""{ ( iluJ = flfdro-ErgK<-~<rE-•#w · rr-) [}r: (r .. -x;_.) I'= 
" g=O 
M t"" -t-1 · 
< 340b l = ~ [ [ t:: ;,_ '"•' "L ffJ d..{r.J ""r(-•&t · r ~u 
~=1 Y';-1 gol~ 
i! 
x -t:E~r-r -!:~ -r2)1f;,Jt(t16 -r~I -r.2)= 
(340c) 
( 340d) 
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where: 
( 340€) 
is a two-center integral which is evaluated analytically for 
Slater-type orbitals f~r in Appendix II. 
We would like to avoid the term h = k = 1 0 in the 
Fourier expansion for t~ I i:~ErIK -r§)r: 
~-1 
(34l) ~ (o) = ~ gffc~KrcrIKF L j-r~~ .. -r9)j'"= 1; 
H '1/ ~=M 
~ 
i. 
otherwise nasty singularities will appear below in our results 
for the total nuclear attraction integral (AIA]XT and for the 
total direct Coulomb integral [AAI A1 A1JXT. We can do this by 
remembering that the overall charge of the crystal is zero. In 
fact, we had not mentioned the crystal nucleus-nucleus (or atomic 
core-atomic core) Coulomb repulsion energy E 1 which, thanks to nuc 
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, can be treated classically : 
~-f ~-1 ~ ~ M M 
=1LLLIL 
§aO § 1 :r0 '))a1 ""':1 
( 342) E 
nvc.l 
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The reason for our neglect was that normally E l would not 
nuc 
appear in the calculation of quantities such as 6ECT (see Eq. 
(303)). Now, the problem with the WA(O) for the electrons has 
its complement in the Ewald treatment for the nuclei: the Ewald 
method, applied to the nuclei, would require electrical n eutrality 
in each unit cell (see Eq. (2l6)); this can be sa·tisfied if the 
electrons are included in the bookkeeping even when they are not 
included in the Ewald calculation; likewise, in the present cal-
culation for the electrons we need to assume the presence of the 
nuclei, and from the electrical neutrality condition: 
( 343) 0 
we argue that the h = k = l = 0 term in Eq. (337) •nd Eq . (338). 
can be formally ignored. This result will be signified by a 
single prime on the summation over h,k,l whenever Eq. (337) and 
(338) are used. 
We now can attack [AIA]XT and [AAIA 1 A1 ]XT (Eqs. (33la, 
332a)) by the convolution theorem (cf. Chapter II, page 84 ); 
the Fourier transform o f : 
!:!a -1 il. 
gg[ck<~"DF [' f"}D~ E~ ~ -£2)/f "E~1M + J:) 
N9" o: o 
~ -
See also footnote on page l 87 . 
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... 
is EkM/wFmE~hklFt~E<gbhklFD whence, following Bertaut (l69) 
we get: 
( 344a) 
( 344b) 
(344c) 
( 345a) 
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( 345b ) 
The total exchange Coulomb integral [ AA 1 I A1 A] (Eq . 
(333a )) presents some complications. Let us define: 
Now gErI~ ) is periodi c in r but it is not obviously periodic in 
.. ~b!: "' b!:. 
r; moreover, in contrast with the situation in Eqs . (33la, 332a), ,.. 
gE!I!~F as written cannot be decomposed into a product of two 
functions, one periodic only in !~ the other periodic i n both Kr~ 
and r. A procedure of uncertain leg~lityI in view of the factor 
1/lr f in Eq . (333a), is to: (i) user + r s r r in Eq . (346d), 
- - b!: - - ~ 
( ii) pull the two sums over 8 and 8' and the two factors 
c~~ _-r..cr., ~ A rEr;~ r - r;§.') and rx Ayr~r -I;A) out of the integral over£~D 
(iii) use Eq. (318) on the remaining integral over r and (iv) 
- b!:' 
obtain : 
~-t ~-f 
( 346e ) K(t) =: ffJck(tl'>} L Df-;"E~1D-tK§F '£',_:' (.!:"' -~IrF L X 
!!.i §.: o tS'• o 
~ x v~:E~~ +£ -r§') ~~ Er~ + t -rKf~ J-
l85 
whence gErI~ ) and K(r ) become peri odic. I ns t ead of rel yi ng on 
,.., ;:K ~ ,., 
this uproofu of periodi city, we proceed i n a more roundabout 
fashion . We first evaluat e t he aper i odic Four i er t ransform of 
DfD~~;:Erf!- P:~ F~~Et f! - ~§ F = 
C347a ) runD~s E~F = iFf:iAtEr~FKtlKt<pf-D-~·r~Dv;DEr~-!§KDF~~Erj:r-Kr~= 
& 
~ M M 
c 34 7b ) =- -""rft ~- r§~ _[ f:~··· .c." -"D~De -x;Fff~~E ~1 
")):::'\ '1'::. i 
where aga i n we need the two-center int egral of Appendix I I : 
(347c) (2-6? ( ) Iff ) ~ f ( . fIDu~FFA ~ = ct-Et:F~rfD-D!-· r) 1\I'X ~r:F tA. ~-t; +:r;, -!~+!_ggK 
~ 
~ 
The rapid decay of atomic wavefunct i ons will probabl y make 
I( §-, 01 ) ( ~F negligibly small if r ~ - · rx, exceeds, say; 20 A. 
')111\ , YA - - ::s ~ 
By the convolution theorem the Fouri er transform of h~§D G:) (Eqs. 
( 346a, 346d )) i s Ju;.'s'>.§ E~r But t h e sums over & and !:I' happen 
to introduce the desired periodi c i ty into the two integrands 
involved in the application of the convolut i on theorem to K(r ) : 
(348) 
~-1 .!i--1 
_[(cW(!;) -<><r(-• ~-KcF k(.: )= [ L f oL.r(r,.).u<r (• ~- r,.) x 
t-l.,v o=o tl=o ~ 
'2 . - - -c 
x ~;~E~~- r9Fv:~IEr~-r91 f[E~EsF~rft~·sFx 
&Y. 
c 
u~~~E~- r.§.) y~ E~ -!§) 
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whence the Fourier transform of hE~F must be: 
where: 
M M 
~P49bl _ruoli§k~~oaF= L [ Kc~x KcIll_KKKrf-•~~~«K·r;~f:~IK~E~~· 
. >'=1 Y 1•1 
As before, we wish to neglect the Fourier coefficient for 
h = k = l = 0. From Eqs. (3l8,347a,349a) we get: 
and s ince the exchange Coulo mb integral cancels the contribution 
A= A1 made by the direct Coulomb integral to EGS (Eq. (322) ); 
therefore we can s afe ly neglect the h = k = l = 0 term, and 
... 
denote this fact b y a double prime" : 
ii'C 
I f the above conclusion that K(£) is periodic proves to 
be incorrect, then the final express ion for t h e t otal exchange 
Coulomb integral obtained below (Eq. ( 352b )) must be changed, 
and a rather painful integration over ~ must replace the sum-
mations over h,k,l: -
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.>< KoK~~<f (l. <!~ · t). 
A quick integration yields the total exchange Coulomb integral: 
~-i ~~ t t t" tlv~o"i~kfFFu 
(352a) ~:-oo R-=-o J.. .... -oo ,2:0 
>< ~~~rO .._..r(<4!,.._· x:) = 
i!! 
(352b) 
The sum over 8 can be truncated after a very few terms in Eq. 
( 35 2b). 
The expressions (344c) 345b) 352b) are Fourier transforms 
~D: 
of finite expressions and therefore must converge. . Of course) 
no guarantees can be made h ere about the rates of converg ence . 
General arguments show that whereas early truncation in Q for 
the direct-space !!brute- force !! integrals) Eqs. ( 334) 335) 336)) 
R . H. Young has shown ( 230) that the h = k = l = 0 terms in 
Eqs . (337) 338 ) ) if included in the Fourier expansions with due 
preca ut ions in the interchanges of sums and integrals) contribute 
!!finite quantities that are r e lated to the self- energy of a cube 
of un i 'form charge dens itylr and that hence can be safely disre-
garded. 
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will give a faithful representation of the "short-range" trend of 
Slater's integrals ( AI A] XT, [ AA j A1 A1 ] XT, ( AA 1 \ A1 A] XT, on t he 
other hand, ear l y truncation in h, k , l in the reciprocal-lattice 
sums, Eqs. (344c, 345b, 352b), will account for the long-range 
behavior of Slater ' s integrals but fa il to describe their short-
range, "non-smooth" portions. 
D. Fast Convergence 
Of course, the whole i dea behi nd the Ewald technique in 
cluKs cicc:~l phys ic::; is to cxploi·t these mut:ually cornpens K:K~t:iKny 
trends in direct and reciprocal space. Accordi ngly, we next 
sketch an approach which is conceptually simple, and may simul-
taneous l y g i ve reasonable rates of convergence in both direct 
and reciprocal space. The i dea is inspired by Shockley's 
interpretation of the Ewald technique (see Chapter II, pages 70-
93) and consists of adding and then subt ract ing integrals involv-
ing a set of atomic orbitals each multiplied by a Gauss ian " con-
. vergence acceleration factor . " 
We must ask the reader to bear with some further defini -
tions . We define a "Gauss-modified, Bloch-symmetrized crystal 
wavefunction": 
( 353) 
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as in Chapter II, ~ is a convenient dimensionless positive 
definite convergence parameter . Correspondingly, we define a 
11Gauss-modified zeroth unit cell spin-orbital11 by: 
M 
(354) v~D"E!:r-F = [ ~:-I>KK '*"(!:,..-r;) .... ,>(- ~yKltIK-rIrl~K 
"))=1 
Note that if i\,"- is a Slater-type orbital ( STO) +p:~ Ec~F 
t hen the extra convergence factor exp(- ~~1P F£~ } OF transforms it 
into a 11Gaussian- type orbital11 (GTO) with a 11displaced radial 
origi n 11 , and if ~A is a GTO "DE~~ M;:~F then this factor will 
merely change t he constant factor in the radial exponent . 
The 11Gauss - modified total Slat er i ntegrals 11 [ "-G l A.G] XT, 
E AKd"-df"-d"-~zuq I and E AKdAK~ l AK~AKdz uq have de f initions s i milar to 
Eqs. ( 33la, 332a, 333a) with ~ ~dE;r;b!:F and ~~~E£~~ replacing 
"12" ~E~ b!:F a nd ~ ~ r {?I:!:.') respectively . The equivalents o f the 
direct - space brute- force expansions Eqs . (334, 335, 336) for 
~~dEr ) have, trivially, extra Gaussian f actors for each atomic 
1\ -~ 
orbital; thi s should make the direct-space integrations analyti-
cally feasible and numericall y eas i er than for the customary STO . 
The Fourier expansions , Eqs. ( 344c, 34Sb, 352b) can be 
obtained anew for the rfD ~dEbbCF by defining the suitable Fourier 
coefficients wh ich paral lel Eqs. (340a, 349b) name l y : 
!:k-1 x 
EPR ~aF v)t_rq E~~uF= glfdKvcrKgKfFFEptD"~"fCi·r~b g:p-~birr~-Kc_aFg~ 
V .§.=o 
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M M 
os sb ) "' [ L .c.:,._ .c,,,. -""P (-• i!,,.. · r;) gI~ ,_ Ey11~I-4F 
'Y:=. 1 Y 1=1 
( 356a) u}yD:~M (<!!-.. "--) = Kf{fckrED=F~pE-~~hot ·r:F""Dt~~Er;F ~c~c~- .r_g)= 
- !is.'!. 
i!. 
M M 
(356b ) :::\ [Kc;IxcDFfA4rf:-t4~~·rv~FqE~F E<!"~; L ~~I~~ 
")1::r1 y =1 
h ere t he t wo- center atomic integral: 
( 357 ) 
(S) 
differs from I'));,,Y'X ( Eq. (347c) ) 
if ~>-K = ~ ~~l ; however if Yn. = 
by trivial constant fact ors 
~~~ t h en the difference 
E~z T(2) 
between I I~ 1 and ~"- v'l\' i s cons i derable . I ndeed, in 
')1/1, ')' 1\ ' 
..... lr .... t,. STO the case 11A= 1 ~~ numerical integration procedures may be 
advisable; anot her, analytical, approach would be to start from 
the Fourier transform : 
S . A. Hagstrom (23l) has developed a very efficient 
computer program for molecular SCF-MO calcul ations, using 
Silverstone ' s transform techniqu es. Hagstrom evaluates 
f~~? v 'X E~D~DF numerically for his three- and four-center integrals. 
} . 
l9l 
< 3 5 s ) F ~"D- ( t,) = Jff <IN( r,r)-""r f L \! .- x:I~""- 'LV -"DgrK~? i:o {rK~ 
N,;v 
~ 
eval uated i n Appendix III, and fo llow Silverstone ' s convolut ion 
(n'Z:') 
scheme to obtain the expansion coefficients "\f...e. .t IL' ( cf. Eq. 
1 a. 
(AlB), and Ref . (224)) s uitab le for Gauss-modified STO, after 
which the J (s!) 1 could be obtained trivially . (Fo r the sake 
"Y"A, Y' A 
of comparison the Fourier transform of ~~~M : 
< 35 9 l F.,>- ( !!!,) - Jff dKKE~ •r) A< r (-.<. \!>,, • r,.,.) Y:o (r .... ) 
Ng"'l 
~ 
is given in Appendix II) . 
. [. I JXT [ I I I JXT The dependence of the l ntegrals AG AG , AGAG AGAG , 
and [ AU A~ f A~AU1 uq on the arbitrary convergence parameter ~ 
deserves a few comments . If 7.. i s l arge enough to be "dominant" 
2 
then the direct-space integral s will depend on 1 as exp( - ~ r ), 
and their Fourier transforms will depend on t as exp (- ¢l~kgfDEFK 
We wish to exploit these mutually compensating tr ends in a method 
for the e valuation of [ AjAl XT , ( AA j A1 A1 ] XT, and ( AA 1 1 A'AJ XT . If 
we follow a sch e me suggested by Shockl ey 1 s d erivation o:f Ewald's 
technique, we wr i te : 
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00 C>'Q oc l ~ 
< 36Gb l [1K*~DFIKKIK f [~u/>-DAj"D"- f;:KKKAIf>-DI~~1 + ~·:-[ [ [ Vi\7 E~~wIi{ilIKIFI 
h,..o. fl=_. ltU 
lb.-
( 36 Oc) [:>.XIX:>.]"'" {f:>.>:IXAJ":. [\ ~ / ~~ ~g .,_ D;~ f f I" f /r:f~ 4h.,.t, 
h"·" kc-w .ta-o. A· o 
The left-hand side of Eqs . (360a, 360b, 360c) is obtained b y 
choosing a reasonable value of 1. , evaluating the quantity in 
braces by direct - space integration procedures (cf. Eqs. (334, 
335, 336)) and carrying out the summation over the Fourier trans-
forms : i f lt was chosen wisely, rapid convergence is obtained 
both for the direct-space calculat i ons (few terms needed in §-
sums of Eqs. (334, 335, 336) and thei r analogs for Gauss - modified 
orbitals) and for the reciprocal-lattice sums (few values of 
~hkl required) . The result should, of course, be independent of 
~ . An alternate scheme is however suggested by some comments 
of Nijboer and de Wette (232) : if a direct-lattice sum: 
.&..-t t ~:-Er§F 
o=o 
is conditionall y and/or slowly convergent, they suggest introduc-
ing a "convergence 
in dir~ct space and 
acceleration factor" fE~FI summing: 
~-1 t c (t§) f(t) 
,2..:0 
adding to this result the summat i on over the 
"-/~ - 1 
reciprocal lattice of the Fourier transform of L t:Et~Ff-fCrilI 
§:~o 
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the idea being that the " flatter" the function C(£.§:)[1- fC;sflis, 
the better its Fourier transform will converge. Thus we are led 
to write : 
( 36la) 
( 36lb) 
(36lc) 
where again we must evaluate in d irect space the integrals 
enclosed in braces. An ~ priori choi ce between Eq . (360) and Eq . 
(361) seems d i fficult to the writer at the present time, and will 
be left to a future empirical test : it is probable that Eq. (360) 
and (361) differ only in the values of 1 which sundrily yiel d 
optimal convergence . 
E . Application to Donor-Acceptor Crystals 
We now return to consider ~bCq ( Eq. (303)). The addition 
or withdrawal of even a s ingle electron from an i so l at ed neutral 
molecule disturbs the system sufficiently to justify separate 
l94 
quantum-mechanical calculations for the neutral molecule, for its 
anion, and for its cation. This consideration is reflected in 
the reminimization procedures of Hoyland and Goodman (lBO) and in 
the effects of formal charge on the internuclear distances 
observed in X-ray diffraction studies of holoionic donor-acceptor 
crystals. 
In practice, however, most published organic MO calcula-
tions have avoided s uch fully independent remin izations, and have 
been satisfied with accepting: 
APPROXIMATION III: "a molecular orbital description of 
the ground state of the radical cation (radical anion) 
of an aromatic molecule can be obtained from the MO 
·description of the neutral molecule by withdrawing 
(adding) an electron from the highest occupied (to the 
lowest unoccupied) pi MO of the neutral molecule." 
This approximation is discussed by Salem (Ref. (30), pages 
l52-l58); in Pariser-Parr-Pople SCF theory it gives so-called 
"vertical" estimates of the adiabatic (experimental) ionization 
potential of donors that can be about P~/o too high, and estimates 
for the electron affinity of acceptor molecules which can be 
twi ce as large as the rather unreliable (but popular) value 
obtained indirectly from experiment (l85 ). Thus it is fair to 
guess that if these errors compensate sufficiently, then by 
accepting Approximat ion III and the concomitant simplifications 
in the evaluation of 6ECT ' one may get a value of 6ECT which 
differ:::; b y 20-30% from ·t.:he value calculated by us ing f our 
separate MO calculations (one for the neutral donor, one for its 
cation, and for the neutral acceptor, and one for its anion ). 
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For the curious, we derive an equation for ~bCq that 
incorporates the consequences of Approximation III. Assume, f or 
simplicity, that Z = 1, and .that upon ionization to the holoionic 
lattice an electron from AD' the top- most f i lled orbital of the 
donor molecule, is transferred to AA' the lowest unoccupied 
orbital of the a cceptor molecule, in each unit cell. Then we 
obtain from Eq. (303) and (327): 
(362) 
1\ 
+ I &I' f I ( ["..>.A I AD~""D- [ ll.o ll., I 11' ~ ~KK-F-
)\'=1 
"/1!~Fyb 
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APPENDIX I 
We had worried about coordinate systems in Chapter II, 
pages 93-96: the same headaches, compounded with some new 
ones, return in the present chapter. On page 164 we defined the 
"direct lattice coordinate system" {Eta 5 ~ ~~-1I ~b = ~y£}-1I 
~ a: _s\_s)- 1} as the obvious and natural coordinate system 
(c. s. ) , with origin at the 11 center of the crystal" somewhere 
inside the zeroth unit cell. 
We further define the orthogonal 11crystal Cartes ian c. s. 11 
as described by Eq. 262 of Chapter II; the dis-
-ey, -ez} ( ) 
crete direct lattice vectors C!:K_~ or r ) and all other con-
-o -dfg 
tinuous vectors in direct space have Cartesian components as in 
Eq. ( 266). The "crystal spherical polar c. s. 11 { ~D ~~I e;.} · is 
defined in the usual fashion from the crystal Cartesian c.s. 
0 ( 0 0 0 ) Thus, the vector ~KKKI has components X. )J) !:S-.., 3,_. in crystal 
Cartesian coordinates and Er~ I~; 
polar coordinates, where: 
) in crystal spherical 
(Ala) 
(Alb) 
(Ale) 
x;: {r~FKIao~E~:F~ E~~FI 
'-j.; - ( ro;) ~KKKKK;_ ( Ks~F ,.;.-. ( 'f;), 
?!; = ( DED:F~ E-a~F; 
in these crystal c.s. the general vector r will have components 
(x, y,_ z) and (r, ~I 'f ), respectively. 
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The LCAO technique assumes tacitly that the "local" Car-
tesian axes of quantization within the zeroth unit cell are all 
parallel to the crystal Cartesian axes, b ut this does not usually 
happen, since in the various single- molecule calcul ations the 
axes of quantization are usually chosen to utilize as much as 
possible the interna l symmetry of each mole cu le, and the 
molecules usually differ in orientation from t he crystal Car-
tesian axes . Ass ume that e i ·ther by our own choice or by the whim 
of others each nuc l eus in the zeroth unit cell is the origin for 
a "local Cartesian c . s ." {E~v x ~~v e , e , ~ = l, 
and for a " local spherical polar c . s . " { (
....,. Y r .... y~ 
e , e , 
2, ... , Mj 
ft' Yt..f ) J 
')> = l, 2, . . . , Mj then typical vectors from the .,:>-th nucleus 
to "the 1-1-th electron," r 
V !J. 
0 
= £1-1 - ! ')) would have components 
Er~xI r Yy r )lz ) and (r "' ,.,9-"' 
1-1 1-1 J 1-1 1-1' 1-1' 'f ~FI respectively . 
We may then define a n ew set of M " local reoriented Car-
tes ian c. s . " { (e:, e; e; ), ')) = l, 2 , .. . , Mj which have axes 
parallel to thos e of the crystal Cartes ian c. s . , and M ''local 
reor i ented spherical polar c. s . " { ( -e,:, e~ J e~F J ')) = l, 2, 
••• J Mj . I n these reoriented frames, r has components (rx , 
~ ~ fgK )l l-1 
ry z ) and J r 
')) IJ. ')> 1-1 , 'f")ol,... ), respectively. Of course 
r YIJ. r~ K 1-1 
In general, we find at each nucleus ')) an atomic orbital 
* "Y';;t (£ ')J 1-1) consisting of the product of a radial part and an 
angul~r part; if the atomic orbital is hybrid, then we f ind 
instead a linear combina·t ion ·Of a few such products . We will 
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assume here that these atomic orbi tals are normalized Slater- type 
orbitals ( STO) : for the atomic or bital centered about the Y-th 
A 
nucl e u s and used in t h e A- th zeroth uni t cel l orbit al, call n~ 
the princ i pal quantum number, l~ t he orbital angular momentum 
b A h b f h ~~ z . . f quantum num er, m~ t e quantum num er or t e e - proJeCtlon o 
the orbital angular momentum and ~A the effective nuclear , 
charge : the following notat i ons may be used interchangeably, as 
convenience d i ctates : 
(A2a, b ) 
(A2c,d) 
The radial function is defined by : 
(A3 ) 
and the angul ar part is a spherical harmonic f unction defined 
according to the conventions of Condon and Shortley (Ref . (233), 
p . 52) as : 
~>l: 
(A4b) 
v~ME9I CfF = E-~r~ [Y: ( U-I tf~: 
Y: E~IlfF = [-<~: 1 r1~mi c~~FI 
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where the Legendre polynomial may be defined by Rodriguez' 
formula: 
(A4d) 
the radial functions are normalized; the spherical harmonics are 
orthonormalized: 
2.x :rt: 
(AS) sd'f I d.-9-,.._$-y ;"EsIDtDF"l:~DE .9) 'f) = OH, dM_, 
0 0 
We shall also need the Condon-Shortley coefficients (Ref. 
(233), pages l75 -l76): 
where J.-2.- Ll,:;;;: A:;;; i + L, and .t+ A + L =even positive integer. 
Now, to go from the local Cartesian c . s . {e....,x , e v y, 
_. "Y ZJ e . to t h e local r eoriented Cartesian c.s. we foll ow Messiah 
(234) and define a set of three Eulerian rotat ion angles (a» , 
~~ , v~ ) and a unitary orthogonal rotation matrix aC~F of rank 
2 1... + l by its elements : 
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where the ket J £. m:) is a simul·taneous e igenket of the square of 
"L2 . h . l the orbital a ngular momentum operator, , w~t e~genva ue 
~lKKC .{. + l), and of the z - component of this operator, ~zD with 
eigenvalue {i m'. Then we may write : 
fl... 
(AS) Y: { ~FlrIDfvf4F L o~:"D (otv (3v "i~Fv;DE~I ~~FI 
rn'=-.L 
and the "ol d" in terms of a sum over the "new" is: 
Thus we can "realign" 
spherical polar c . s. 
(AlO) 
~rr ( r ) so that in the local reoriented T >'X ~ Y IJ. 
[e:, e.; , Dt~} Eq . (A2d) becomes: 
The reciprocal lattice vector ~hkl and the reciprocal 
space vector \R. w both have origin at the center of the crystal 
---
and are adequately described by Eq. (2l4) and Eq. (313), respec-
tively . The components of these vectors along crystal direct 
lattice Cartesian axes ~ e ' y e2 } are given by Eq . (263) and 
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( 264) . The components of ~hkl in the direct-space crystal spheri-
cal polu.r c . s . [er' e""'' e'f} are (qlhkl' ~hklD lfhkl) . 'J.'h c:: 
local continuous reciprocal space vector {_ ~F?I V = 1, 2, ... , M] 
used in Eq. (358) has origin at r~ and is defined with respect to 
,... 
{ ~DtF -"-..;J ~rg the local reoriented spherical polar c.s . er' e ...:t, e l.f of 
direct space as having components ( '*-)), .s.; , 'f.; ) . 
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APPENDIX II 
We must now worry about the Fourier trans form F l'i\.. ( \B. ")'I ) 
of the atomic orbital ~AK (Eq . (359)) and about the two-center 
i ntegral I(g) , C4hll) (Eq. (340e)) . 
~FlKIyDFy ( 
Given a general form of "DyfDy~ , numerical integration 
schemes may prove to be the most convenient approach, but, for 
the STO defined in Appendix I : 
(All) 
Silverstone (22l,225) h as already obtained explicit and elegant 
expressions (s) for both P...,A. and f_;;I~DFlD , and for the sake of com-
pleteness we quote his results here . 
Indeed c v~ is given by Eq . (l2,l3) of Ref . (22l): 
(Al2) 
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where r CJ-) is the Eulerian gamma- function : 
oO 
(Al2c) r ( ~F = f &. t-a-- 14f(- t)1 
0 
and the following identity (Eq . (l4) in Ref . (222)) may be 
helpful : 
R.. 
(A l 3) \ (.e+j)! f-1i x-~-j-1ld_~oK-ji x.. 
- L (.t-j)!j L2J ld.xj :;() 
j=O 
To use Eq. (Al2b) in Eq. (359) we blithely replace the components 
of \.B. Y in the l ocal reoriented spherical polar c . s . by the com-
ponents of ~hkl in the crystal spherical polar c . s. i~rD ~~D 
e ~}K 
To obtain the . integral f~§K{I 'V' >...' ( ~hklF we first need ·the 
(235) of expE -i~hkl·~F in spherical harmonic functions: expansion 
(Al4a ) 
(Al4b ) = t t ~ts<E-0" ip(&, .. 0 ~MvK9; 0Y;:r-t..., Df~g 
t=0 "'aca·r 
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where the spherical Bessel function of the first k ind jl(xy) may 
be represented by its Rayleigh formul a: 
(AlS) 
"' /'Yt ~K .... t; ... The atomic orbi tal [ T y)\. E ~F ]" is the compl ex conjugate of Eq. 
(All) with (r, ..9- , 'f ) replacing (r '>' , tS-,_,'"'- , '-fyt"" ). The atomic 
1 I f~ )"- /-
orbital Air"D~- f r - Er~ + r ~ -r0 , ) \ is centered about the point: T y'.?l' \;.,. ,., ,.. !:!. ,..y '/ 
(Al6 ) 
in the local realigned s pherical c.s . centered about this same 
l I c~g E~g . point the vector r; - Bvsr~D has components ( £- B.,.Q y' , ~~ .... ,, 'fyl..,,), 
the Eulerian angles required by Eq. (All) are (a.>',, i3.y , 'Yl'' ), 
as is readily seen from Eq. (340c); in the crystal spherica l 
polar c . s ·. the v e ctor ~"FD~>"D has components (RY§y' 
l.P ~ , ) , so we can finally write: 
\ Y,2. y 
(Al 7) 
I 1 
( )
Yt +~ 
- .2 -z:;, 
(ZV1')! 
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Silverstone (224) has shown how Eq. (Al7) can be rewritten in 
terms of spherical harmonics whose coordinates ( ~I 'f ) are those 
of the vector r, measured from the center of the crystal; another 
... 
spherical harmonic function with arguments 
I 
will also appear. In fact he obtains: 
(AlBa) 
where if r < R r I 
"t~!i!I"DD 
(Al8b) 
then: 
and if r > R -~ , then: 
v~v 
(Al8c) 
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:gK~KK_ and c::J<....I- are modified spherical Bessel functions of the 
third kind, whose Rayleigh representations are: 
(Al9) 
(A20) 
Substituting Eq. (All, Al4b, AlB) in Eq. (340d) we obtain with 
Silverstone the following: 
- (A2la) 
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00 
X fu [r1r-•-FK·~EdlIKKI_ 0 rt,-• -""r(-r;'r) ,..-t £«pE-?:~u 
~v§~D . 
x fd'f rd.,. _.......9 ~ ~ ... {II4Dyy:I~· r B;<i) y ~DEKC; '!'), 
wher e each different ial oper ator differ entiates everything to 
its right. Th is expression can be simpl i fied by using Condon-
Shor t l ey coeff ici ents, Eq . ( A6b), which will rest ric.t m4 t o 
m4 = m2 - ml' and the sum over .!1 t o j.t - pf ~ £ 1 ~ .2. + p . 
Th e int egrat i ons over r may be simplif i ed by a change of 
variabl e to t = r(R.)!€v' ) -l We get : 
"'+ t ( "'+I L f~~ •. ,.{4k../= Ezz;C~F: E;~D}1 a L oD~:K (c<•f3•¥,)X 
,., :.-,1_ 
X t, Co{~::K Eo~ •• ~·;tI~ t.,' L 4D"E-;Ffyf~hlotif~o~ 
tn3'112-.t. p=- o ""olK~-r . 
( A2lb ) 
..(.-+- p . -<.' +.1.1 
X \ F:zKKKItI+-1D~~DE1KKKKKKI . p IQ) \._ h~;+1D 3.. L ~-~ L "t if~ ') 1) , ¥ L.__,. v ~ ~ 
.(1= \..(·rl · KE~=DKtDD-KKE1 1 
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X { Ko<t{-~-z; D-tot~~ R,.6"v' ez-KEKtEr[-E"D+?;"~tKctlh~oKKIKOvD~-
- -U)(f [- E~ _,, +i. dlh~FoF>§Df" tJ -t- .oc:r [-E~ +t;' +~~~KIFoKIl~D§}+ 
(. F~Io-r ( , ~ ( ~f 1 d.. ] 11 1 1 'C'Of .., -r-KKe~_I + --< J, r; ~~oyD y-~/ -, -d , -; - d..t t- ;>< 
. .....:t - ; c; -.; 2;. 1 
X {fr<f[-E~+~D-+~~"go>D§~D '=]- ~rK[- Er;-+-~ 1-~ Q}"\Jl)X 
The two terms of the second integral are, very simply, 
generalized exponential integrals: 
(A22) 
these functions satisfy the very useful recursion relation (236): 
(A23) 
The four terms of the first integral, taken severally out of Eq . 
(A21), look like: 
2l0 
~DE 
- Which for positive q diverges at t =0. However, if we perform 
the explicit differentiations with respect to t;1 and cl:thkl indi-
cated in Eq. (A20), then the sum of these four terms in Eq. (A2l) 
does not diverge. In fact, as r _. 0, 
and all negative powers of t vanish from the first integrand in 
Eq. (A2l), and the first integral is non-singular when differenti-
ated properly with respect to z; 1 and ~klK We need, therefore, 
a non-singular representation for each of the four terms of the 
first integral; this is provided by: 
(A24a) 
(A24b) 
In fact, the differentiations with respect to t:1 and dt.hkl of 
Eq. (A2l) will kill all but the integral in Eq . (A24b ). Furt h er-
more E (z) also satisfies the useful relation: q 
I am very much indebted to H. J. Silverstone for helpful 
correspondence (25l) clarifying this point . 
(A24c) 
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d. E,(1fJ =- E,-1 E~FK 
d~ 
2l2 
APPENDIX III 
We evaluate here the Fourier transform of the STO defined 
in Appendix I and modified by the Gaussian convergence parameter ~ 
(and hence unnormalized): 
(A25) 
The Fourier transform is defined as: 
(A26) F ... : {!It,.)= Jff<k(tv,.)u.r(-J- \!"· t.tJ "k:l~ErKIKFK 
~ 
ie 
By using the expansion of exp(-i ytKy·;s~F in spherical 
Bessel functions: 
)I{ 
-4~E-~I~ .. Eyk~ KKIK>g~rr;--EKssgADDf~>< 
(A27) rea "' .. -r 
X yftrt .. E~; J lf;)' 
we get after using the orthonormality properties of the spherical 
harmonic functions in the angular integration: 
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( A28 ) 
where the radial integral, defined by : 
(A29) 
can be sol ved by the technique used by Silverstone (221); from 
Eq . (Al5) we get: 
(A30) 
The integrals can be solved in terms of Weber ' s parabolic 
cylinder f unct i ons or of confluent hypergeometri c funct i ons 
(237 ) : 
..,- I ;n-..t+ 1 nKl~ { 1 d. .£ 1 \1 ~ 3 --a;-K = - . (-*' VL[- -] - r(n-£.+1)(- X 
yA_ KE~ ->) ~ d.'fR.., ~ ~ 't 
(A3la) 
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(A3lb) 
The confluent hypergeometric functions are defined by (238): 
(A32) 
and so we obtain more simply: 
(A33) 
21"" ol(c:ol-1) •.. (oi-\'\.+1) 
nl (3 E~-"F • ... ( f3- nK~ 1) ) 
Some f u r th er res earch is obviously advisable to e n s ur e 
t hat the opt imal f orm, amenable to rapid and precise computation~ 
is found. 
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APPENDIX IV 
For the purpose of reference we give here the Fourier 
series of nAK~ I ( A. I AKz~ , { AKAK y AK D AK Dz~!:lI and [ A.A. 'I AKDAK z~!:lKD 
We us e the Fourier series for the periodic functions: 
(A34) 
(A35) 
It can be shown that: 
EAPTaFC:~~ E~~"DF= gff~ErKg~p[-tE~h~+D!K~F·ri1:g v~~ Et~F= 
v 
M 
(A37b ) =~ [~IA KupftE~haKt+~~F-Kr;g cFD~ EtB~ + <£kM)., 
"))a 1 
wher e F"YA is given by Eqs. ( 359, A25). Also: 
Ka~<O 1-D~D (#"J= fff Cv-yt~F~r [-t{4~K~- ~~ +~£:iDF ·K!~z Dv;:Er~ i;,!!(.r,J= 
(A38a) v 
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(A38b) 
C£) 
where I , ,, , is given by Eq. ( 340e). Alternately"' the multipli-
"Y/\., ~ 1\. 
cation of two Fourier series for ;h ~ (r ) and ~ (r ) ~A~ -~ :uK?y1~1 ... ~ 
yields: 
oo eo oo 
a~~ "'o?' E~ ... )= ~ L I L ~ :!=) ( .g ff-~I"D -lo,.t '-.L) X 
(A39) D*t/=-~ l:l:-oo .A.':-oo 
X C"D~ E~hD+~ lt.'+l.,.e'+.t)• 
Then it can be further shown that : 
(A40a ) nAK~ = 
t>O ""0 <00 
- ~~ L L L I c: ~~ c~hkaFr-f <ti~kn + ~~~~ 
1,:::-oo ~:-«~ .(;::-oo 
oo oo OQ I 4~ko \ \ \"' mEtK!i-~~F~~;1yK~Ec;thIKKg 
YX: ~ L L <!1 4 ' 
1,::-oo k.=-- .(..::-.,. hiq,J. 
(A40b) [Al/tj~ ::: 
Similar expressions can be written for the~~~E!D~F· 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
( 5) 
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ABSTRACT OF PROPOSITIONS 
PROPOSITION · I - LATTICE SUMS FOR CLASSICAL MULTIPOLE 
INTERACTIONS, AND APPLICATIONS TO ORGANIC 
DONOR-ACCEPTOR CRYSTALS 
The Ewald technique for calculating Coulomb interactions 
between electrical charges in crystals can be extended by explicit 
differentiations to calculate multipole interactions in crystals 
(Ewald-Kornfeld method). Explicit computer calculations are sug-
gested to test Kommandeur and Pott's molionic lattice model for 
(l:l)-(Tetramethyl-para-phenylenediamine:para-Chloranil). 
PROPOSITION II - X-RAY CRYSTALLOGRAPHY OF DONOR-
ACCEPTOR CRYSTALS 
Four crystallographic problems related to McConnell's 
classification of organic donor-acceptor (DA) crystals are 
discussed: (i) a reinterpretation or redetermination of de Boer 
and Vos' structure for (l:l)-(N,N,N',N'-Tetramethyl-para-phenylene-
diamine :para-Chloranil); ( ii) the formal fractional charge on the 
atoms of a DA crystal, and its possible effect on the calculated 
structure factors; (iii) current work on (l:l)-(Chlorpromazine: 
7,7,8,8-Tetracyanoquinodimethan); (iv) a possible phase tran-
sition in (l:l)-(para-Phenylenediamine:para-Chloranil). 
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PROPOSITION III - THE PHASE TRANSITION AND CHANGES IN THE 
FINE-STRUCTURE SPLITTINGS OF A FRENKEL TRIPLET SPIN 
EXCITON CRYSTAL: A HIGH-PRESSURE, LOW-TEMPERATURE, 
HIGH-FIELD ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE STUDY 
OF THE ION-RADICAL SALT TRIPHENYLMETHYL-
ARSONIUM (TCNQ)2 
An abortive attempt was made to measure the changes in the 
D and E splittings in qriphenylmethyla~sonium (TCNQ); at l30°K 
and l 44°K across the phase transition, using a high-pressure bomb 
with a hybrid helix resonator in place of the EPR resonant cavity. 
The changes in D,E could help describe the nature of the transi-
tion and the changes in the spin system. Improvements in the 
experiment are suggested. 
PROPOSITION IV - SEARCH FOR QUARKS IN SEA-WATER: THE 
USE OF ION-EXCHANGE COLUMNS 
High-energy physicists have been searching in vain for the 
quarks, three hypothetical massive l ong-lived elementary particles 
carrying a fraction of the electronic charge. Their search for 
quarks in sea-water could be made more efficient by the use of 
ion-exchange chromatography. 
PROPOSITION V - SOLUTION DIMERS OF ORGANIC DONOR CATIONS 
AND OF ACCEPTOR ANIONS. THE BENZIDINE 
REARRANGEMENT REVISITED 
The cations of the donors, para-Phenylenediamine, N,N-
Dimethyl-para-phenylenediamine, N,N,N',N'-Tetramethyl-para-
phenylenediamine, Diaminodurene, and the anion of the acceptor: 
7,7,?,8-Tetracyanoquinodimethan, are known to dimerize in polar 
solutions . A theoretical calculation for these exchange-bound 
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dimers is suggested to explain their stability and their correla-
tion with the crystalline ion-radical salts. The caged-radical 
transition state theory for the benzidine rearrangement is 
closely related to these dimers, but lacks experimental proof; 
EPR experiments on the rearrangements of specially selected 
hydrazobenzenes may help determine the plausibility of this 
theory. 
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PROPOSITION I 
LATTICE SUMS FOR CLASSICAL MULTTPOLE INTERACTIONS, AND 
APPLICATIONS TO ORGANIC DONOR-ACCEPTOR CRYSTALS 
A. Introduction 
A complete classical calculation of the Coulomb binding 
energy of a crystal would have to include not only the Madelung 
energy due to monopole-monopol e interactions between point charges, 
but also the lattice energy due to all the mul tipole interactions 
between the diffuse charge distributions. 
Mult i pole interact ion energies involve higher powers of 
the reciprocal interatomic distance, and hence their calculation 
for a crysta l will converge more rapidly than the Madelung energy. 
It is of some formal interest, however, to show how the Ewald 
fast - convergence scheme utilized in this Thesis can be adapted to 
multipole calculations . The·mathematical sketch developed below 
can make no claim to origi nality, and is given only for didactic 
completeness . It is the object of this proposition to suggest 
that thanks to digital computers such multipole calculations can 
be performed to obtain ''better " values for the binding energies of 
organic donor-acceptor crystals insofar as that is possibl e within 
a classical framework (i. e . neglecting overlap and exchange ); in 
parti<;ular, we propose that a rigorous test be performed of 
Kommandeur and Pott ' s assertion (1) that the interactions due to 
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the induced electric dipoles are very important in "molionic" 
lattices of· organic donor - acceptor '(DA) crystals. 
As mentioned in Chapter I , Kommandeur and Pott suggested 
that, because of multipole effects, organic DA complexes may 
crystallize in molionic lattices, i.e. lattices of mixed ionic 
and neutral species . This s uggestion is in direct opposition to 
the predictions of McConnell et al. (2), which, howe v e r, arc 
based on monopole -monopole interactions. A schematic ca l culation 
was performed by Kommandeur and Pott, presumably by the Evj en 
method (3), for a highly idealized cubic lattice consisting of 
- ·-
two interpenetrating sublattices: sublattice A contains an 
ordinary array of sodium ions and chloride ions, at twice the 
ordinar y interionic separations; sublattice B is a molecular 
array of neutral sodium atoms and chlorine atoms. The DA crys-
tals are presumed by Kommandeur and Pott to consist of similar, 
if random, alternations of neutra l and i onic species. In a later 
experimental effort Pott and Kommandeur (4) presented e vidence 
that (1:1)-(N,N,N',N'-Tetramethyl-para- phenylenediamine:para-
Chloranil) (TMPD:pChl) is a molionic crystal, with statistical 
++ disproportionation into TMPD , pChl--, TMPD, and pChl; exac t 
d i sproport i onation was not claime d either by Pott and Kommandeur 
or in the later crystallographic study by d eBoer and Vos ( 5 ); the 
spectroscopic evidence for such a classification has b e en dismissed 
in Chapter I; t h e crystallographic e vidence i s disc ussed i n 
Proposition II. A thor o ughg oing numerical calculation on a 
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molionic lattice model of (TMPD:pChl) would settle Kommandeur and 
Pott's claims conclusively. 
The Evjen method is obviously unsuitable for Coulomb calcu-
lations in organic crystals, but we shall show that the same 
reasons that made the Ewald method so convenient for the calcu-
lations of monopole interactions described in Chapter II will 
make the Ewald-Kornfeld method ideal for calculations of multipole 
interactions in organic crystals. 
B. Multipole Expansion of the 
Classical Coulomb Binding Energy 
We review briefly the derivation of the multipole expansion 
of the molar crystal Coulomb energy due to Coulomb interactions 
between arbitrary non-overlapping charge distributions. As in 
Chapter II, assume that there are M atoms per crystallographic 
unit cell, and N /Z unitcells per mole (where N is Avogadro's 
0 0 
number). After setting an arbitrary origin for a Cartesian 
coordinate system { Etx' 'ty, tz} ( see Eq. (262) of Chapter II) 
0 -"' somewhere in the zeroth unit cell, assume that r. a x . 1e + .... 1 l X 
+ 
... ' 
..,\ ..,\ 
x. 2e + x .3e denotes the i-th atomic position (i = 1, 2, l y l z 
M N /Z), which i s the center for a charge distribution p.; 
0 l 
the elements of charge 6P . can be described by a (source) vector 
. l 
0 Let r. a 
"'] 
~ ~ ~ 
x .1e + x. 2e + x. 3e denote J X J y J Z 
the center for a different distribution p.; the charge element 
J 
6pj can be described by the (field) vector ~ = xle: + 
The vectors 0 
- r.' 
-l 
R. R 0 d := - r ., an 
-J ,.. - J 
0 0 
r . -r. 
- J -l 
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have Cartesian components , and .:X. '-j 
o( (a = l, 2, 3 ) 
respectively. Let us adopt the Einstein summation convention: 
repeated Greek subscripts in any term imply summation over those 
subscripts (in our case, always from l to 3) . The electrostatic 
energy due to the Coul omb interactions between p. and p. is given 
1 J 
by: 
( I -la) -
-
Ndvv-(8).P.; (E) fffck-E~FKm~ (s) /8 -s r1= 
( I-lb) 
where the domains of integration are the whole crystal and the 
zero of energy is assumed to be for infinite distance between p . 
1 
and p .. The integral over ~K is the scalar potential IP. (R. + 
J - o. I 1 - J 
0 
r .. ) due top .. Let a be the limiting dimension of the bounded 
""1J 1 
distribution of p.: if R. is so large that a/ \R.- ~K + r~ -\<< l, 1 "'J ""J -\. - 1J 
then we can expand IR. - ~K + r~ ·\ -l as a Tayl or series about r? : 
-J -.. -1J .... \. 
1 
IR. -c::. + voK~g -J ~ .. . - .. J 
( I-2) 
~ 
+-f~ 
1 
I 
::1 l. fl( 
+--
1! 
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Let us define the 2P-pole (multipole of order p) of the charge 
distribution p. as a symmetric tensor of rank p and dimension 3, 
]_ 
by writing its general Cartesian component: 
where there are p Greek subscripts. If p = 0 then M'? a Z. is the ]_ ]_ 
charge or monopole moment; if p = l then M~ := D. is the dipole J.a J.a 
2 
moment; if p = 2 then Miaj3 = ~aiP is the quadrupole moment; if 
p .=. 3 then M~aiPDv a ¢iai3'Y is the octupole moment; if p = 4 then 
M~apDve s HiaS'Ye is the sedecupole (hexakaidecupole?) moment. For 
any function g (!R. - ~K + r'?. ,) it can be shown that: 
"'J - ]_ - J.J 
( I-4) 
Using E·qs. (I-lb, I-2, I - 3b, I-4) we obtain for the potential: 
( I-5) 
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If 'f. (R. + r~KF is a slowly varying function over the region l -J .... lJ 
where p.(R.) is non-negligible, then we may expand it in a Taylor 
J "'J 
0 
series around r., the center of p.: 
NJ J 
If we also define multipole moments for p. by: 
J 
( I-7) 
then we obtain finally: 
w. 
"J 
( I-8) 
or in greater detail: 
( I-9) 
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where e.g. o a~ is a Kronecker delta. The total molar Coulomb 
interaction energy, after we invoke the periodicity of the lattice 
(or three-dimensional Born- von Karman periodic boundaries on a 
unimolar crystal) becomes: 
( I-10) 
M M~ Ok~ LL \,J._j 
MC:1 jor1 
"""*j 
and by using the lattice translation: 
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given by Eqs. (265, 266) of Chapter II, we obtain: 
(I-ll) 
C. Convergence of Lattice Sums 
The crucial problem in the evaluation of WTOT to any par-
ticular order p is the convergence of the lat tice sum: 
tla 1 7"-
[[~xqd~: ... ~~ \:1] 
t' = t' ·-r. 0 +V' ('o § "" 0 ,., ,.." ... - ,g 
( I-12) 
By the integral test one can show that this sum converges abso-
lutely if p > 3. Therefore lattice sums of the monopole-
monopole, monopole-dipole, monopole-quadrupole, and dipole-dipole 
interactions converge only conditionally, or, in other words, 
their convergence is dependent on the shape of the crystal, i. e ., 
for a ny truncate d summation scheme the true value of the s um can 
only be approached if the order of summation has been chosen 
wisely. 
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D. Fast-Convergence Schemes 
All the popular f as t -conver genc e s chemes f or c vu l uatiny 
lattice sums can be considered as inspired by the work of Eps t ein 
(6,7). They rely on the periodicity of the lattice, which justi-
fies the use of Fourier transform (FT) techniques, and either on 
wise choices on the order of summation (OS) or on some integral 
transform (IT) which allows calculations in direct space of short-
rang e effects and in reciprocal space of quasi-periodic long- r 
range effects; they include Madelung's method (8) (multipole 
order p = 1, OS and FT), Bertaut's method (9) (p = 1, FT), 
Ewald's method (10) (p = l, IT and FT), the Ewald-Kornfeld tech-
nique (ll} (p > l, IT and IT), Nijboer and de Wette's method (12) 
(p > 1, IT and IT), and its close relative, the technique of 
Erdelyi, Born, Misra, and Bradburn (13) (p > 4, IT and FT). 
Another OS technique is that of Evjen ((3), p = 1). 
For our organic crystals neither Madelung 1 s nor Evjen 1 s 
methods are helpful. The transform used by Ewald, namely: 
1 
-p 
cannot be applied directly f or r , p > 1; hence Nijboer, de 
Wette, Erdelyi, Born, Misra, and Bradburn use instead: 
( I-13) 1 
rP r>o 
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where rCn) is Euler's gamma function: 
( I-l4) ~ ( n.) 
By techniques very similar to those described in Chapter II for 
the Ewald method, Nijboer and de Wette obtain for the lattice sum, 
valid for p > 3: 
( I-lS) 
where all symbols have been already defined in Chapter II except 
for the incomplete gamma function: 
QO 
r ( y/ :X)== f cLt' b:~-1 -V)<r(-0 
'X-
m/~ 
If r = 0 must be excluded then the term - KKCKK{~F should 
"'2. ..p "f/t. 
be added inside the curly brackets of Eq. (I-lS). Because 
of th~ conditional convergence, special precautions must be 
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followed if p < 4 (12b). Unfortunately, the methods of Nijboer 
and de Wett·e and of Born, brd~lyi et al. require the use of the 
exponential integral as well as of the error function. Kornfeld's 
elegant adaptation of the Ewald method, however, does not need 
the exponential integral, and is conceptually very straightforward; 
accordingly, it is considered in greater detail below. Kornfeld's 
recipe is disarmingly simple: to obtain the desired crystal 
multipole potentials, electric fields, or binding energies, per-
form explicitly all the partial differentiations on the Ewald 
series for the monopole-monopole interactions (see Chapter II), 
that may be required by Eq. (I-5) or (I-10). As p increases, the 
expressions rapidly become rather lengthy, but their evaluation 
presents no problem for a digital computer, once a good program 
is available for the p = 1 case. 
There is, however, one important difficulty, related to 
that encountered in Chapter III: whereas in all crystals the 
zero unit cell must be electrically neutral, "f: ~""D = 0 
)11\W'f 
multipole moments do not necessarily add up to zero: 
M 
(I-17) L 
I'W\ = 1 
, the 
this is especially true in ferroelectric crystals or for crystals 
placed in a polarizing external field. If p > 4 this presents no 
probl~m since the relevant lattice sums converge absolutely, but 
the cases p = 2, 3 are a headache. As in Chapter II, Eq. (217), 
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the left-hand side of ( I-17) is the h = 0, k = O, l = 0 term in 
the Fourier expansion of the periodic multipole distribution; 
both in the Ewa l d - Kornfeld method and in the Nijboer-de Wette 
method the sum over reciprocal space involves a fraction, whose 
numerator does not vanish if ~hkl = 0, but whose d enominator 
i s ~~ hkl g O K This singularity has been discussed often (14): it 
seems to arise from an infinite but meaningless self-energy which 
is customarily ignored by avoiding pari passu the summation term 
h = 0, k = 0, l = 0 even when inequality (I- 17) holds . Some 
writers superimpose a fictitious "neutralizing" uniform back-
ground which supposedly l egalizes everything, but probably gives 
an erroneous macroscopic external field (l4b) . 
E. Effects of Induced Dipole Moments 
Assume, with Kommandeur and Pott, that a n arbitrary holo-
ionic DA crystal, say (TMPD:pChl), is molionic: sublattice A is 
ionic, with M charged atoms per unit cell; sublattice B i s neutral 
with M' atoms of finite scalar polarizability a., (i' = 1, 2, .. . , 
l 
M' N0 /Z) (primed subscripts will refer to atoms in sublattice B ). 
The induced dipoles Dind ~ ind ~ Dind --l> in sublattice B + D . , 2 e + e i' ex l y i ' 3 z 
are due to the electric field E created by the charges Z . . 
~ l 
(i = l , 2, .. . , M N0 /Z) in sublattice A . These induced dipoles are 
described by: 
( I-18) o(, 
" 
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They interact with each other and with all other multipqles in 
both sublattices just as if they were the permanent dipoles ai~ 
of Eq . ( I- 9 ). The i nteraction energy between the Dind and E i s i ' S rJ 
giv en by : 
( I-l9a) 
( I - l9b ) 
t !:h 
M ::Z 
~ L ol.- E(3 EK!:;~ E,. ( x:I~F == 
~D= 1 
M' 
-tz-L ol\'vt, E(3 (r::.1 Efl (r;,). 
l('n'= 1 
The electric fie l d is obtained by a straightforward differentia-
tion of Ewald ' s series f or the e l ectrical potential ·~ErF ( Eq. 
(229) of Chapter II): 
(I- 20a) E (Y" ) (3 ,v ~I 
(I-20b) -
-
(I-20c) 
M 
X ..... rf <!}·~~D{IF L s~ "'f [c~IKKI_·Er~--KrK:il+ 
"'"'"" -1 
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x[ 
where 
replace 
.,- d:} )C <t} 'j d)3-- ~ ~ ., X 'j 1r ~I 1-.Wz-.-7 h~g tK~}r""/KIKKKK"DfDC"DnKf; rd~g~d~/rd~ 
of Eqs . (201, 2 64, 267, 266) , r espectively . 
The c omputer program EWALD described in Chapter II was 
mod i fied to calculate b~Er~ 1 ); this modification, n i cknamed FI ELD, 
was not completel y debugged when computer funds ran out. 
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PROPOSITION II 
X- RAY CRYSTALLOGRAPHY OF DONOR- ACCEPTOR CRYSTALS 
A. Introduction 
Crystallographic evi dence i s d i scussed here with reference 
to the c l assification of McConnell et al. (l ) of organic donor-
acceptor (DA) crystals into the ho l oionic fn+A~ and the non-
ionic lDA> categories. I n particul ar : (i) we review the bond-
l ength data on the holoionic crystals studied to date 1 and sug-
gest a r e interpretation or a r edet erminat i on of the mo l ecul ar 
s tructure of (l:l)- (N 1 N1 N 1 1 N1 - Tetramethyl- para- phenylenedi amine :p -
Chloranil)(TMPD:pChl); (ii) we discu ss the feasibility of detect-
i ng the effect of compl ete charge transfer 1 J DA) ~ J D+AJ 1 
on the calculate d X- ray structure; (iii) we d escribe current 
experiment s on s ysterns for which the mol e cular symmetry of ·the 
D+ion must be sufficient l y d i ffer ent from the symmetry of t he D 
molecule to l ead to an unequivocal d is t i nct ion between a / n +A-) 
structure a nd a {nA) structure; (iv) we discuss a possible phase 
transition in ( 1:1 )-(para - Phenylenediamine :para-Chloranil) . 
B. The Bond- Length Argument and 
the Structure of (1: 1 )- (TMPD :pChl) 
In the r ecent room-temperature crystal and molecular 
struqture determination of (l : l)-(TMPD: pChl) 1 de Boer and Vos (2) 
concl ude that the crystal consists of neutral TMPD and pChl 
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molecules, but admit that a small fraction (< O~/oF of doubly 
++ -- . 
charged species TMPD and pChl cannot be excl uded . Their con-
elusions do agree with the statements of Pott and Kommandeur (3) 
but we have shown in this Thesis that the spin resonance and 
optical absorption data of Pott and Kommandeur shoul d be 
reinterpreted to show that the crystal is indeed holoionic, and 
consists mainly of TMPD+ and pChl- ions and maybe some l~lo or less 
back-charge transfer TMPD and pChl molecules. 
Accordingly, we propose that the crystal and molecular 
structure of (l:l)-(TMPD:pChl) be redetermined with a larger set 
of observed diffraction intensities, or, alternately, we argue 
that a more extensive comparison of de Boer and Vos 1 interatomic 
distances with published data for closely related crystals sug-
gests (but does not prove) that de Boer and Vos in fact may hav e 
studied a holoionic crystal consisting mostly of TMPD+ and pChl-. 
+ -Tables I, II give bond-lengths for TMPD , pChl, and pChl in 
various crystals. For the sake of comparison, data for 7,7,8,8-
Tetracyanoquinodimethan (TCNQ) and TCNQ- are given in Table III. 
The atom designations are given in the diagram below (p. 25 6 ). 
The bond-length argument used by de Boer and Vos and by 
many other authors runs as follows : the bond-le ngths a r e " b en-
zenoid" for TMPD, pChl-, and TCNQ-, and 11 quinonoid" for TMPD+, 
TCNQ, pChl; in a benzenoid structure, bond 2-3 is r e lative l y 
long, and bonds l-l' and l-2 tend to be equal in l e ngth; in a 
quinonoid structure bond 2-3 is relative ly short and bond l- l ' 
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TABLE II 
0 
Interatomi c Distances i n A for pChl and pChl , with 
(Standard Deviations ) 
- -pChl pChl Atoms pChl pCh1 (a) Cb r· c c r·· cdr:· 
l - 1 1 1 . 342 (ll) 1 . 343 (85) 1 . 350 ( 10) 1 . 375 (?) 
1- 2 1 . 477 ( 11) 1 . 400 ( 85) J 1.459 ( 10) J 1. 408 (? ) J 
l. 435 (85) 1 . 466 ( 1 0) 1 . 485 (?) 
2- 3 1.195 (ll) 1 . 326 ( 85) l. 230 (10) 1.258 (?) 
l- 6 l. 714 ( 8) 1 . 705 ( 65) J l. 713 ( 7) J l . 743 (? ) J 
1.829 ( 65) 1 . 718 ( 7 ) 1 . 7 5 0 (?) 
~D: 
In DA crystals . 
(a) In pChl, see Ref. ( 9) . . 
(b) In ( l : l) - (HMB :pChl) , see Ref . ( 10). 
(c) I n (1:1)- (TMPD : pChl ), see de Boer and Vos, Ref . ( 2) . 
(d) I n ( 1:1 )- ( TMPD : pChl ), see Wallwork, Ref. ( 8). 
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6 
is much shorter than bond 1-2 . For qM~+ a quinonoid structure 
and for pChl a benzenoid structure are predicted . 
The data for TCNQ and TCNQ- in Table III confirm this 
trend) but the bonds 1-l r and 1- 2 do not become equal in TCNQ- : 
their difference) however) is significantly small e r in TCNQ- than 
in TCNQ; the 2- 3 bond distance is significantly longer in TCNQ-
than in TCNQ. 
The data f or pChl and pChl- in Tab l e II are so imprecise 
that we wish to follow de Boer and Vos in ignoring them. The 
data listed in Table I for TMPD+ in crystals other than DA 
crystals are not significantly different from the data f or DA 
crystals) including those of de Boer and Vos. Accordingly) to 
within 2 standard deviations in de Boer and Vos r bond distances) 
(1 : 1)-(TMPD :pChl) along with ( 1 :1)-(TMPD :TCNQ) is a holoionic 
cry::; t:Jl . On e rni~gfqi hope t:ha:L: a rnorc cx·Lcncive set: of X-ray dal:a 
on (1 .:1)-(TMPD:pChl) would ultimatel y r educe the uncertainty in 
bond lengths and r e inforce our conclusion . 
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C. The Effects of Charge Transfer 
on the Calculated Electron Density 
a~ 
If in a DA crystal the organic donor molecule is ionized 
+ D , or if ·Lhc occcptor mo1ccu1c A is ioni:6cd A -JI> 1\. , the n 
the fractional positive or negative net charge density at the 
various atoms might be detectable in an electron density map 
obtained from X- ray diffraction data . Or, the calculated 
structure might refine better if a ccount were taken of charge 
transfer by adjust i ng slightly the atomic scattering form factors 
to allow for fractional net atomi c changes . 
A similar probl em in boron hydride chemistry was resolved 
by Simpson and Lipscomb (17) who showed that "stripping" elec-
trons off B9H15 worsened the reliability factor of its calcul ated 
crystal structure sufficiently to prove that no more than a 5% B9 
hydride impurity could have been present . 
The usual atomic form factors tabulated for crystal-
lographers do not even account for bonding delocal ized electrons, 
because the quality of X- ray diffraction data has been too low to 
allow for realistic detection o f bonding effects . Typ i cally, a 
3% long- term variation i n X-ray source intensity and a 3-5% 
unccrt.::d.rrty :i.n ·the v:i.suully es·t:i.rnated d:i.ffrac·t i on in·tensi·ties are 
t'o be expected in manual X-ray techniques. 
Recent l y , current and voltage-regulated X- ray g enerators 
with a 1% power output stability have been manu factured for use 
with ·four- circle automatic diffractometers. Careful spot shape 
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analysis and integration t e chniques may l ower significantly the 
uncertainties in the diffracted intensities . Indeed , Hartmann 
and Hirschfeld (18) and Steward (19 ) have observ ed r easonable 
e l ectron densities between atoms, and the day may have already 
come when the effect of charge transfer in organic crystals is 
observable by X-ray diffraction analysis (35 ). 
D. A Holoionic DA Crystal for wh ich D+ and D 
Have Measurably Different Molecular Symmetries ·:: 
On the bas i s of intercalation experiments (20) of chlor-
promazine radical cation (I:CPZ+) wi th deoxyr i bonuclei c acid, 
CC~ I . 
. 76 
ECe~P L 
\\C/ 'cHa 
ex~FEF· ~ N / 
I 
H 
.L TI 
McConnell has proposed (21) that, while neutral phenothiazine 
(II : PTZ) i s known to be a non- planar, bu·t·terfly- shaped molecule 
( ~OFI the radical cation PI'Z; is planarK~·:~·: McConne l l suggested 
•':For the sake of completeness, we report here on current 
research, which had originally been scheduled as part of the 
thes is requirement, and comment on recent resul ts obtained by 
Fritchie. 
~·:~D: 
This predi ction d i sagrees with the calculation of Malrieu 
and Pu l lman (23) . 
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further that a DA complex of PTZ or its derivatives with strong 
electron acceptors would yield a holoionic crystal in which X- ray 
+ diffraction techniques could identify a planar PTZ. nucleus and 
thereby prove complete charge- transfer (except for the predicted 
small amount of back charge-transfer). 
With 7,7,8,8-Tetracyanoquinodimethan (TCNQ) as the 
acceptor, beautiful crystals of (1:1)- (PTZ:TCNQ) and of (1:1)-
(5-MethylPTZ :TCNQ) were obtained (24), but partial disorder (25) 
prevented further X- ray studies. No acceptable crystals were 
obtained for PTZ or 5-MethylPTZ with the acceptors Tetracyano-
ethylene, para-Chloranil, para-Bromanil, or Pyromellitic Dianhy-
dride. Crystals of ( 1: 1)- ( CPZ :TCNQ) have been ob·tainccl in very 
low yield, and are under study in collaboration with P . G . Simpson 
( 26). 
Fritchie has obtai ned good crystals of (1:1)-(PTZ:s ym-
Trinitrobenzene) ((PTZ:sTNB)) (27) and of (l:l)-(PTZ:2,4-Dinitro-
toluen e ) (28). The former contains either planar PTZ species · or 
a statistically disordered mixture of non- planar PTZ molecu les 
.71': 
(29), while in the latter the PTZ molecules are definitely non-
planar . 
The scanty experimental data presented in Chapter II for 
(1:1)-(PTZ : sTNB) seem to classify it as a nonionic crystal, but 
I understand that the (1:1)-(PTZ:sTNB) structure determi-
nation has been submitted for publicat ion, but do not know how 
the ambiguity has been resolved . 
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it is remotely possible that, even t h o ugh I D - AA = 6 . 6 eV is 0 . 6 
eV higher than our guessed threshol d for complete charge t rans -
fer , exchange effects may suffi ce t o make (1 : 1)- (PTZ : s TNB) into 
a ho l o i onic crystal . 
E . Phase Trans i tion i n (1 : 1)- (pPD:pChl )? 
Recently Hughes and Soos (30) studied the electron para-
magnetic resonance (EPR) spectrum of singl e crystals of (1 : 1)-
(para-Phenylenediamine :para- Chloranil ) (pPD:pChl ) obtained by 
co-sublimation . Below about 3l5°K thr ee EPR signals are observed : 
they are due to Wannier spin excitons severall y del ocal ized on 
the ·three magnetically inequivalent linear chains allowed by t he 
room- temperat ure spa.ce group P3ml or P3ml. The other crystallo-
graphic data at ·~ 295°K are (31): 
0 
a = 14.83 A, c = 6.62 A, Z = 3, 
- -
- 3 Pobs = 1.630 ~ 0 . 005 gem , Peale = 1 . 4 . Above 3l5°K only one 
EPR signal is detectable, even though t he linewidth decreases 
continuously with increasing temperature . Two mut ually excl usive 
. interpretations are possible (30) : ( i) there is a relat ivel y 
sluggish phase transition at or about 3l5°K, whereby the linear 
chains become magnetically equivalent; (ii) the Wannier spin 
exciton, which is a one- dimensional spin wave below 3l5°K, 
becomes three- dimensional or is very strongly affected by mag-
netic dipole interactions between different linear chains above 
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The latter interpretation has been reformulat ed · i n theo-
retical language by Soos (32), but the former has not yet been 
disproved by X- ray techniques. Hughes (33) has suggested that 
a determination of the space group and unit cell parameters of 
(pPD:pChl) at 320°K would sett l e the ambiguity . In preliminary 
work (34) the d ata of Graeber (31) have been verified at 295°K. 
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PROPOSITION III 
THE PHASE TRANSITION AND CHANGES IN THE FINE-STRUCTURE SPLITTINGS 
OF A FRENKEL TRIPLET SPIN EXCITON CRYSTAL: A HIGH-PRESSURE, 
LOW-TEMPERATURE,HIGH-FIELD ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE 
STUDY OF THE ION- RADICAL SALT TRIPHENYL-
METHYLARSONIUM (TCNQ); 
A. Introduction 
We report here an experimental measurement of the fine-
structure splitting parameters D, E in the electron paramagnetic 
resonance (EPR) powder spectrum of the thermally accessible 
Frenkel triplet spin excitons in the ion-radical salt Triphenyl-
methylarsonium (TCNQ); ( 11arsonium salt 11 ) at l44.oK as a function 
of applied pressure, across the phase transition . 
B. The Phase Transition 
Merkl et al. (1) investigated the phase transitions in .,. 
·the arsonium salt and Triphenylmethylphosphonium ( TCNQ); ("the 
phosphonium salt 11 ) by high-pressure EPR techniques at about 170 
MHz and about 60 gauss in the temperature range 220°K to 362°K 
.and the pressure range 1 bar to 9 kbar. They determined for both 
salts that the trans i tion is of first order and that the shape of 
the p-T phase separation curves can be accounted for very simply 
by the phenomenological equation : 
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(II I - l) 
pi is the concentration of Frenkel t ripl et spin excitons i n phase 
I, which is the thermodynamically stabl e phas e at OoK and l bar; 
p ii is the corresponding concentration for phase II, which t he 
data show to be attainable at 0°K and pressures p 0 of 3 . 26 kbar 
for t he arsoni um salt and~ 4 . 5 kbar f or the phosphonium salt (2); 
6V0 __ VII - VI is the d ifference i n volumes between the t wo 
phases at the transition point: t his difference seems to be 
independent of t emperature and pressure; for one pair of arsonium 
0 ° 3 
molecules 6V = - 11. 7 A, for one pair of phosphonium molecules 
6V0 ~ - 2 A3 . Furt hermore , pi is given by corr ected boltzon 
statistics ( 3) : 
( III-2) 
' 
where JI > 0 is the sing l et- triplet e n ergy g ap in phase I, (JI = 
0 . 05 eV a t 295°K and l bar for the arsonium salt) ; a correspond-
ing expression can be written ·for pii a nd JII . As p i ncreas es, J 
increases almost linear ly, except for a large a n d sudden decrease 
across the phase t ransition . The volume ch ange is very small: 
Arthur (4) finds V = 1 630 A3 for t wo molecu l es of t he arsonium 
salt at -room t emp erature whence 6V/V = -0 . 0072; Goll and Phillips 
( 5 ) measure a change 6b/b = -0.007 along the crys t allographic b 
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0 
axis, which Arthur had measured to be 9 . 06 A (4). So most of the 
volume change is along the b - axis . Previous findings that the 
transition for the phosphonium salt is endothermic for increasing 
temperature at l bar and reversible (5-10) were 8onfirmed and 
extended to the arsonium salt. The enthalpy of transit i on is 
Iida et al. (7) found 
that as the temperature is increased the conductivity of a single 
crystal of the phosphonium salt increases anisotropically by a 
factor of about six across the phase transition . 
For the arsonium salt at constant temperature and for both 
phases the exciton concentration p decreases (and the singl et-
triplet gap J and the EPR linewidth increase) with i ncreasing 
pressure; at constant temperature at the transition pressure, as 
we go from phase I to phase II, p and the EPR linewidth increase 
d iscontinuously (and J decreases discontinuously) . Kepler (8) 
had found for both the arsonium and the phosphonium salts that at 
l bar J decreases continuously and linearly with increasing 
temperature; for the arsonium salt alone J has no discontinuity 
at l bar, whereas the phosphonium salt at l bar exhibits a large 
drop in J at the phase transition . The decrease in J with increas -
ing temperature can be attributed to a decreasing intermolecular 
over l a p due to the thermal expansion of the lattice; similarly, 
the increase of J with increasing pressure can be due to an 
incre.ased overlap at high pressures : these arguments have 
been presented in a review by Nordio et al . (11) . But the 
effect (dJ/dT) < 0 need not depend 
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entirely on lattice thermal expansion: indeed for the s trongly 
alternating Frenkel spin exciton salts Wurster's Blue Perchlorate 
(WBP) and triethylammonium (TCNQ); Soos and Hughes (12) performed 
a very sa tis factory two-parc:tmeter curve fitting to Kepler ' s dc1·tc1 ( 8 ) 
of Soos' (13,14) theoretical pseudo-spin expression for the para-
magnetic susceptibility as a function of the temperature (with J 
at T = 0°K and the lattice alternation parameter 6 as the two 
parameters): thus dJ/dT < 0 can be a many-body effect; for the 
arsonium salt, however, the fit obtained by Soos and Hughes was 
poor, presumably because lattice expansion effects are not 
negligible for the arsonium salt. But none of these explanations 
0 
allows for the sudden small 6V < 0 and the large 6J < 0 at the 
phase transit i on. It is furthermore obvious that the exciton-
exciton interactions mentioned by Chesnut (15) cannot be 
responsible, since it has been deduced experimentally that both 
phases may exist at 0°K (l). Merkl et al. (l) have obtained t he 
limited result that the shape of the phase separation curve can 
be accounted for by some simple theory that allows for a large 
decrease in J accompanied by a small decrease in V, i.e. by some 
change in the spin s ys tem. Hughes ( 2 ) and Goll and Phillips ( 5 ) 
proposed t hat the small changes in molecular orientation reflected 
in 6V0 may account for 6J; Itzkowitz (16) had observed in calcu-
lations ot .J for -WBP that J was rather sensitive to the distance 
between adjacent Wurster's Blue cations. However, the experi-
mental decrease in J for the arsonium salt at 295°K is 6J = 
- 192 -1 em 
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whilst I tzkowit z calcul ates that for Wurster 1 s . Blue 
cations J decreases from 500 cm- l to 300 cm-l if the interionic 
0 0 
distance increases from 2 . 94 A to 3 . 11 A, which woul d correspond 
to a positive 6V0 , i . e . the wrong effect . Of course, it is 
possible that sideway slippage of the TCNQ- ions in the (TCNQ) 2 -
(TCNQ- )2 tetramer, with a very slight compression, may lead to 
0 
acceptable 6V < 0 and 6J < 0, but this cannot yet bP- cal culated, 
since the molecul ar structure of the salt has not been completely 
determined (4) . The temperature-dependent X- ray study of typical 
diffraction intensities for t h e phosphonium s a lt, done by Marechal 
and McConnell (17), shows no s udde n in-tensi·ty chu.ngc u.·t ·the tran-
sition temperature : accordingly the structural differences 
between the phases are very. slight (5); definite X- ray evi dence 
thereof has been noted by Iida et al . (7) . 
C. Soos 1 Proposal 
Soos (18) has suggested that the fine - structure sp l itting 
in the EPR spectrum of the ~renkel tripl et spin excitons in the 
arsonium salt be followed experimentally across the phase line : 
this would give some idea of the change in the intermolecular con-
figuration in the (TCNQ)2 (TCNQ-) 2 tetramer, and maybe also give 
some clue as to the reason for the change in J . We shall n ext 
r eview briefly the theoretical EPR fine - structure Hamiltonian, 
and the pertinent experimental information . 
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D. The Fine- Structure Splitting 
The electron spin- e l ectron spin interaction Hamiltonian : 
(III- 3) 
can be transformed (19 - 24) into the experimentally convenie nt 
principal- axis representation : 
( III- 4) 
_., 
e ' y Et) is a unique coordinate system, fixed in the z 
crysta l or the molecule, D is a real number wh i ch gives the 
"magnitude" of the fine - structure interaction energy, and E is a 
real number which represents the "deviation from spherical 
symmetry'' of the interaction. 
For triplet states i n zero external magnetic fields (24) 
the experimental EPR transitions occur at ID+E I, ID-El, and 
2/EI ; these transitions are allowed if the RF magnetic f ield 
vector is polarized in the e' e' and e directions' respec-
x y z 
tively . In relatively high external DC magnetic fields ~ (say 3 
kiloGauss) the Ze eman coup l ing 13 :i·g !:!_, is usually much l arger 
-
" than ~fs; accordi ngly, the fine- structure splitting i s treated 
·a::> c:t pcr-turbo:tion , c:tnd for c:t constant rnicrowc:tvc frequency ':¥ IJ. A 
and variable DC magnetic f i e l d intensity !:!.,, the EPR spectrum of a 
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single crystal contai ning triplets consists of two lines sym-
metrically placed a b out the ng- field" H = h ")) /gl3 ; 
c 1-1"-
the 
splitting between these two l ines depends on the mutual orienta-
..::. 
- -e ), intensity depends the tion of H and ( e ' e y' and the i r on X z 
mut ual orientation of the microwave magnetic field H , , H and ~1K111K ~D 
CE(, ey' ez) . I f !i is parallel to ex ' then the split·ting for a 
l>m = 1 transition is lD-3E\ ; if H 1\ Et then it is lD+3E}; if y 
H ll Et then it is 2 \DI ; these fields can be called naxial fields n 
z 
(24) . I n general, if ~has direction cosines 1, m, n with 
respect to (e ' e) ~F : 
X y Z 
( III-5) 
then the "res onance DC magnetic fields at constant 
L>m = 1 transitions are given by: 
( III- 6) 
.Y n for the 
1-J.A 
Wasserman et al. (24) p o i nt out that one ca n observe / 
simultaneously the s ix EPR lines due to all the axial field 
absorptions in a "powder" spectrum of randomly oriented molecules . 
In fact, since all ·the values of fL = cos a, m = cos 13 , n = cos 'Y 
are equally probable if the orientation of each molecule is per-
·fect l y random, therefore the fract i on of the molecul es which 
absorbs microwave radiation -;> 1-1"- at a DC magnetic field between 
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Hand dH is given (25) by: 
( III-7a) 
( III-7b) = d\4 
( III-7c) 
Thus for signals of vanishing linewidth, "infinite" signal s are 
obtained for dH/da = 0, dH/dS = 0, dH/dy = 0 at the same axial 
fields as for single crystals , superposed on a background that is 
white in the short range, but whose long-range trend will t end to 
influence str ongly the lineshapes of the a x ial EPR transitions 
( 24). 
E. Known Fine -Structure Splittings for TCNQ Salts 
For single crystals of the arsonium salt (wher e the 
Frenkel triplet exciton state is localized on a tetramer (TCNQ) 2 
(TCNQ-)2 ) Chesnut and Phillips (9) obtained in a high-field EPR 
experiment D = + 66.0 gauss, E = + 1 0 . 5 gauss , D/ E = - 6 .3 at 
l23°K. In a temperature-dependent zero- field experiment at 
atmospheric pressure Thomas et al . (26) obtained at l23°K D = 
~ 69 .1 gauss, E = + 10.9 gauss, (D/E) = - 6.35; at l44°K their 
data extrapolate to D = + 67 . 3 gauss, E = + 10.6 gauss , CD/E) = 
-6.35. 
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+ - 0 For single crystals of morpholinium TCNQ (where the trlp-
let exciton is localized on a dimer· (TCNQ- ) 2 ) Halford and 
McConnell (27) obtained at room temperature and atmospheric 
pressure lnl = 191 gauss, lEI = 19.2 gauss, D/E = 8 . 4; in a 
theoretical calculation Mar~chal and McConnell and Itzkowitz 
(16,28) obtained D = -166 gauss, E = 15.7 gauss, D/E = -10.6. 
There has been some doubt as to the charge distribution in the 
(TCNQ)2(TCNQ-)2 tetramer: recent crystallographic work (29) for 
the salt tetraphenylphosphonium (TCNQ); cannot resolve the ambi-
guity between statistical disorder of TCNQ- species with respect 
to TCNQ species, and redistribution of half on electronic charge 
l/2-
among four TCNQ molecules to g ive (TCNQ ) 4 . 
Preliminary crystallographic evidence (15,28) would have 
the TCNQ- ions overlap exactly in morpholinium+TCNQ-, and 
partially in an arsonium salt: this would explain the difference 
in the observed ln\. The theoretical calculation of D,E cited 
above lends more credence to the "statistical disorder theory" 
for the arsonium salt, with perhaps the requirement that in t'he 
triplet state the TCNQ- species be adjacent . This could be con-
firmed by actual calculation once the crystal and molecular 
structure of the arsonium salt are determined . 
In a high-pressure room-temperature EPR experiment using 
a hybrid helix resonator in place of a conventional cavity, 
Halford and McConnell (27) determined that for morpholinium+TCNQ-
jnj and IE) increase by l.l% and 1.6% per kbar in the range l bar-
680 bar, which is consistent with the compressibilities of l% to 
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2% per kbar determined by Bridgman (30), and the assumption that 
D,E are proportional, in these salts, to intermolecular overlap 
between. TCNQ- ions. 
F . Experimental 
Soos ' proposal was put to test in an experiment devised by 
A. W. Merkl, carried out by Merkl and the present writer in 1966 . 
The EPR equipment was a Varian V- 4502-15 EPR spectrometer 
modified as follows: the microwave cavity was replaced by a 
special length of RG- 52/U rectangular waveguide bearing the h igh-
pressure bomb and terminated in a sliding slott ed microwave short-
ing plug; to accommodate the microwave bomb in its low- pressure 
dewar, the detachable pole pieces of the rotat ing 12" electromag-
net were removed, and the Fieldial Hall-effect probe was reapplied 
to one of the bare pole faces . The pressurization equipment con-
sisted of a Pine hydraulic pump, which delivered a maximum 
pressure of 0 . 7 kbar ; the pump was connected ·to a Harwood 
Engineering Company Model A2 . 5J pressure intensifier (intensifi-
cation ratio 14 . 5) ; output pressures of up to 10 kbar could be 
delivered to the high-pressure bomb by 1/ 8" 0 . D. sta i n less steel 
high-pressure tubing (also supplied by the Harwood Co.). The 
pressurizing fluid was a 50-50 mixture of n-pentane and iso-
pentane . Press ures were moni tored by balancing a home-built 
Wheatstone bridge, the unknown resistance being that of a 
pressure-sensitive manganin wire coil pre-calibrated by the 
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Harwood Co. This pressure equipment has been described previously 
(2) . A sample temperature of 144°K was obtained by heating 
electr icall y liquid nitrogen in a Carboy- type dewar and directing 
the resulting gas to the high-pressure bomb enclosed in a cylin-
drical styrofoam dewar. The temperature was monitored with a 
copper-cOnstantan thermocouple; the reference junction was kept 
at 0°C and the ther moelectric voltage measured with a Leeds and 
Northrup K-2 potentiometer . A section of t he waveguide above the 
high-pressure bomb was kept at room temperature by a stream of 
nitrogen gas . This kept water from condensing in the microwave 
bridge, but did not prevent some frosting inside the waveguide 
section which carried the high pressure bomb: in especially long 
runs this became a nuisance, as the microwave br idge balance 
started to drift and the crystal detector current increased. 
The heart of the experiment was the high - pres s ure bomb 
originally designed by Halford (27,31). A preliminary version, 
of brass, was us ed by Halford and McConnell (27) up to 0.7 kbar . 
Later models were machined of Berylco-25, a non-magnetic 
beryllium- copper alloy, and hardened by heat-treating for 3 hours 
at 320°C. The bomb consists of (1) a male part connected to the 
high- pressure line and partially drill ed out to form a small high-
pressure sample chamber, (2) six sturdy bolts; (3) a female part 
about 2 !T wide and 1n thick electrically coupled to the microwave 
waveguide and also (in the original d es ign) to the magnet ic field 
modulation source, (4) a high-pressure mating seal . 
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The male part is clearance-drill ed to accept the six 
radially disposed bolts ; the female part is tapped for the same 
purpose. The male part is drilled out in its center to half its 
thickness, to form a cylindrical pressure chamber of 1/411 radius 
and l/4n depth , on the side facing the female part; a small ridge 
was added by Merkl to nbit e into 11 a copper washer which, when com-
pressed against the f lat surface of the fema l e part, formed the 
high pressure mating seal. The tip of the 1/Bn stainless steel 
high-pressure line is threaded, mated and silver-soldered to the 
other side of the male part and opens i nto the high- pressure 
chamber. 
The female part is fastened by a clutch-plate to the flat 
side o f a RG- 52/U waveg uide : if the clutch plate i s loose t h e 
bomb can rotate abou·t an axis perpendicular to the f lat s i d e of 
the waveguide. Along this axis a 0 . 052 11 hole is drilled through 
the female part to accept a coaxial wire of 0 . 012 11 diameter 
phosphor bronze . A matching 0 . 070 11 hole pierces the center of 
the flat side of the waveguide. The coaxial wire protruding half-
way into the waveguide acts as an antenna parallel to the micro-
wave electric f i eld vector i n the TEl,O waveguide mode (32) and 
as a coaxi al path for microwave s into the high- pressure reg i on 
of the bomb. The wire terminates in a small helix of four or 
five turns, which protrudes from the f l at surface of the female 
part but fits ins ide the small pressure chamber when the bomb is 
assembled . The single crystal to be stud i ed is inserted into the 
helix . The helix a l one is a narrow- band s l ow- wave mi crowa ve 
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resonator that resembles a low quality-factor cavity but can have 
a very high filling factor. The antenna-coaxial line-helix 
system constitutes a wide-band slow-wave hybrid resonator. 
Through two other holes drilled into the female part Halford 
inserted two more coaxial wires ending in a loop inside the high-
pressure chamber: by connecting these wires to the output of the 
Varian V-4560 1 00 kHz oscillator-phase-sensitive-detector, 
Halford introduced 100 kHz magnetic field modification. 
By rotating the bomb around its axis and the 12" magnet 
around its base Halford could determine lnl, IE\ in single crys-
tals. At pressures above l kbar, however, Merkl found that 
Halford's epoxy-packed coaxial lines leaked. Accordingly, Merkl 
redesigned the bomb somewhat. The wire-loop modulation scheme 
was discarded for sake of simplicity; this implied that an 
external 400 Hz modulation scheme would have to be used with an 
attendant sixteen-fold loss of sensitivity because of the 
increased l/f noise in the microwave diode mixer crystals. A 
Berylco-25 cone pressure seal (height 0.15 11 , base diameter 0 . 25 11 ) 
was made to replace a section of the coaxial wire; the helix was 
soldered to flat base o f the cone and the coaxial wire soldered 
to its vertex. The seal seat in the female part was f illed with 
epoxy resin, cured and then drilled out to a small residual thick-
ness with a countersink bore. This metallic seal introduces a 
regre~table power mismatch on the coaxial line. 
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Merkl decided to study the arsonium salt at a temperature 
for which ( i) the exciton line-widths were no·t cxchungc- broudcnccl , 
( ii) the fine-structur e splittings were not. exchange-narrowed, 
(iii) the exciton concentration p was reasonably high. The con-
ditions are met (26 ) in the temperature range 120-150°K. Merkl 
decided to avoid the technical difficulties involved in crystal 
orientation studies at low temperatures and opted for studying 
a microcrystalli ne powder of the arsonium salt at the cost of 
impaired sensitivity. It was confirmed that the arsonium salt 
was insoluble in the pressurizing fluid. To keep the powder 
sample from drifting out of the high-pressure chamber into the 
high-pressure plumbing, a teflon cup was constructed to line the 
chamber, with its lip pressing against the female part of the 
bomb when the bomb was assembled. A pinhole in the bottom of 
the cup allowed the pressurizing fluid to reach the sample. 
The microwave system consisting of the Varian V-4500-41A 
Microwave Bridge with i ts slide-screw tuner, the hybrid helix 
resonator, and the sliding short proved to be rather difficult to 
operate. The me·tallic sliding short is a reflective t ermina·tion 
so that the whole waveguide section from the magnetic to the 
short becomes a very low-Q cavity . Under ideal conditions for 
maximum power transfer to the helix, the sliding short is adjusted 
to be \/4 wavelengths away from the antenna. I f the klystron 
wavel~ngth has been so chosen that the distance from the magic T 
to the sliding short is an integer number of half wavelengths, 
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then the reflected wave is in phase with the primary wave and we 
expect a purely absorptive EPR signal from the sc1mpJ.c in the 
helix. A. is typically 4.36 em for y'l...= 9.5 GHz (Ref. ( 32 ), pp. r 
ll3-l23). For one reason or another many difficulties were 
encountered with the behavior of the helix , since for most fre-
quencies it seemed to produce arbitrary mixtures of the 
absorptive and the dispersive EPR signals ("mixed coupling''). We 
were relieved in discovering that Webb (33) had similarly noticed 
that this helix would give pure absorptive EPR signals over only 
one-tenth of the helix bandwidth (l .6 GHz), and we proceeded 
empirically to locate in room-temperature experiments klystron 
frequencies for which pure absorption was obtained ("absorptive 
coupling"). At these frequencies compromises had to be made in 
the microwave power coupling to the helix . 
When a klystron frequency was empirically found, for which 
a reasonable fraction of the power was coupled into the h elix by 
adjustment of the sliding short, and for which the EPR signal was 
only slightly (< 30%) dispersive, then the final elimination of 
the disp ersive compone nt was achi eved by (i) using the s p ec-
trometer 's klystron mode display to select a klystron reflector 
voltage V for which the k l ystron power output was a symmetrical 
R 
maximum of the klystron mode sweep; (ii) introducing the micro-
meter slide screw tuner of the V-4500-4lA bridge into the wave-
guide until a reasonable ("cavity-like") dip due to absorption by 
the tuning stub was recorded; (iii) adjusting the position of 
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this tuner on the waveguide until the tuner absorption power dip 
was at VR' and the mode display was symmetrical about VR; (iv) 
locking the klystron automatic frequency control (AFC) circuit 
onto the tuner power dip. AFC was found to be necessary despite 
Halford's claims to the contrary. 400 Hz external magnetic field 
modulation was achieved by driving two large Helmholtz coils 
installed on the bare pole faces of the l2" electromagnet. 
G. Results, and a New Experimental Design 
Two runs were made--one at l30°K in the pressure range l 
bar to 3.86 kbar and one at l44°K for pressures ranging from l 
bar to 5.08 kbar. At l44°K a transition pressure of 2.95 kbar is 
predicted by graphical extrapolation (l). For reasons explained 
below the data obtained were very poor, so poor that they are not 
recorded here. A safe conclusion we can draw from them is that 
changes in D,E at the transition point did not exceed 5%. But 
the scatter of the results was so great that the I% to l.6% 
increase per kbar observed for D and E by Halford could not 
be verified. 
We present here the reasons for which our experiments 
failed, and suggestions for improvements: 
(l) By crushing our sample we introduced a large 
"impurity signal," presumably due to free radicals at 
the end of the TCNQ linear chains. This g = 2 signal 
at H followed Curie's law, and was so large and so 
c 
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broad that the signals at H + D,H + (D - 3E), and 
c- c-
especially He ± (D + 3E), appeared as small bell-
shaped shoulders on the H signal. Theoretically, 
c 
21Diobs - jn - 3Eiobs should equal \D + 3EJobs; we 
found, by reading the peaks of the exciton signals, 
that f + 3EJobs exceeded 2 \nlobs- jn- 3E/obs by 
6 to 1~/oK Theoretically, the center of gravity of 
the three signals should coincide; we found them to 
differ by as much as 3% of the smallest splitting 
( jn + 3E)obs). The effects were reproducible and 
were not due to malfunctions of the Varian Fieldial 
unit. Such discrepancies are intolerable . Two 
remedies are possible: 
(a) Computer simulation of the powder spectra 
in a scheme similar to that of Wasserman et al. (24). 
This would aid the identification of the correct 
axial fields, which are then measured with a NMR 
gauss-meter. 
(b) Abandonment of the powder technique. The 
study of a single crystal of the arsonium salt will 
require rotation of the Halford-Merkl bomb on its 
axis at low temperature. 
(2) The substitution of 400 Hz external modulation for 
100 kHz internal loop-modulat ion had almost fatal 
effects on the signal-to-noise level. We therefore 
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propose that, at the cost of two more cone seals in 
an enlarged high- pressure chambe~ Halford ' s loop 
modulation at lOO kHz be. restored. 
(3) The accumulation of moisture in the cold waveguide 
section bearing the high-pressure bomb proved embar-
rassing, since the EPR signals changed from absorptive 
to dispersive during the course of the experiment . 
This can be avoided by keeping the waveguide at room 
temperature by blowing nitrogen gas through it, and 
keeping the bomb alone at low temperature . The 
price which has to be paid is a steep temperature 
gradient along the axial bearing shaft of the bomb . 
The redesigned bomb and dewar are shown to scale in hori-
zontal cross-section in Fig. I . They are designed to fit within 
the cylinder of diameter 5. 35 11 described by the ' pole gap of the 
rotating Varian V-3603 l2" electromagnet . W is a horizontal 
cross- section of the RG-52/U copper waveguide, T is a brass brace 
that surrounds the waveguide and bears the bomb. Nitrogen gas at 
room temperature is introduced into the waveguide through ports 
(not shown) and also into the brace T to heat +ocally part of the 
bomb shaft and ease the rotation of the bomb apout the horizontal 
axis AA'. PT is the non- magnetic stainless steel high-pressure 
tubing, wrapped loosely six or seven times aro~nd the dewar to 
a l low rotation of: (i) the male part MB ~nd tne fem~le part FB 
of the Berylco-25 bomb, (ii) the nemispherical styrofoam dewar DW, 
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A ...... . 
Figure I 
Redesigned Halford High-Pressure EPR Bomb, in Varian 
net pole gap . Horizontal cross-section, approximate 
V- 3603 mag-
scale l :l. 
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and (iii) the brass index dial D. AA' is the axis of cylindrical 
symmetry for D, FB, MB, DW, the brass clutch-flange F, and the 
copper high-pressure seal 84, except that: (i) F bears 4 tapped 
holes for the clutch f lange fastening s crews B7 to Bll, (ii) FB 
and MB bear six holes, tapped in FB and clearance in MB, f or s i x 
3/B"- 24 Ber ylco- 25 bol ts ; (iii) FB has two epoxied conical seats 
f or the modulation l oop ML cone seals 82, 83, plus the tapped and 
silver-soldered hole PH which r ecei ves the tapped end of PT. 82, 
83, and PH are a ll symmetrically 0.5 11 apart at the vert i ces of an 
equil ateral triang l e centered about AA'. 
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PROPOSITION IV 
SEARCH FOR QUARKS IN SEA-WATER: THE USE OF 
ION-EXCHANGE COLUMNS 
A. Introduction 
Despite many partial insights, great confusion reigned for 
almost three decades (1932-1961) in the physics of hadrons 
(strongly interacting elementary particles), be they baryons 
(proton, neutron, ~ and ~ h yperons, etc .) or mesons (pions, 
kaons, etc .). I n 1961 Gell-Mann and Ne'eman helped systematize 
the field by discovering the physicists ' analog to Buddha ' s 
"Eightfold Way" to virtue. 
These systematics, when coupled to all previous effort~ do 
not y ield a d escr iption of the interaction potential in the 
classical or semi-classical sense, but do allow for empirical con-
servat i on theorems for a set of new "quantum numbers11 , and for 
corr e lations of a vast amount of experimental data . The r e i s an 
obvious analogy to Mendele 1 ev 1 s achievement in classifying the 
chemical e lements . Th is writer does not feel confident with the 
group-theoretical language or competent i n the fie l d of high-
energy theoretical physics to present here an authoritative 
review, but refers the reader to books by Gell-Mann and Ne 1 eman 
(1) and Hamermesh (2). 
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Very roughly, Gell-Mann and Ne'eman found that hadronc cun 
be classified by (i) parity, (ii) spin s, (iii) isotopic spin T, 
(iv) the z-component of T, T , (v) hypercharge Y s= B + S, where 
z 
B is the baryon number, which is 0 for mesons and 1 for baryons, 
and where 8 is the strangeness, a quantum number defined semi-
empirically by Gell-Mann and Nishijima in 1955 to classify the 
sundry hadron half-lines and decay schemes. 
Consider three linearly independent vectors ~lD ~O I ~P 
that span a three-dimensional complex vector space l· The direct 
(outer) product space 3 x 3 x l' of dimension 27, can be decom-
posed into the direct sum of four invariant subspaces, 1, 8, 8, 
~ ~ ~ 
and 1 0 of dimensions 1, 8, 8, and 10, respectively. Correspond-
ingl~ baryons can be organized in a set of 8 (the spin-1/2, parity 
+baryons) and of 10 (the spin-3/2, parity+ baryons). A similar 
classification of mesons into two sets of 8 (the spin-0 and the 
spin-1 mesons) "corresponds" to the dimensionality 1, 8 of the 
invariant subspaces !' ~ which constitute the direct product 
space ~ x }_, where }. is the vector sp'ace conjugate or dual to 3 . 
This classification of mesons and baryons is no.t trivial: it can 
be used to predict and confirm rest mass differences, magnetic 
moment ratios, and so forth . The intriguing possibility exists 
that the three vectors v1 , v2 , v3 are not mathemat ical 
curiosities but might correspond to three real, if hitherto 
unobs~rved I part icles, which Gell-Mann baptiz~d the p-quark, the 
n-quark and the \-quark. 
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The classification predicts for the p-quark (q ) : B = 1/3, p 
T = 1/2, T = 1/2, s = o, spin s = "1/2, and electrical charge z 
2/3; for the n-quark E~F: B = 1/2, T = 1/2, T = -1/2, s = o, z 
spin s = 1/2, and electrical charge - 1/3; for the A.-quark ( qA.): 
B = 1/3, T = 0, T = o, S = -1, spin s = 1/2 and electrical 
z 
charge -1/3. The antiparticles to the quarks, if they ex i st, qp' 
qn' qA.' would have charges -2/3, +1/3, and +1/3 and B = -1/3 . A 
proton would consist of q , q , and q , a neutron would cons ist P P n 
+ 
of ~D ~D and ~; a n meson would consist of qp and qn. All 
nuclei of baryon number A would consist of 3A quarks . Moreover 
the quarks would react only with other quarks to form mesons or 
baryons; left to themselves or as extra "hangers - on" to ot h er 
hadrons or nuclei, quarks would undergo only weak or electromag-
netic interactions. It is guessed that the more massive quarks 
(the A. quark according to some, the p quark according to others) 
can undergo 13- decay into the lighter quark, but the "fraction-
ality" of this change would be conserved, i . e., fractiona l changes 
woul d essentially "live forever . " 
B. Search for Quarks: A Review 
These intriguing predictions led to very extensive experi-
mental efforts to detect and isolate quarks . Accelerator experi-
ments have yielded no trace of fractionally changed particles 
with rest masses below about 5 GeV/c2, the upper center-of-mass 
limit for quark-antiquark pair production in the more powerful 
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accelerators (3- lO); cosmic- ray experiments (ll- 24) have set 
- lO -2 - l 
typical upper limits for quark f luxes of lO em sec 
- l 
steradian ) at 9~/o confidence levels) as compared to typical 
- 2 -l - l 
total secondary cosmic- ray flux es of l em sec steradian 
- 2 -l 
and to typical Z = l primary cosmic- ray fluxes of 4 em sec 
steradian - l ( 25). Millikan oil- drop experiments ( 26- 29) have a l so ..-
been fruitless. Lines in the far ultraviolet solar emission 
spectrum have been cal culated and could be assigned to "quarked 
0 
atoms" if they could be measured to better than 0 . 04 A (30)3l); 
mass - spectrometric investigations on random samples of meteorites) 
air) dust) and sea water (29) have failed to yield quarks as have 
those on pre- concentrated s amples of sea water ( 32 ) ; in a con-
c erted attack on two present-day con undrums) the propocal ha~ 
been made (33) to reassign quasar spectra to quarked-atom tran-
sitions . 
All these experiments to date have been fruitless) and 
quarks seem to be destined to the role of mathemat ical curiosi-
ties . One big question that comes from the negat ive accelerator 
experiments is how t hree quarks) each with rest mass greater than 
5 GeV/c2 can combine to g ive a proton with a rest mass of only 
2 0 . 9 GeV/c . 
The chemical and geolog ical consequences of the poss i ble 
quark- atoms and quark- molecules have been sketched b y Ritson (3)) 
Chupk~ et a l. (29)) McDowell and Hasted (34) and Nir ( 35 ) . 
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What the p-quark (or the A-anti-quark or the n anti-quark) 
with its positive charge would do is a bit hard to predict; it 
may act like a bare proton and create a hydrogen-like "atom" with 
its one electron and net charge -l/3; with ordinary nuclei the 
p-quark would interact electrostatically: the nucleus-p-quark-
plus-electrons system would probably be unstable. 
The n-and A-quarks (and p anti-quark) would interact with 
nuclei and electrons like a negative muon: if captured by an 
atom, it would go into the K-level; and the p-quarked atom wou l d 
resemble a pi-mesic atom. The Bohr radius in fermi for a quark 
of rest mass M , and electrical charge Q I e: } in the K level, and q 
a nucleus of rest-mass Mn and charge Z \e:/ is, if Mp is the pro-
ton rest-mass: 
( .!:!..t ...- Mp) 
M" M~ 
and the nuclear radius in fermi is, very crudely: 
Therefore for a proton-plus-A-quark atom the quark Bohr radi us 
would be just outside the nucleus, but for 
would lie inside the nucleus. Already for 
heavy nuclide s it 
7 l 4N and for a A-quark 
5 BeV/c2 , R = 3.l fm and a = 3.2 fm. If quarks are 
0 q 
present in primary cosmic rays, albeit in low concentrations, 
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then apart from a fraction of thermalized secondary quark 
particles tied down or recycled into high-altitude plasmas (34), 
the quarks will either arrive on the surface of the earth as 
high- energy secondary particles or as ions solvated in rain 
drops. Ultimately, preferential solvation of the quark atoms 
(quark-N2, quark-D2, quark-A, or quark-H20) will tend to make 
the oceans into repositories of quark atoms and molecules, within 
9 
a geological time span of 5 x 10 years (3,29). Ritson and Pad-
more ( 32) ob·tained samples of bi·ttern, a 100- fold concentrate o f 
sea wate~ from the Leslie Salt Co . salt evaporators, crystallized 
much of the salts by further evaporation, and analyzed the remain-
ing liquid, and some of crystallized residue in a mass spectrome-
ter . No quarks were found, 
C. Ion-Exchange Purification of Sea- Water 
We suggest that during evQporation of the bittern, the 
quarks in sea water could eas ily co-crystallize with . the ordinary 
salts in lattice defects,, and propose t hat large-scale ion-
\ . 
exchange chromatography be used instead of evaporation to deionize 
sea water or bitt ern samples . Since the select ive adsorption on 
anionic or cat i onic resin columns i s a function of ionic charge, 
therefore fractionally charged quark species will tend to reside 
on the columns between the bands due to ions differing by one 
whole electronic charge. 
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Careful identification of band edges, by isotopic l abel-
ling if necessary, and sampling of the interband eluates, should 
make a systematic search for quarks almost fool-proof. The 
intraband eluates could then be analyzed by mass spectrometry. 
Primack (36) has suggested that n-quark-HD or n-quark-D2 
molecules would exhibit properties similar to thos e observed by 
Alvarez (37) for ~-mesic HD molecules: the muon catalyzes 
fission reactions: 
~ 
1 
+ ~a ~ ~ee + energy 
Thus, bubble chambers filled with D2 could be used to detect 
quark-induced fission reactions anq help confirm the presence of 
quark in injected samples . 
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PROPOSITION V 
SOLUTION DIMERS OF ORGANIC DONOR CATIONS AND OF ACCEPTOR 
ANIONS. THE BENZIDINE REARRANGEMENT REVISITED 
A. Calculations on Solution Dimers 
The strong organic donors (D):para-Phenylenediamine (pPD), 
N,N-Dimethyl-para-phenylenediamine (DMPD), N,N,N',N'-Tetramet h yl-
para-phenylenediamine (TMPD), Diaminodurene (DAD), and the str ong 
acceptor (A):7,7,8,8-Tetracyanoquinodimethan (TCNQ), when they 
are respectively oxidized to their long-lived radical cations D+, 
(reduced to the radical anion A-) and are dissolved in a polar 
solvent, tend to form weakly bound cationic (anionic) dimer s D+D+ 
(A A ) (1,2,3,4). These dimers are formed in spite of the strong 
direct Coulomb repulsion between like ions ; they are diamagnetic, 
i.e.,spin-paired (2); their optical absorption spectra display 
all the transitions of the free monomeric ion, somewhat attenuated 
and blue-shifted (< 0.5 eV) (1), plus a charge-transfer band and 
some new unexplained transitions . The heats of dimerization 6H 
in aqueous solution are : (pPD+) 2 8 kcal/mole of monomer (1); 
(DMPD+)2 10 kcal/mole (1), (TMPD+)2 either 5 or 8 k cal/mole (1,2); 
(TCNQ-)2 5.2 kcal/mole of monomer (3). The solution dimers 
resemble very closely the dimers observed in the low-temperature 
phase of ·-TMPD+ perchlorate {Wurster's Blue Perchlorate or WBP) 
crystals (5), and in the other TCNQ- Frenkel spin exciton salts 
(6,7). 
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It has been suggested that these dimers are bound by 
exchange Coulomb forces (8). Nordio has suggested (9) that the 
overlap between the two ions is staggered so that the polar l,4-
substituents interact strongly with the polarizable benzene ring. 
We propose here that a thorough pi-~lectron calculation be per-
formed for these dimers, using the interplanar separation and the 
degree of staggering between the parallel planar ions as two free 
parameters, in an attempt to discover minima of the interionic 
potential with respect to these parameters, and hence the equi-
librium interionic configuration(s). In a semi-empirical scheme, 
the electronic spectra (l) and the heats of dimerization (l,2,3) 
could be used to obtain the "best" ionic wavefunctions. 
If solvent effects are neglected, then such a calculation 
would not only provide a rationalization for the solution dimers, 
but also allow us to estimate the effect of the crystalline 
electric field in changing the equilibrium solution configurations 
to the crystal configurations. Ther e is some like lihood that 
these may differ: in fact, the experimental h eats of transit ion 
for WBP are in the crys tal 6H = 0.408 kcal/mole of WBP monomer 
(lO), and in solution either 5 kcal/mole (l) or 8 kcal/mole (2) 
of WBP monomer; the difference, of course, cannot reside in the 
p6V term, but may be due either to some subtle difference in 
molecular configurations or to crystal-field effects. 
Two related dimer calculations have already been performed: 
the calculation by Monkhorst, Pott and Kommande ur (ll) on the 
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(TMPD+)2 dimer was biased ~ priori in favor of a disproportiona-
tion in the· solid state at low temperatures, and may be discounted; 
a calculation by Fritchie, Chesnut, and Simmons on the (TCNQ-) 2 
dimer has been mentioned twice (l2,l3) but has not been published 
so far: it apparently obtained the desired result that the 
(TCNQ-)2 dimer has the lowest energy when the molecules are in 
parallel planes but in a staggered overlap configuration. 
B. The Benzidine Rearrangement 
If the excited electronic states can be included meaning-
_fully in .the dimer calculation suggested above, then this calcula-
tion may also become useful in the famous controversy over the 
mechanism of the acid-catalyzed benzidine rearrangement. 
This reaction has occupied the attention of organic 
chemists for over a century, but the reaction pathway has never 
been completely explained. After a very brief sketch of the 
problem and its connection with the radical dimer discussions 
above, we shall suggest some electron paramagnetic resonance 
(EPR) experiments which might help to clarify the s ituation. 
In acid solutions h ydrazobenzene and substituted h ydrazo-
benzenes (I) can rearrange to as many as eight different products 
(II to IX), all of which are never obtained in any given 
reaction: 
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Hl'll NH · 
I 
NH:a,. . 
TI 
...._..__ _________ ...-) 
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I is Hydrazobenzene or 1,2-Diphenylhydrazine, and may bear sub-
stituents, as indicated by the labels A, B, or else the phenyl 
ring itself may be replaced by naphthyl, etc. ; II is ortho-Benzi-
dine or 2,2 '-Diaminobiphenyl ; III is (para)-Benzidine or 4;4'-
Diaminobiphenyl; IV is Diphenyline or 2,4--Diaminobiphenyl; Vis 
ortho-Semidine; VI is para-Semidine; VIII is Azobenzene and IX is 
Carbazole. 
The literature to 1922 is reviewed by Jacobson (14); the 
work of the London group (Hughes, Banthorpe and Ingold) to 1964 
is reviewed in Refs. (15, 16); the literature to about 1964 is 
reviewed by Shine (17) and by Dewar and Marchand (18). More 
recent work is reported by Hammond et a1. (19), by Shine et al. 
(20), and most recently by the London group (21). 
It is now firmly establi shed that the acid-catalyzed 
benzidine rearrangement i s intramolecular, "specific acid-
catalyzed [i.e. the proton addition is not rate-determining], 
is of first order in hydrazo compound, and may be either separately 
or simultaneously first- and second-order in acid" (17). Things 
are not quite that well-established for the transition state; in 
fact, there are at present three competing models: the polar-
transition-state (PTS) theory of the London group (16), the pi-
complex theory of Dewar (18), and the caged-free radical pair 
theory (22). The first two involve a heterolytic scission of 
the N-N bond, whereas the last predicts a homolytic scission.· 
The PTS theory assumes that a concerted mechanism breaks the 
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N- N bond and for ms the C- N or C-C bonds in t he same step, e . g .: 
H H 
le 19 
H -k~---I------k -H 
~ 
Thi s t heory expl a i ns subst i t uent effects on react i on rates , but 
fail s to account for the para- semidine VI and the d i sproportiona-
t ion products VII, VIII. , The p i- complex t h eory i nvolves a tran-
sition state of t he type: 
63> 
The caged- radical dimer theor y postulat es a t ransition s t ate 
whi ch for the first- order aci d- catalyzed rearra ngement i s : 
•NH 
and f or the second- order acid- catal yz ed rearrangement is : 
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Both dimers would be bound inside a "cage" of solvent molecules . 
The difficulty is that one might expect the radicals to interact 
either with dissolved oxygen or with the s olvent whenever they 
"leave the cage", whereas no evidence has been found of the 
products of such side-reactions; also, the attempts made so far 
to detect free radicals by EPR techniques (l9d, 20b, 23) have 
been fruitless. It could be argued that in the reactions followed 
by EPR techniques the free radicals were too short-lived for 
detection when they left the solvent cage, since EPR at lOlO Hz 
cannot detect a radical whose lifetime is shorter than abou·t 
-lO lO seconds . This writer does not know whether the cation 
radical of, say, aniline has been observed by EPR, but wishes to 
propose that the choice of a properly s ubstituted hydrazobenz ene 
could yield a transition state in whiCh a fr ee radical, if formed, 
would be relatively stable even outside the solvent cage and 
hence detectable by EPR: pPD+, DMPD+, and TMPD+ would be such 
radicals. Jacobson's tabulation (l4 ) provides six exampl es of 
substituted h ydrazobenzenes which might be suitable : they are 
listed below with the indices showing the known reaction products 
(l4) as schematized on page 300. 
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Ht-
----I~~sgtIK 
~ 
A thorough monitoring of the benzidine rearrangement react i ons of 
the above compounds by EPR could either provide direct evidence of · 
radical int~rmediates or send the caged- radical theory to final 
oblivion. 
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